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David Packham OAM MAppSci
This submission is based on 58 years of being involved in bush fire research and
development. During that time, I was a technical Assistant in the CSIRO division of Physical
Chemistry and finished with CSIRO as a Principal Research Scientist. Further experience and
knowledge was gained as a lecturer in the school of Chemistry at Chisholm Institute (later
incorporated into Monash University) and the research Director of the National Centre for
Rural Fire Research ,then the Deputy Director of the Australian Counter Disaster College
(Dept. of Defence, now the Emergency Management Institute, Attorney General Dept.) and
finally as the Supervising Meteorologist for Rural Fires in the Bureau of Meteorology). I have
been honoured with an Order of Australia Medal and the Philip J.Di Nenho Prize (USA). A
more complete CV is attached.1
I claim to have sufficient expertise in bushfire matters to submit the following opinions and
facts for consideration by the Committee on Environment and Planning.
TOR 1. "The extent of the decline of Victoria's biodiversity and the likely impact on people,
particularly First Peoples, and ecosystems, if more is not done to address this, including
consideration of climate change impact;"
I make the assumption that Victoria's biodiversity was at an optimal or peak condition at the
time of European settlement which can be conveniently defined as "Victoria Felix"2
The Victorian Biodiversity has undergone significant change and is now under its greatest
threat from "Extreme Bushfires" in the last 50-70,000 years since indigenous occupation.3
I will give only one example of many here and that is the invasion of Ti-tree and wire grass in
Gippsland now impenetrable in the absence of regular prescribed or aboriginal style
Attachment 1. Packham CV.
Attachment 2. Duncan (1982) Atlas of Victoria "A map of Australia Fellx, 1847" Victorian Government
Publication.
3
Attachment 3. Flannnery {1994) "The Future Eaters" p217-236, Grove Press, New York.
Attachment 4, Ward D.J. Bushfire history from grass trees ant Eneabba, Western Australia" Journal of the
Royal Society of Western Australia 92, 261-268,2009
Attachment 5. Rhys Jones{2012) u Fire -Stick Farming" Fire Ecology,Volume 8,. Reprinted from "Australian
Natural History 16(7):224-228 (September 1969).
Attachment 6. King,A.R. (1963)The Influence of Bushfires on the Forests and the Prevalence of Bush/ires in
Australia, CSIRO Division of Physical Chemistry, Melbourne. Extract .
Attachment ?.Gammage, 8.{2012)The Biggest Estate on Earth ,How Aborigines Made Australia ,Allen and
Unwin, Sydney.
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burning. It is now a deadly extreme fire risk certain to fuel another disaster if it continues to
be ignored.
The Victorian Government gradually over the last 60 years has adopted policies and
practices that have allowed the fuel levels to reach "extreme" 4 • This level of fuel is
between 34 and 43 tonnes per hectare according to the Victorian Government's fuel hazard
guide5 • This is between 7 and 9 times the fuel level of the indigenous burning at a five-year
rotation and now in resulting a fire intensity of 50- 80 times greater than indigenous and
consequently no capacity6 for fire control 7 . We can expect vast loss of biodiversity and life
loss in the forthcoming fire conflagrations unless we mandate "natural" use offire.8
The policies of no or very little, mostly token fuel management is despite t he success of
indigenous9 use of the fire stick 10and the occurrence of lightning ignitions that shaped our
forest structure and create a healthy and safe environment.
Climate change is irrelevant to the acute bushfire threat as a warming of 1.5°C alters an
extreme fire flame height by only lm in 30m and rate of spread increases by a similar
factor; both changes to extreme fire behaviour cannot be quantified and are not significant.
At the chronic or strategic disaster threat level, a warming may actually decrease the
bushfire threat. To illustrate this possibility: if the climate was to change to a warmer
pattern and it also became wetter the fuel decomposition rate of bushfire fuel increases and
the equilibrium or maximum fuel would decrease with subsequent large decrease in fire
intensity.
NSW is warmer and wetter than Victoria and has hence has fuel levels of about a half of
Victoria's and fire intensities of one quarter and also slower rates of spread. If, however
cl imate change resulted in a warmer and drier environment there will be less growth and a
subsequent decrease in fire behaviour. In the limit a hotter and dryer climate would lead to
the small fire threat that is characteristic of Central Australia.
An excuse for the damage caused by the 2020 fires is that the fire season has extended due
to climate change is falsified by a detailed examination of Australia's fire history. This can be
4

Attachment 8 .See p25 in "Department of Sustainability and Environment, "Overall fuel hazard assessment

guide" Ju ly 2010 ( "A Victorian Government Initiative").
5

ibid
Attachment 9. Packham, (2020) Public meeting. Victoria Felix- Healthy and Safe.
7
Attachment 10. For a more technical argument see the attached note Packham (2010) and the Sneeuwjagt
curve with updates by Burrows and Cameron. (This inquirery). Other references important to this question
are: Lamount, Ward et al Believing the Balga, Fire in ecosystems of South-west Western Australia, impacts and
management. Pp147-169 Abbott and Burrows eds. ( 2003)
Attachment 11. Burrows and Armstrong, Managing Bushfire in a Biodiversity Hotspot, Department of
Conservation and Land Management, Kensington, WA, Australia. Attached. Sneeuwjagt, The effectiveness of
Prescribed Burning in the Control of large Eucalypt Forest Fires, Department of Environment and Conservation,
Perth WA also United Nations FAO Suncity Conference South Africa. Abstract attached.
8
Attachment 13. Ward, D.j. (2010) Ph.D. Thesis Curtin University, Chapter 6, page 122," Better to Believe the
6

Balga".
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Attachment 12.Robinson, Packham and Powell (1995), "Cleaning up the Country" Wildfire 5, (1) 45-47.

°King,A.R., (1963) ibid and Rhys Jones (1969), ibid.
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done to some extent due to the publication of a study by J.C.Foley an extract for NSW11is
attached showing for example newspaper reports and meteorological observations that
include significant fires on dates a century ago similar to the fires of 2020.
The current claim that climate change is responsible for the recent eastern Australian fires is
nonsense and an attempt to cover up the lack of prevention , preparation and response. In
Foley quotes fires in NSW, October 14 "Severe bushfire raging throughout the
1926
:
couhtryslde ". October 15, Grafton, "Great bushfires raging. Farmers burnt out. Loss of
stock will be enormous" .
TOR2. "The adequacy of the legislative frame work protecting Victoria's environment
including grass lands, forests and the marine and coastal environment, and native species;"
The legislative and administrative framework does not require the environment to be
maintained by the application of indigenous environment knowledge and practices or the
adopted policies and practices of world 'best' practice. It gives room for malfeasance, the
placing of both the natural and human environment in peril. This is a crime against the
environment and humanity that if continued to be ignored must be the basis for massive
legal class actions or referral to a world court. Fuel management must be mandated as a
specific quantitative requirement 12. The process by which the recommendation of the
experts in the expert's panel in the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission (VBRC)of 5% to
8% of forest land should be subject to fuel reduction burning was manoeuvred down from
"5% to 8% minimum" and then finally reported by the VBRC as 5% and then through
implementing a political process became 1.3% and finally as practiced by DWELP to be less
than 1% before the data disappeared. This is corruption of transparency which must be
mandated against. Perhaps Federal oversight will be necessary.
TOR3. The adequacy and effectiveness of Government programs and funding protecting and
restoring Victoria's ecosystems;
Government programs have failed completely in protecting or restoring Victoria's public
ecosystems by failing to maintain safe fuel levels as witnessed by the environmental
damage created by the megafires of 2003, 2006/7, and 2009. Government acceptance of
these environmental disasters is consistent with Einstein's definition of insanity. It is not a
matter of resource or funding. Any Government granting more mega dollars is wasting
public money there is plenty of resources but a serious lack of thought, experiment and
intellectual rigour.
A major cause of this insanity is the deliberate termination of honest, ethical, quality and
independent fire research that is now totally controlled by the fire agencies, green politics,
university conflicted interests and excessive application of pathological science from the
academic green sector.13
11 Attachment 14. Foley, J.C. 1 A Study of Meteorological Conditions associated with Bush and Grass Fires and
Fire Protection Strategy in Australia, BULLETIN No. 38, 1947, COMMONWEALTH of AUSTRALIA BUREAU OF
METEOROLOGY EXTRACT ATTACHED.
12 See Sneeuwjagt, ibid and Cameron , ibid
13 Attachment 15. Langmuir, 1.,(1953)Pathological Science.
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Legislation preventing fire and grazing trials brought in by this Parliament is a scientific
disgrace and should be immediately repealed and experimental forests declared and made
available. 14
TOR4.
Legislative. Policy, program, governance and funding solutions to facilitate ecosystem and
species protection, restoration and recovery in Victoria, in the context of climate change
impacts:
It is urgent before the next megafire disaster within the next 30 years that a fuel
management program appropriate to the diverse regions of the Victorian forested lands be
established to achieve a healthy and safe environment by achieving an 8: -15% of $tate and
private forest burnt with low intensity fires each year.
Adoption and adaption of the Western Australian "Red Book" technology and policies 15 is
the rational path forward.
Legislating for fire and fuel decisions to be made at a regional level and not from a remote,
central administration 16 .
Establishment of truly independent fire research capability and both applied and theoretical
level is essential to achieving the "healthy and safe 'environment.
A new wave of Bushfire Research must be structured around :a) an honest bushfire risk analysis for the Victorian natural and human environment
including economic consequences;
b) Fire behaviour research to fine tune the WA policy and practice to precisely fit the
Victorian Environment;
c) a fire pathology capability to inform future research, practices and policy development.
d) operational development.
Legislation is necessary to mandate and protect fire managers and practitioners similar to
that in the US State of Florida to achieve the actuality of environmental, social and
economic aims of a stewardship of our environment. The Florida legislation indemnifies and
mandates private fuel management providing the circumstances that ensures that it actually
occurs in prescribed conditions.

14
cf the Harvard Experimental forest.
15 Attachment 17. Extract WA fire and fuel management policies are freely available from the WA Government.
16
See Herman B Leonard, John F Kennedy School of Public Administration, Harvard. Evidence given to the
VBRC as Exhibit and evidence by video from Boston.
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I note finally that if the environment is made "healthy" and thus "safe" by the use Of the
modern firestick 17 all the other bushfire malaises decline or disappear especially human and
fauna life loss and asset protection.
I would be pleased to support personally my concluded opinions.

David Packham OAM
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Atachment 16.Underwood R., (2016) Fire from the Sky. York Gum publishing Western Australia 141pp.
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CURRICULUM VITAE
DAVID PACKHAM
2018

NAME

David Roy Packham

QUALIFICATIONS
Diploma of Applied Chemistry (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology,
1964.) Master of Applied Science (Victorian Institute of Colleges, 1973).
Foundation course in Human Resource Management (Institute ofPersonnel Management
Australia, 1991).
AWARDS
Order of Australia Medal, 1991, for service to the development of aerial ignition
techniques for bush fire management.

Fire Protection Association Australia, 2002, The AV. Viscogliosi "Award for
Excellentce for Outstanding Service to Fire Protection.
National Fire Protection Association (Quincy, Massachusetts) May 2017. The Phillip J.
Dinneno prize for fire and public safety. Represented in Brisbane May 4 2018.
MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS
Co-developer of aerial prescribed burning that has been adopted as a major fire control
technique throughout Australia and North America

Co-inventor of the VESDA high sensitivity building smoke detection system that is the
most advanced building fire detection system and applied throughout the world.
Initiator of a 30 person-year study of smoke from biomass burning that has been used as
input data to greenhouse climate models.
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Public advocate for the non-evacuation as a strategy to decrease life and property loss
during disastrous bushfires.
Consultant to Australian International Development Assistance Bureau as technical
leader of the Joint ASEAN / Australia pre-feasibility study on Transboundary Pollution
of Haze in ASEAN countries, September 1992.

EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES
Retired from the Australian Public Service however I maintain an active consultancy
program and other work associated with rural fires.
Consulted to WorkCover Victoria, the Victoria Police and the Victorian Coroner on the
Linton fire incident.
Jaakko
Participated in a joint technical assistance study in Indonesia with Fortech,
Poyry, the Asia Development Bank and Nnational Development Planning Agency of
Indonesia (BAPPENAS) to develop an investment strategy to mitigate drought, fire
and haze in Indonesia.
Flew observation patrol aircraft for CFA 1968 - 1970
Supervised two Honours students, one Masters and two PhD student in rural fire studies.
In The School of Geography and Environmental Studies, Monash University.
Briefly, a Research fellow in the Monash Department of Mathematics working with
Dr Terry Clark from the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder Colorado
on a coupled fire /atmosphere meso-model for fire spread.
A Senior Professional Officer in the Australian Bureau of Meteorology as the
Supervisor Rural Fire Weather Warning Services. The position involved policy
development and research. I had the national responsibility for all the Bureau's fire
weather warning services.
Previous position was as Deputy Director of the Australian Counter Disaster College
(Department of Defence). I was responsible for the professional aspects of the College's
activities, which included courses, workshops and seminars on disaster management for
about 1200 participants each year. The college had a small research programme and a
total staff of 49. That appointment lasted from 1985 to 1987.
For five years from 1980 to 1985 I was a part time lecturer in inorganic chemistry and
Director of the National Centre for Rural Fire Research at the Chisholm Institute of
Technology (now Monash University).
Between 1962 and 1980 I worked in bushfire research in CSIRO in the Division of
Physical Chemistry which has had many name changes including Division of Applied
Chemistry and the Division of Chemical Technology. I started in 1962 as a Technical
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Assistant and was a Principal Research Scientist when I resigned in 1981. My research
at CSIRO was centered on heat and mass transfer in bushfires, aerial prescribed burning,
smoke chemistry and dispersion, nephelometry, air pollution, fire detection in buildings
and remote sensing of bushfires. I maintained an instrument rating for multi-engined
•
aircraft and specialized in the use of aircraft for atmospheric measurement.

EXPERT EVIDENCE
I have provided expert evidence on many matters concerning bush fires.
Supreme Court
S.A. Shire of Stirling, Ash Wednesday I .Fires 1980.
W.A. The Toodyay fire
WA The Roleystone-Kelmscott Fire
Vic. The Kilmore East Fire 2009
WA The smoke taint case. 2011
County Court
Major Russell Smith, The Bundara Fire 2017
Magistrates Court
Morwell Code The Aberfeldy/Seaton fires 2013/14
Sale
Higgins 2014
Other
The Linton fire deaths, Vic Coroners Court (1999),
The House of Representatives Inquiry into the Australian Bushfires (1983),
The Miller Inquiry into the Ash Wednesday Fires, Vic 1983.
The Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission , 2009
Three Victorian Parliament Inquiries.
OTHER ACTIVITIES

Appointed to Ministerial Alpine Advisory Council.
Consultant to Forestmount for the burning of 80 hectares of windrows contiguous to
housing estates in Mt Martha.
Facilitator to the Country Fire Authority, CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology in
developing a national strategy for satellite measurement of grassland cming as a measure
of fire risk.
Personnel interests

Environmental conservation, keelboat sailing, bicycle riding, flying,
landscape photography, wine making and life.
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PUBLICATIONS
King A.R. & Packham D.R., (1964) Miscellaneous Experiments Relevant to Bulk Sugar Fires.
CSIRO Div. Phys. Chem. Repo1t No I 0, 20pp.
Packham, D.R. (1965) Heat Transfer in Bushfires, Bushfire Bulletin, 13-15.
King A.R. & Packham D.R., (1965) An Evaporation Retardant to Improve Water used in Rural
Fire-fighting. Aust. For. 29 (2), 80-88.
Baxter J.R., Packham D.R. & Peet G.R. (1966) Control Burningfrom Aircraft. CSIRO Chemic<:11
Res. Lab. Melbourne. 26pp.
Packham D.R. (1966) Mapping Forest Fires through Smoke Aust, For. 30, 268-73.
Taylor R.J. & Packham D.R. et al (1968) A Mesa-meteorological Investigation of Five Forest
Fires. CSIRO Div. Met. Phys. Tech. Paper 18. 19pp.
Cheney, N.P., Hooper, R., MacAlthur, D.A., Packham, D.R., and Vines, R.G. Techniques/or the
Aerial Mapping of Wild Fires. Australian Forestry Research 3(4): 3-20.
Packham D.R. & Peet G.R. (1970) Developments in controlled burningfrom aircraft. CSIRO
Chemical Res. Lab. Melbourne. l8pp.
Packham D.R. (1971) Heat Transfer above small Ground fires. Aust. For. Res. .5. (1) 19-21.
Packham, D.R. (1971) Fire Control and Aircraft in the Northern Territory. Proceedings of the
1971 Tropical and Arid Fire Symposium, Darwin.
Packham D.R. & Pompe A. (1971) Radiation Temperatures of Forest Fires. Aust. For. Res. -5,(3)
1-8.
Packham D.R. & MacArthur D.A. (1971) Radiation from an ethylene diffusion flame.
Combustion Sci. and Tech.i. 299-306.
Taylor R. J., Packham D.R., et al. (1971) Some meteorological aspects of three intense forest
fires. CSIRO Div. Met. Phys. Tech. Paper 21. 2lpp.
Vines R.G., Packham D.R., et al. (1971) On the nature, properties and behaviour of bushfire
smoke. CSIRO Div. Appl. Chem. Tech. Paper 1. p.
Bermingham, A., Packham, D.R., and Vines, R.G. (1971) The Age of the Petrified Forest near
Denmark, Western Australia. Search 2: 11-12.
King N.K., MacArthur D.A., Packham D.R. Taylor R.J. & Vines R.G. (1972) Studies on bushfire
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smoke. Symp. Fire in the Environment, Denver, USA.
Taylor R.J., Packham D.R., et al. (1973) Convective Activity above a Large-scale Bushfire. J
Appl. Meteorology, Ll., 1144-50.
Evans L.F., King N.K., Packham D.R. & Stephens E.T. (1974) Ozone measurements in smoke
from forestfires. Env. Sci. and Tee.�' 75-76.
Packham D.R., Eccleston A.J. & King N.K. (1974) The scattering coefficient and mass
concentration of smoke.from some Australian forestfires. JAPCA 24, 1047-50
Packham D.R., Gibson L & Linton M. (1974). The detection of smoke in air-conditioned and
ventilated buildings. Control (Aust.) l, 777-85, also Telecom Journal of Aust. 26, 261-67. and
Fire Int. 48, 50-59.
Evans, L.F. King, N.K., MacArthur, D.A. Packham, D.R. and Stephens, E.T., Further Studies of
The Nature of Buslifire Smoke. Division of Applied Organic Chemistry Technical Paper No.2,
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization; Australia.
Packham D.R. Hamilton J.A., Gibson 1. & Weeks C. (1976) Ambient smoke levels at the
Honeysuckle Creek Space Tracking Station and the selection offire alarm levels. Control (Aust)
.3., 87.
Evans L.F., Weeks I.A., Packham D.R. & Eccleston A.J. (1977) Photochemical ozone in smoke
from prescribed burning of forests. Environmental Sci. & Tech. lL. 896.
Vines R.G. & Packham D.R. (I 978) Properties of bushfire smoke: the reduction in visibility
resulting.from prescribed.fires in forests. JAPCA 28: 790.
Vines R.G. King N.K. & Packham D.R. (1977) The loss of selenium and other elements from
burning forest litter. Aust. For. Res. Z: 265-8.
Vines R.G. & Packham D.R. (1978) Air pollution from forestfires. Aust. Environment Council
Symp. on Air Pollution Diffusion Modelling, Canberra. Aust.
Packham D.R. (1977) Physics and bushfire protection. Victoria's Resources�Packham D.R. , Donaldson B & Clarke L.N. (1980) Selection of Fire alarm levels for in-duct
detection in a hospital. Control (Aust.) Q. 117.
Ross D.G., Knight I., Packham D.R. & Vines R.G. (1982). Mathematical smoke dispersion
model: prescribed burns. CAMM Repo11 No. 1, Chisholm Inst. of Technology, Vic. 52pp.
Ross D.G. & Packham D.R. (1981) On modelling visibility reduction: prescribed forest burns.
74th Annual Meeting, APCA Philadelphia, USA.
Tassios S. & Packham D.R. (1984) An investigation of some thermal properties of four fabrics
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suitable for use in ruralfirefighting. National Centre for Rural Fire Research, Tech. Paper No. 1
Chisholm Inst. of Technology, Vic., Aust.
Packham D.R., (1984) Planning/or a HotTime. Australian Insurance Journal, Feb 29-32.
Packham, D.R. and Packham, H.F. (1984) Bushfires and Mudbrick Houses, Grass Roots ,14:
McMahon A., Packham D.R., Vines R.G. & Silberbauer G. (1984) Four Views on the Bush-fire
Problem in Rural Victoria, Australia. National centre for Rural Fire Research, Tech. Paper No.
2, Chisholm Inst. of Technology, Vic., Aust.
Tassios S & Packham D.R. (1985) The release of methyl chloride from biomass burning in
Australia. JAPCA 35, 41.
Packham D.R., Sirakoff C., McKelvie I., Gabric A., Middleton J., Nevett G.C., Raisin G.,
Tassios s. and Wilson A.A.G. (1985) Project Aquarius -The prediction of extinguishment of
forest fires by aerial attack, part 1: Architecture and basis for the ASMl/84 Computer Model.
National Centre for Rural fire Research, Tech. Paper No. 4, Chisholm Inst of Technology, Vic.,
Aust.
Sirakoff C., Packham D.R., McKelvie I., Gabric A., Middleton J., Nevett G.C., Raisin G.,
Tassios s. and Wilson A.A.G. (1985) Project Aquarius -The prediction of Extinguishment of
Forestfires by aerial attack. Part 11: Operation of the ASMl/84 Computer ModeL National
Centre for Rural Fire Research, Tech. Paper No. 5, Chisholm Inst. of Technology, Vic., Aust.
Aust Patent 9230/72 "Smoke Detector"
Swiss Patent 8221/73 "Smoke Detector"
U.K. Patent 25660/73 "Smoke Detector"
Packham, D.R., & Pien-ehumbert, C. (1990) "Bushjires in Australia: A Problem of the
Weather" Bulletin of the World Meteorological Organisation 39: 21,
Packham, D.R. "Bushfires in Australia: What is the Risk?" Australian Planner 30:8, 1992.
Noar, P., Packham, D., and Drosdowsky, L., "The Role of Meteorology in Natural Disaster
Reduction", AODRO Newsletter 8:3, 1990.
Noar,P., Packham, D., and Drosdowsky, L., "Toward More Effective Early Warning Systems"
UNDRO News, July/August:14, 1990.
Kruse!, N. Packham, D.R. and Tapper, N. " Wildfire Activity in the Ma/lee Shrubland a/Victoria,
Australia." International Journal of Wildland Fire 3( 4):217-228, 1993.
Packham, D.R., Bally, J. Clark, T., Knight, I., Krusel, N., and Tapper, N., "The Orchestra
Grows!Two new fire Models." Conference on Landscape Fires '93. Perth, Sept 1993.
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Kruse! N., Packham, D. and Tapper, N. Wildfire Activity in Two Vegetation Types in Victoria,
Australia. 12th Conference on Forest and Fire Meteorology - Fire, Meteorology and the
Landscape. Oct 26-28 Jekyll Island, Georgia.
Bally, J., Elliott, J., Fraser, J., Jones, R., Kirby, B., Packham, D.R. Salter, J. and Silberbauer, G.
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Beringer, J., Packham, D.R. and Tapper, N.J. "Areal Extent of Dry Season Biomass Burning in
NorthernAustralia, and ResultingAtmospheric Emissions." 12th Conference on Fire and Forest
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p24
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the Northern Territory, Australia, International journal of Wildland Fire, 5(4), 229-235.
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and The Australian Journal of Emergency Management, 10 (1) 45-47
Clark, T.L, Jenkins, M.A., Coen, J. and Packham, D.R. (1996), A Coupled Atmosphere-Fire
Model: Convective Feedback on Fire Line Dynamics , Journal of Applied Meteorology,35:875
901.
Clark, T.L, Jenkins, M.A., Coehn, J. and Packham, D.R. (1996), A Coupled Atmosphere-Fire
Model:Role of the Convective Froude Number and Dyunamic Fingering at the Fireline.
International Journal of Wildland Fire, 6(4),177-190.
Packham, D.R. and Tapper, N.J. (1996) Biomass burning and Global Warming, Paper for the
13th International Conference on Forest and Fire Meteorology, Lorne Oct 1996.
Grahame Applegate, Ross Smith, James I.Fox, Andrew Mitchel, David Packham, Nigel
Tapper,dan Graham Baines Kebakaran Hutan di Indonesia; Dampak dan Pemecahannya. In Ke
Mana Harns Melangkah? Resources for the Future, Washington, 2003
Clark, T.L., Reeder, M.J., Griffiths, M., Packham, D., and Kruse!, N., (2003). Jnfrared
Observations and Numerical Modelling of Grassland Fires in the Northern Territ01y, Australia.
Submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research, 4 April 2003.
Harris,S., Tapper,N., Packham,D., Orlove,B., and Nicholls,N., (2008). The relationship between
the monsoonal summer rain and dry-season fire activity of northern Australia. International
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mercury in the Australian environment by burning: A preliminary investigation ofbiomatter and
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1994.
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Foreword
The Atlas of Victoria Committee has worked for five years under the aegis
of the Projects Division of the Department of the Premier. The culmination of
its efforts is the publication of this handsome volume, which will, I am confident,
prove to be of great value as a work of reference in schools, colleges, libraries,
offices and homes, not only in Victoria but across Australia, and overseas.
The Atlas incorporates many new and interesting maps as well as others,
previously published, that appear now in colour and in a standardised format.
Their quality and appearance reflect great credit on the compilers for their careful
research, on the draughtsmen for their skill and patient attention to detail, and
on the platemakers, printers and binders, for their efforts to achieve a high
standard of presentation.
An atlas is not just a book illustrated with maps and pictures. Rather it is a
volume of maps with supporting text and photographs. That this subordination
of text to maps is rarely obvious is a tribute to the work of the Editor, Dr J. S.
Duncan, whose training and experience as a geographer gave him the breadth
of knowledge to deal with contributions from experts in a wide variety of subjects.
The contributors were drawn from government departments, universities
and colleges, and the co-operation of the many individuals concerned and of
the institutions that employ them is greatly appreciated by the Government
of Victoria.

The Hon. J. Cain, M.P.
Premier of Victoria
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kangaroo bones found there. .To my great surprise I found
samples differed from .those of all other regions of Austri(l,
the modern animals were, on average, larger than the 20.00,
fossils! At first l thought that this .might be due to the {I!.�
were from an island,for I was..aware thatisland popllla#�l
mals are often unusual Jn size. For �ample, in the,pa$d'\
the Mediterranea,n have been home . to she�p-sizect;�li
hare-sized .hedgehogs. But as it turns out, it is a general ,t,
er animals shrink.o,n i�l.tnds ruid only speci�.mttch smlll�
kangaroos show .an increase i,n siz�. Initially I was b,9:\;y
.then I learned that .until 11 000 y;ears ago K,anga,roo J�l�
part of the.mainfand and untit2500 years ago, it had �'e"'"'
by Aborigines,CouldJt be th;tt the eight per cent size ig�\·
Kangaroo Is.land. kangaroo (Macropus /#liginosus foligi,z9t,Y
only after human hunting. had ceased? Unfortunate!�.
record of kangaroos on the island is not yet complete .en
this hypothesis. 6ut it will be a cridcal test of the 'time d:.
when and ifmaterial•finally does become available.
Finally, can we make sense of shrink-proof womba,ti
are very large marsupials, reaching about 40 kilogram��'
Thus they should have shrunk dramatically. It is possib,I,
burrowing habits protected them from severe predatigi
alternative is that they. have shrunk, but that this has bee,
detect.because their ever-growing teeth (from which size.,
made) are difficult to measure accurately. But if this is. so,1.,
size difference must be small, as it is not so easily detecta
for all other species.
Incidentally, if we humans did create the 'time dwarfs�
issue has great significance for modern wildlife manage)
grams. Large males are currently favoured targets in the
culling programs of the three largest kangaroo species. Is, t
to a further decrease in size? At what point are these vadg
disadvantaged by a further size decrease?. Should we be �1
smallest adult males in an attempt to increase average size� ·
the answers to these .questions, fisheries experts and wildl'
ment authorities would do well to look dosdy at the fi
before implementing culling decisions.

CHAPTER 21

0

SONS OF PROMETHElJS

/
e must now address the role of fire in
. Australian environments, Fire is.one of the niost impona
rit forc�s .· at W<>rJ(Jn
Australian environments today, yet
this hllfJt:ot always
the case. For the role of fire has change
d in J\'.µs�tali.t, largely, I
, as a result of mega.fauna} extihction
and the dwai:,6ng of the
fog large marsupial species.
t is true to say that the. rj$e of fire ha:s.tra
.
n�formecl A,us�raHa. Yet
ects have been modified .through Aborigiri
a:l c<>ntrol of the fire
' When control was wrested from the Abo
rigihes and placed. in
ands of Europeans, disaster rest.dted.
ecause the historic role of fire in ecosyst
.
ems is so much· better
.erstood than its prehistoric role, it is beiit to beg
in with .an exam
. n of fire as it was used by Aborigines
when Europeans first
d in Australia.
'he use of fire by Aboriginal people was
· so widespread and cont that virtually every early explorer in Aus
tralia makes mention of
was Aboriginal fire that prompted James
Cook to call Australia
s continent of smoke'. Tasman, as early as
1642, saw smoke bil
.into the sky for days at a time, as did oth
er early explorers. But it
that most poetic of explorers, Ernest Gile
s who, during his trav
in Central Australia, gave us the most
vivid image of the
,parability of fire and Aborigines:

The natives were about, burning, burning, ever burning; one
,would think they were ofthefabled salamander race, and live d
onfire instea d ofwater. 52

sense, Giles was right, for fire was the staff of life for the Aborig
. Through its judicious use, they wrested their daily meat and

I\

bread from an otherwise ungiving land, they fought their enemies
and expelled their pests.
Giles was writing of the arid inland. Some researchers have doubt..
ed that fire was as important to the lives of coastal Aborigines as it
was to those living in the centre. But it is clear that fire was import.;
ant to Aborigines living everywhere. The journals of Joseph Banks,
written as he sailed along the east coast of Australia in 1770, are full
of accounts of fire after fire seen as the Endeavour sailed northwards.
Many were campfires, but others were immense and more perplexing
to the English.
As a result of the extensive Aboriginal use of fire, the plant com
munities seen and recorded by Banks and other explorers were very
different from those that exist at the same location today. Curiously,
although substantially reported upon in the early literature, this fact
is not well-recognised today, even among biologists and those respon
sible for land management. Perhaps this is because the works of
Banks a11d others are no longer widely read. There is also a tendency
to beHeve that early fa.ndscape painters did not render scenes accur
ately, but. instead• tended to paint them as. English landscapes,
Thelack of recognition. of·this change has critical implications for
the. management of national .parks and wilderness areas today. This
will be giscl,Jssedfurther at the end of this book.
tJ.flrst became aware ofjust how dramatically vegetation commun
ities alo'ngthe east coast of Australia had changed.when I read Banks'
journals and visited the places he described: Among the most striking
changes · that I• could detect had occurred · near Bulli. · On 27 April
1770 the Endeavour passed close by the shore near modern-day Bulli,
just north of Wollongong. Although Banks could not land, he came
within a Jew hundred metres of_ the shore and left a good. description
of the vegetation. He wrote:

The countrey today again made in slopes to the sea .. � The
trees were not very large and stood separatefrom each .other
without the least underwood; among them we could discern
many cabbage trees [the cabbage palm Livistona australis]
but nothing else which we could call by any name. In the
course ofthe night many fires were seen. 104
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on a hot: {February
had this description in mind when l stood, Submission
929A
,;• atop the lookout at Bulli Pass. Below me stood a magnificent
· th of temperate rainforest which stretched for several hundred
�i:es out from the escarpment edge, towered over by magnificent
bage palms. Beyond it stood a dense and tall forest of eucalypts,
}r crowns extending unbroken to the expanding urban sprawl and
.. d vegetation at the ocean's edge.
seemed inconceivable to me that the open woodland which
'W.s described was the same place that I now saw. But then I took a
· that dropped off the escarpment, and I began to examine the
st in detail. Most of the rainforest trees were small, the only very
species being the magnificent cabbage palm.s; High up on their
ks, they bore the unmistakable signs of fire. Yet it was clear that
. :had not touched the rainforest fot many years. Finally, l came
�ss a solitary, ancient eucalypt, standipg among the smaller rain
'st .• plants. All that was left of the original trunk was a charred
. p a metre. in diameter. But from its base two suckers had sprout
·ow they had reached a diameter exceeding that• of the • original
lJ> itself. Clearly, this was a last survivor of Banks' open woodland
�out the foast underwood\ As remirkable as it seems, the altered
tegim.e of the last 200 years had seen rainforest and dense eucaforest establish on what in Banks' time was clearly an open
.land.
here are many other examples of how vegetation · has changed
the past 200 years. When Banlcs readied Botany Bay he
fibed· the land as 'cliffy and ·batten· ·witliotit wood'. Where
1iell stands' today, he recounts watching froin the Endeavour as
the hill and hid am:orig ·the focks. The dense
:Hg1nes retreated
.
spot today woultl ol>scure a party of hun
.the
on
�.fation growing:
s before they liad retreated a few metre� from. tlie shore;
!he journals of members of the First Fleet are also fuU of refer
to events that only· mak:e sense if vegetatioh·fi.as: alt:er�d, gr�ssly
178'8: John White . recoros walking•· 20 mil� ,(32•(kilo:theti1esJ
ards·frolll Sydrtey without becoming fost,' while Watkinitfeilclt
'ered a greater distance and returnedi wit�dut commen�ing upcH1
difficulty in navigation. Furthermore,· White and Phillip' oftijn.
ked to Botany Bay without: becoming lost. It was, apparently,

up.
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an easy walk. White says of the land around the Harbour:

every part ofthe country, though the most inaccessible and
rocky, appeared as if, at certain times ofthe year, it had been
onfire.140
He says of Frenchs Forest that 'the trees were very high an
and a considerable distance apart, with little under ori
140
wood'.
Kartzoff, a writer with the NSW Forestry Com /
notes that by the 1960s the 'very high and large trees' 73 h
replaced with stands of much smaller trees with dense under
He also states:

The vitalfact remains that the evidence ofall early observers
indicates that the countryside [around Sydney] was covered by
open forest ofvery large trees with little undergrowth. This typ
vegetation is unlikely to lead to, or result from, the type ofmaj~
bush fires that occur nowadays. 73

Just how widespread changes of this magnitude were through
Australia is still hotly debated by biologists and archaeolo
•
Nonetheless, there is evidence from places as distant as Tasm1
.
north Queensland and Arnhem Land that modern vegetation
c,
munities differ dramatically from those of 200 years ago. Some
of,
best evidence for Queensland comes from Tam O'Shanter Poi.

Today, the vegetation is dense rainforest with emergent eucalypts.
".ewise, in Tasmania, many areas which 200 years ago supported
an
en vegetation now support dense temperate rainforest or sclero
yll forest. I will leave the last word in this matter to a weary young
hades Darwin, who in 1836 described the simplified, fire-loving
!ant communities that then dominated Australia:

The extreme uniformity ofthe vegetation is the most remarkable
feature in the landscape ofthe greater part ofNew South Wales...
In the whole country I scarcely saw a place without the marks ofa
fire,· whether these had been more or less recent-whether the
stumps were more or less black, was the greatest change which
varied the uniformity, so wearisome to the traveller's eye. 33
The reasons as to why the Aborigines lit so many fires was, at one
level made immediately apparent to many early visitors, yet at anoth
er level it was to remain unknown until recently. Joseph Banks
had
only one extended stay on the east coast of Australia. That was
the
enforced stopover at the Endeavour River, near present-day Cooktown, where the hull of the Endeavour, which had been holed
by
collision with a coral outcrop, was repaired. There, Banks
saw
Aboriginal fire put to an ingenious, and for Banks, unexpected
use.
Frustrated at the lingering presence of Cook's party, the Abori
gines
surrounded their encampment with fire and drove the Europ
eans
. into their boats before the flames and smoke. Cook's crew, terrifi
ed
and discomfited, returned fire with gunfire.
The members of the First Fleet suffered similar assaults and John
White, Surgeon General to the infant colony, records that
when
camped at a spot where the grass was:
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Kangaroos are no longer to be seen there [Sydney]; the grass is
choked by underwood,· neither are there natives to burn the
grass... [and that]... the omission ofthe annual periodical
burning by natives, ofthe grass andyoung saplings, has already
produced in the open forests nearest to Sydney, thick forests of
young trees, where, formerly, a man might gallop without
impediment, and see whole miles before him. 100

The open ground between the beach and the swamp varied in
width from halfa mile to three or four miles. It was principally
covered with long grass, with a belt of bushy land along the edge
ofthe beach. 81
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In the mid-nineteenth century, Surveyor General for New .
Wales Sir Thomas Mitchell recorded the change of this vege
type to the one that occupies the area today. He said:

rth Queensland, which William Carron, botanist to the ill-fate
d
nnedy expedition, described in 1848:

long, dry and sour, [he] set it on fire all around, for fear that
the natives should surprise us in the night by doing the same, a
custom in which they always seem happy to indulge themselves. 139

Despite these early experiences, the extent to which Aborigines
used fire as a weapon only became clear to the Europeans as settle
ment advanced. Thomas Mitchell preferred campsites which had
been recently burned, for he noted that:
in the case of hostility, on the part ofthe natives [an attempt to
burn out the enemy] is usually the first thing they do. 100

Aborigines also used a 'scorched earth' policy to deprive expedi
tions of supplies and used fire to cover their own retreat after an
attack. Once the Europeans became established, the use of fire in
Aboriginal resistance became more subtle. Often, fires would 'get
away' at the wrong time of year and deprive pastoralists of feed for
their stock. For this reason, most pastoralists forbade the lighting of
fires by Aborigines on their properties.
In the early days of the Sydney settlement, even agricultural areas
were not safe from Aboriginal fire. In 1800 New South Wales' second
Governor, John Hunter, wrote that:
fire in the hands ofa body ofirritated and hostile natives may
with little trouble to them ruin our prospects ofan abundant
harvest [and] they are not ignorant ofhaving that power
in their hands.67

Despite the dramatic role that fire played in the conflict between
Aborigines and Europeans (and doubtless between various Aboriginal
groups themselves), only a tiny minority of fires would have been lit
for this reason. The vast majority of fires would have been lit by
Aborigines to obtain their daily subsistence, for fire was of para
mount economic importance in releasing nutrients into Australia's
woodland and grassland ecosystems.
The full implications of the use of fire by Aborigines were first
realised in 1969, when Professor Rhys Jones published a brief yet
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\seminal article entitled Fire-stick Farming. 71 In it he listed
the uses
which fire was put by Aborigines; including amusement, signalling,
to clear ground to facilitate travel or kill vermin, hunting, regenera
tion of plant food for both humans and kangaroos, and expanding
human habitat by limiting the extent of southern rainforest (which
was largely unuseable by Aborigines).
Jones coined the phrase 'firestick farming' to describe the overall
impact of the Aboriginal use of fire on the Australian landscape. His
paper challenged the view that there was such a thing as a wholly nat
ural ecosystem in Australia and, perhaps for the first time, mounted a
rserious challenge to the concept of terra nullius, for he saw Ab
origines as farming the land, albeit through the use of fire. He also
raised arguments concerning the role of fire in national parks, and of
, how fire there might be managed. These ideas are now familiar to
many Australians, but in 1969 they were revolutionary.
Although Jones was the first person to bring the information
::relating to Aboriginal burning together, others had earlier seen parts
1of the picture. Thomas Mitchell saw the critical links more dearly
than any of his contemporaries when he wrote in 1848:

Fire, grass and kangaroos, and human inhabitants, seem all
dependent on each other for existence in Australia; for any one of
these being wanting, the others could no longer continue. Fire is
necessary to burn the grass, and form those open forests, in which
we find the large forest kangaroo; the native applies that fire to
the grass at certain seasons, in order that a young green crop may
subsequently spring up, and so attract and enable him to kill or
take the kangaroo with nets. In summer, the burning ofthe long
grass also discloses vermin, bird's nests, etc. on which the females
and children, who chiefly burn the grass, feed. But for this simple
process, the Australian woods had probably contained as thick a
jungle as those ofNew Zealand or America, instead ofthe open
forests in which the white men now find grass for their cattle, to
the exclusion ofthe kangaroo. 101

Elsewhere in Australia this interdependence of people, fauna, flora
>and fire was even more marked. A critically important aspect of fire-
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stick farming for people in the drier parts of Australia was doubtless
the maintenance of diverse and abundant communities of medium
sized mammals such as bandicoots and wallabies. For the Aboriginal
people of these regions, small mammals were the backbone of their
economy. Yet, as will be explained in more detail below, a very spe
cific fire management regime was needed in order to maintain the
diverse vegetational mosaic that the medium-sized mammals
favoured. If this fire regime were ever interrupted, vast wildfires could
rage, obliterating both the vegetational mosaic and its mammals.
It is now time to consider how fire has transformed Australia's
vegetation and soils. Our understanding of this aspect of Australian
prehistory has recently undergone an enormous revolution. In order
to comprehend its significance, it is necessary to recap briefly on how
things were understood in the past.
Most Australians know that their land was once much wetter than
it is at present. Many have doubtless heard that rainforests once grew
in Central Australia and that the magnificent palms and cycads which
can be seen in gorges near Alice Springs are relicts of this distant age.
By examining fossil deposits in central and inland northern Australia,
palaeontologists have concluded that this vast drying out began some
15-10 million years ago and had affected most of the continent by
two million years ago. They thus imagined that the first Aborigines
stepped ashore on a dry continent, where rainforest was restricted,
much as at present, to a few tiny refuges on the east coast.
Now new studies, which are still largely unpublished, show that
this scenario is wrong, for we now know that until the last 100 000
years or so, rainforests blanketed vast areas of eastern Australia. They
may also have been extensive across the north of the continent. These
forests grew and flourished under conditions that were not much
wetter than today's. Researchers have thus had to face the possibility
that not only did the arrival of the first Aborigines dramatically alter
Australia's fauna, but that it transformed its flora also.
By far the most important information concerning these events
has come from four long sediment cores. Two were drilled in sedi
ment that accumulated in the waters of the continental shelf off the
Queensland coast. A third was taken from a small volcanic lake in an
t'1�ea now surrounded by rainforest on the Atherton Tablelands. The
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urth was taken from the bed of Lake George, a large depression
'!.ar Canberra which is erratically filled with water. All four cores
;w a rather similar trend. Although the Lake George core comes
,m the driest area it exemplifies some key changes best and so will
Considered here first.
The sediment core taken from Lake George includes a record
:f changing plant communities and lake conditions over the last
00 000 years. 122 This long record has accumulated because the Lake
eorge depression is slowly subsiding and as it does so, sediment
umulates. Preserved in that sediment is pollen and the remains of
nts which reveal the nature of plant communities growing near the
:e at the time, as well as samples of pollen blown in from more dis
t plant communities. Only the very top part of the core has been
,ted using the radiocarbon method, so the ages of the rest of the
\re have to be determined by indirect means.
The core reveals a fascinating picture of vegetation change, all of
ich is accounted for by a slowly altering climate; unt�one reaches
uppermost section. Then, at a point that some would argue is
,0 000 years old and others 60 000 years old, an abrupt change
kes place. Suddenly, the number of microscopic charcoal fragments
· sent in the sediment increases dramatically. At the same time,
Ost all fire-sensitive species, including southern beeches
'i>thofagus species}, southern pines (Podocarpus species), tree ferns
pathea species), sheoaks ( Casuarina species) and primitive plants
h as Lycopodium abruptly vanish and are replaced with firetnoting plants such as eucalypts. This abrupt change is unique in
700 000-year-old history of the deposit and does not correspond
a change in climate. 122
A dramatic increase in charcoal frequency is also seen in the sedi
'nt core recovered from Lynch's Crater, a lake situated near the
·. tern edge of the Atherton Tablelands in north-east Queensland,
!. ich today is surrounded by rainforest. In this case the increase in
·coal is thought to date to about 38 000 years ago, but again the
ecise dating of the change is uncertain.
Throughout most of the Lynch's Crater core, three basic plant
· mmunities alternate in dominating the site as climate has changed.
the driest times sclerophyll forest establishes in the area. In slightly
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wetter times rainforests rich in southern pines (particularly Arau
caria) dominate, while in the wettest periods (such as 5today)
rainforests typical of the Atherton Tablelands today take over.7
A dramatic change in plant communities takes place at about the
time that the charcoal particle frequency increases in the core. The
Araucaria-dominated 'dry' rainforests all but vanish from the record,
even though climatic conditions are suitable for them. Indeed, one
genus of southern pine (Lagarostrobus), actually becomes extinct in
Australia, its last record being in the Lynch's Crater core before char�
coal particles increase. Dr Peter Kershaw of Monash University, who
has studied this core, suggests that an increase in fire tipped the bal,
.;
ance in favour of sclerophyll forest species and against the fire
sensitive southern pines. 75
The final evidence comes from two recently obtained sedimen.
cores taken from the continental shelf east of Townsville and Cairns.
Because sediment is accumulating continuously on the ocean floor
these cores cover an enormous 10 million year period of Australia
history.88 Although they are not yet fully analysed, they show th
over this time rainforest (both dry and wet types) has dominated th
east coast, that sclerophyll forest was very limited in extent and tha1
eucalypts were rare.
One of the major preliminary findings is that the cores reflect a
extraordinary stability in vegetation communities, for throughout th
entire 10 million year period there are few changes in east coast pla
communities as reflected by the pollen preserved in these cores. Th
may be because the cores accumulated pollen from a large section
coast. This would mask small-scale change, but give an accurate id
of vegetation change on the grand scale.
There is one exception to the emerging picture of vegetational st
bility, for in the very last fraction of time, which researche
tentatively think may represerlt the last 100 000 years or so, a dr.
matic shift occurs. The pollen of the southern pines dwindle rapidl
(as they do at Lynch's Crater) and the pollen of sclerophyll fore�
plants become abundant. Curiously, the pollen of mangroves becom
87
an important component of the assemblage for the first time.
with the other cores, none of these changes can be related to a chan'
ing climate.
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Although charcoal particles have not yet been reported from the
cores, these dramatic and unprecedented changes intimate that-pos
sibly around 100 000 years ago, but maybe as little as 38 000 years
ago-fire had become important in Australian environments. At this
time the fire-sensitive southern pines and the 'dry' rainforests which
they towered over are abruptly lost, while the fire-promoting sclero
phyll forest species take their place. The surge in mangrove numbers
is fascinating, for it suggests that massive amounts ofsediment was
building up at river mouths, providing the muddy flats th�t man
groves need to thrive. This is consistent with fire baring the soil,
much of which was lost through erosion into the catchments. Such
events have happened in recent times, such as when ecologists feared
vast sheet erosion in the wake of the Sydney bushfires of 1994. But
this is the first clear evidence of such events on the large scale from
the prehistoric period.
These long sediment cores provide clear evidence that until
recently, rainforests-particularly 'dry' rainforest communities-.were
a dominant element of eastern Australian plant communities. Today,
as a result of fire, they have all but vanished, while 'wet' rainforest
communities have been banished to a few tiny fire refuges.
Evidence that rainforest communities were also once widespread
on the western slopes of the Great Dividing Range comes from the
plant fossils preserved at Lake George. But there is other striking evi
dence-this time from modern plant communities-that rainforest
plants once thrived in quite dry areas west of the divide.
Brigalow is a spindly, nondescript kind of acacia which forms
dense scrubs on fertile, clayey soils in inland northern New South
Wales and Queensland, where rainfall is between 500 and 750 mil
limetres per year. Brigalow scrubs are fascinating because of their
fire-resistant properties. 112 Almost everything, from the way the
dead leaves fall to the ground, to the form of the trees themselves,
seems to be designed to exclude fire. This fire resistance makes them
almost unique among the vegetation types growing in the drier parts
of Australia.
Strange plant communities known colloquially as 'bottletree
scrubs' and 'bonewood scrubs' can be found growing in the middle
of patches of brigalow scrub and in other, specially fire-protected
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areas. Hugh Lavery described them as having:
a general atmosphere ofmild gloom and darkness as in a
rainforest, except that everything is much drier. 81
These plant communities are quite diverse and incltide man
the plant genera which typify rainforests in Australia today. They '
support mammal species-such as mosaic-tailed rats (Me(
cervinipes) and long-nosed bandicoots (Perameles nasuta)-most o
associated with rainforest at similar latitudes. In truth, these p
assemblages are 'dry' rainforest communities surviving today ins
arid regions simply because fire is totally excluded by the e
ordinary brigalow.
Throughout the north and east of the continent, other rainfo
relicts can be fo und. Some are small patches growing on areas _n
tected by topography from fire, while others are just a few tr'
perched among rocks or in other situations where they cannoti,
burned. Even older relics, such as the palms and cycads of J.>�.
Valley near Alice Springs show how s uch rainforest plants can sur \.
long-term in tiny refuges. With the exception of these clearly ol
relics, I think it likely that many of the isolated rainforest plants a
communities in northern and eastern Australia formed part of
continuous 'dry' rainforest belt as little as 100 000 years ago.
To return to the sediment cores and their interpretation. T
clearly show that the role of fire in Australian ecosystems .chan '
dramatically at some time in the recent (in geological terms) p ·
Precisely when this event happened is µncertain, with various dat.
suggesting that it occurred between 100 000 and 38 000 years ag
As explained earlier, there is uncertainty over when humans arrived i
Australia, but the best guess is that they arrived between 60 000 aij
40 000 years ago.
.. /
It is not unreasonable to suggest that there may be a link betwe'
the appearance of people and this change in vegetation. But wh.
precisely, was the nature of that link? The Aboriginal system of fir
stick farming had dearly evolved over tens of thousands of years a
had resulted in a new eq uilibrium being established in A ustralia
ecosystems. Could early firestick farming have caused the rapi,
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change in plant communities seen in the fossil plant record?
The most popular of various theories put forward to explain how
fire was able to alter its role so dramatically in Australian ecosystems
suggests that when the Aborigines arrived in Australia they began
lighting fires, and by increasing the frequency of fire they encouraged
the growth of fire-loving plants.
There are some very serious problems with this simple hypothesis.
The major orle concerns the ability of Aborigines to increase the
importance of fire simply by lighting more blazes. Research has
shown that there are more than enough natural ignitions (such as
lightning strikes) over most of Australia to consum� the stan·ding
_
.
crop of fuel before it can be reduced by. decomposmon or �erb1vores. 112 Under such conditions, the lighting of more fires simply
increases the frequ ency and lowers the intensity of fires but does not
result in the burning of more material. Indeed, the lighting of more
fires can, paradoxically, downplay the effects of flre. This is b�cause
the standing store of fuel is burned before there is enough to support
really hot and devastating blazes.
How, then, can the remarkable change in fire frequency in prehis
toric Australia be explained? Because the natural fire frequency is so
high, the only way that the consumption of plant matter by fire
could be ihcreased is through increasing the standing fuel load.
Something m ust have happened, therefore, that left more com
bustible plant matter lying around. While an increase in rainfall
could accomplish this, it would also militate against fire. Fur
thermore, rainfall has increased and decreased many times in
Australia's past withou t producing such an effect. F urther, as no�ed
above, the change seen in the sediment cores does not correlate with
a suitable climate change.
There is only one other conceivable way in which the standing
fuel load could have been increased. This is through the accumula
tion of vegetation that would normally have been recycled through
the guts of large herbivores. I suspect that it was this change, �at
increased fire lighting by Aborigines, which holds the answer t� the
puz�
:
the African savanna today it is well documerit�d t�atl1;t�f
vores consume vast amounts of vegetation and thus alter · vleg�tatiQ,i ·
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communmes. Imagine what wo
uld happen in a place lik~
Serengeti ·Plains if all of the larg
e herbivores were removed. I
also tha t the numbers of the sur
viving medium-sized speci<;
kept so low tha t they had no sign
ificant impact on the veg
Wh at would happen? Wi tho ut dou
bt, the uneaten vegetation
build up dramatically. Given the
right conditions, vast w.
would rage.
I thin k tha t there is good evidenc
e that something very n:tus
this happened in Australia some
38 000 or more years ago. · ·
seen evidence of great extinctions
which carried off every large
vore in Australia and which sup
pressed the populations of
surviving medium-sized species.
In effect, in Australia the m.
and large-sized herbivores becam
e ecologically insignificant
sumers of vegetation. Thi s event
must have left vast amo,
uneaten vegetation on the landsc
ape. I feel tha t it is in these
vegetation, not in the lighting of
fires by Aborigines, tha t the.
of Australia's recent fire history is
to be found.
If this scenario is correct, a few additio
nal facts must be exp
Where, for example, did Australia's
fire-loving plants come fro
why did megafaunal extinction
not produce such dramatic
elsewhere in the world? Th e answer
s to these questions can be.
back in part, I think, to those form
ative influences on the Aus.
environment: EN SO and poo r soil
s.
Th e riddle of the origins of Austral
ia's fire-loving plants is r~.
ly easy to answer, for there is one
Australian environment wheJ
seems to have long played a form
ative role. This is the hea
Pollen and charcoal sequences pre
served in sediments which ac
lated in Darwin Crater, in the wes
t of Tasmania, demonstrate t~
has been frequent in the heath tha
t grows near the site for severa,.
dred thousand years. 26 This is
long before humans arriv1
Australia. Therefore, such fires mu
st have resulted from natural
But why, of all communities, sho
uld heathlands support
Australian heaths grow on some
of the continent's poorest soils.
plants tha t grow there must con
serve their nutrients very car~
and can not afford to have their leav
es eaten by herbivores. Th u
laden their tissues with chemical
defences. In addition, because
poor soils, the leaves of heathland
plants are not very nutriti~

0

ttart with. Thi s combination of fact
ors means tha t heathlands generly cannot support large herbivores.
Wi tho ut herbivores to consume
dead plant matter, fire can play
enlarged role as a consumer of pla
nts and so, in these most nutrit-poor of environments, a slow
coevolution between fire and
eathland plants has been taking
place for millions of years. As a
sult, heathland plants show a rem
arkable array of adaptations to
ping with fire. Some are post-fire
specialists. A great many others,
eluding Banksias and Hakeas, hav
e woody seed pods tha t release
d only after they are burned. Oth
ers have underground rhizomes
lignotubers, where they store ene
rgy and nutrients which are used
resprout after a fire has passed thro
ugh.
Because of its poor soils, Australia
has always had large areas of
eathland; more indeed relative to
land area than the other contints. Fossils show that it has been
in existence for millions of years.
ith the extinction of the megaherb
ivores
of fire, it seems likely that many species of and the subsequent spread
fire-promoting plants tha t
evolved in these communities esc
aped from their heathland cradles.
They, along with the plants preada
pted to fire from other habitats,
were set to conquer a continent.
Prior to this, much of Australia
supported more diverse plant
communities than exist in many
areas today. Even away from rain
.forests, plant assemblages included
many fire-sensitive species such as
.southern pines and tree ferns. The
y could exist in such areas becaus
e
.flre was then rare. By removing the
fire-sensitive species, fire forced a
,simplification of plant communiti
es.
Along with simplification came a
greater segregation between fire$ensitive and fire-tolerant plant
communities. Today, the bounda
ry
between these plant communities
is often extraordinarily sharp, par
ticularly in northern Australia, wit
h the fire-sensitive plants being
found only in a few refuges. The
se sharp boundaries are forged by
fire, for the factors that exclude
fire often have very sharp margin
s.
They might be, for example, a cha
nge in slope or soil-type, or a wat
er
,course.
Th e implications of these fire-ind
uced changes for life in Australia
swere profound, for they would rein
force the effects of ENSO and old
· soils, acting to further impoverish
Australian environments. In order

TH/1 FIJ'l'QR/1 BATERS

to understand how this happened, we must go back a moment to
Australia of the diprotodon, or to the Serengeti Plains of Africa,
is there that we can see how great is the interdependence of plait
animal in undamaged ecosystems.
In the Australia of 100 000 years ago there were over 50 spec
medium to large specialised herbivorous marsupials. There wer
several gigantic herbivorous birds and turtles. Each species vfi;
doubtless have had its own favourite food type. Working in con
their browsing and grazing probabl y maintained a complex v
tional mosaic which supported all of them and allowed a divers
plants to coexist.
W hat is more, whenever an animal ate a plant, the nutrients
returned quickly to the vegetation, for within a day or so they w
reappear, composted and laced with nitrates, in the form of duh
the large animal communities that exist elsewhere are any guide,
dung would have been the lifeblood of guilds of now-extinct ·
tralian dung beetles. Fighting avidly for their share, the dung be?
would have buried and consumed the droppings, hastening the r
ling of nutrients.to the plants.
In such an ecosystem nutrients can be recycled spectacuf
quickly. Thus, even though the soil may be relatively poor, the ra
turnover of nutrien ts compensates. Because rapid turnover of mf
ents is critical to the success of the system, it is not in the pla ·.•
interest to lace its leaves with toxins which would inhibit herbivoi
for it is far better to keep the nutrients moving. Even more critica:'
very few nutrients are lost in this process. It is a tight, fast and s
contained nutrient-cycling system.
W hen compared with coevolved guilds of large herbivores, fire •
a far inferior way of recycling nutrients. It promotes plants that o
ginated in the nutrient-starved heaths. There, plants must lace th
l eaves with chemicals in order to defend from browsing herbivo
the few nutrients which they have accumulated. These toxins ma'
also inhibit the breakdown of plant matter by decomposition, l
nutrients are recycled much more slowly than in other environmen
being released from dead plant matter only by fire.
Because of this, extremely poor soils promote a nutrient-hoardirt
strategy, which in turn encourages fire. Even worse, when fire doe
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Anally consume the plant matter, making its nutrients available t�
Hving plants, the nutrients leak out of the system. It has been esti
mated, for example, that for every hectare of grassland burned in �he
Katherine region of the Northern Territory, four-a.nd-one-half kilo
69
:grams of nitrogen is lost as nitrous oxide due to combustion, On
Fraser Island it has been calculated that between 30 per cent and 51
per cent of sulphur is lost through volatilisation from sclerophyll for
est as a result of fire.70 Other nutrients are lost because they are
converted into inorganic compounds in the ash and, if heavy rain fol
es
lows fire, any remaining nutrients are easily washed into watercours
_
and carried off. Worse, the nutrients are not alone in bemg vulner
able to loss through water transport. For after a fire has bared the soil
wind can strip it away in massive sheet erosion.
The· situation can be summarised thus. Large herbivores return
nutrients to the soil quickly and with a bonus. Fire returns nutrients
to the soil only after a long period-and then at a considerable loss.
As a result, fire and poor soils act to promote each other. Together,
they can produce an ecosystem which is spiralling ever downwards as
nutrients become fewer while fires become more impor tant.
The result of this cycle is an accelerated selection for scle�omo�ph
plants, which can survive in nutrient:poor soils.. A self-rem�orcmg
cycle of soil impoverishment, soil drymg a�d sod e�pos�re ts then
initiated. Much water is lost through runoff m such s1tuat1ons before
it can be returned to the skies through transpiration. This lowers
effective rainfall. Degradation can go so fa r that even if fire can be
stopped, the soil is so impoverish ed that it can no longer support the
kinds of plants needed to feed large herbivores. Thus, the change can
be made almost irreversible.
Fur thermore, the presence of fire-loving plants can make the reestablishment of fire-sensitive species impossible, for the fire
promoters can cause blazes that will kill the fire-sensitive species
before they become established. As a result of these changes I have no
doubt that fire has made Australia-originally the most resource
poor land-an even poorer one. Fire saw the fat of the. land slowl!
flushed onto the floodplains and into the estuaries, where today It
supports swamp and mangrove. It is no accident that such are�· s,up�
ported the greatest density of Aboriginal occupation at the tlme of

European settlement. The bones of the land, along the ranges and
away from the sea and rivers, in contrast, supported tiny populations.
As dramatic as these results of fire are, they are not the end of the
story, for recently geologists have found evidence that even Australia's
climate may have been altered as a result of fire. Dr Gifford Miller of
the University of Colorado has been studying the conditions that pre
vail when Lake Eyre is filled with water. 98 The water that fills Lake
Eyre falls as rain far to the north in the catchments of the Cooper
Creek and Diamantina River. He found that if the northern Aus
tralian monsoon is strong enough, then rainfall extends far enough
south in northern Australia to fill the catchments. Months later, the
water which fell as rain a thousand kilometres to the north finally
reaches the lake, which slowly begins to fill.
For most of the last few million years the occurrence of 'lake full'
conditions have corresponded well with periods of strong monsoon
activity worldwide, but 11 000 years ago a marked anomaly occurred.
The only time over the past 50 000 years that was favourable to fill
Lake Eyre occurred 11 000 years ago. Then, for a brief period, condi
tions were excellent, yet the lake remained dry. How, Miller asked,
could this have happened?
The answer seems to lie in the nature of the vegetation that has
covered northern Australia over the past few million years. A canopy
of broad-leaved 'dry' rainforest species, such as survives in tiny fire
refuges across the north of Australia today, could, if they were more
widespread, enhance rainfall by up to 60 per cent and push rainfall
much further south. This is because the plants and the soils they pro
tect retard the runoff of water. Through the leaves in their dense
canopy they release vast amounts of the trapped water as moisture
into the atmosphere. During the wet season, the winds blow in from
the coast. As a result, the moisture transpired by the plants is formed
into clouds and blown southwards to fall again as rain.
This appears to have been the situation that occurred in northern
Australia before the last ice age. Then, with ice age aridity, a dry
adapted flora established across the north. At the end of earlier ice
ages the dry-adapted plant communities seem to have given way to
'dry' rainforest plant communities, but at the end of the last ice age
eucalypt woodlands established instead. As suggested earlier, I think
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'regime. This, in turn, resulted from megafaunal extinction caused by
human hunting.
As a result, most of northern Australia is covered with eucalypt
oodlands today. After rain, the water drains rapidly away, for the
· 1ants and thin soil cannot hold it. The release of moisture to the
·tmosphere through the narrow eucalypt leaves is insufficient to form
• nificant clouds. As a consequence, the rainfall gradient between
ast and inland is incredibly steep in northern Australia. Without
e help of broad-leaved plants, the rainfall does not normally pene
. ate far enough south in sufficient quantity to fill the drainages that
ow into the lake.
Miller's work has received support from a recent study of variabil
in the runoff of water in Australia. 40 The study found that
stralia has the greatest runoff variability of any continent. Much of
·s is due to ENSO, but the variability was found to be even higher
n ENSO alone could account for. The researchers found that the
itional variability which they detected was due to the scleromorph
· ilts. The water which they allow to escape as runoff, rather than
in transpiration, was the origin of the additional runoff variabil
, continent-wide.
.The idea that before the dramatic change in Australia's fire
·:me, Australia's northern coast supported various 'dry' rainforest
· · tnunities, just as the east coast did, must remain speculative. This
ecause, so far, no sedimentary cores containing pollen and char
. ·�· like those found along the east coast, have been discovered in
hern Australia.
Miller's findings are quite extraordinary for, combined with the
developed here, they suggest that the extinction of the mega
ivores may have altered the climate of an entire continent. Such
mous climatic change has never before been postulated to have
'lted from an extinction event.
The reasons why Australia seems to have been uniquely affected
the rise of fire among the world's continents are probably to be
· nd in three factors. The first is that the Australian environment
s preadapted for such change. Because of its poor soils, it already
ported extensive and diverse fire-loving plant communities that
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could take advantage of the changes brought about megafau
extinction.
The second factor concerns the nature of the extinction ev,
itself. The extinction of Australia's large mammal fauna was m,
more extensive than that which occurred on any other continent,
we compare the number of genera of large mammals lost on the
ous continents, we find that Australia lost 94 per cent, N
America 73 per cent, Europe 29 per cent and Africa south of.
Sahara five per cent. It is possible that sufficient large herbivores
vived on the other continents to continue to play an importan t
in recycling plant matter in most environments.
The final factor that may have uniquely affected Australia is ti
The Australian environment has experienced at least 40 000 ye
adaptation to the lack of a megafauna. In North America and Eu
the major extinction events happened a mere 14 000-11 000
ago, while on other landmasses they occurred even more rece
Australian environments have thus had far more time than enviri
ments elsewhere to adjust to fire-dominated regimes.
There is no doubt that the environmental degr.a~ation resul
from fire, affected Aborigines as well as all the other living thin
seems likely that following the extinction of the megafauna there
little that Aborigines could have done to entirely avoid the co
quences. Firestick farming was doubtless the best way to mitigate
effects of fire, for by lighting many small, low-intensity fires .
Aborigines prevented the establishment of the vast fires that striP,
soil and nutrients most dramatically. They also prevented the los~
small remnant patches of rainforest in places like the North.c
Territory, which provided critical resources at certain times. M:.
importantly, perhaps, firestick farming supported the diverse comm
nities of medium-sized mammals that Aborigines were so depend~
upon for food. The story of the evolution of these animal comm:
nities and their eventual extermination is a fascinating one. It willil
examined in the following chapter.

CHAPTER 22

WHO KILLED KIRLIL P/f

T

he Warlpiri Aborigines of the Central Australian desert knew
the desert bandicoot (Perameles eremiana) as kirlilpi. K.irlilpi is
just one of 23 native mammal species to have become extinct
in Australia since the arrival of the Europeans. This amounts to
almost 10 per cent of the Australian mammal fauna in existence in
1788. Tragically, many of these extinctions have occurred in the last
30 or 40 years, at a time when growing environmental awareness
might have helped to save them. These historic extinctions of Australian mammals are the worst that the world has experienced in the
last 500 years, accounting for just under one-third of all mammal
extinctions that have occurred worldwide over that time.
A decade ago just about everyone was certain that they understood the cause of these extinctions. The standard line went that the
'primitive' marsupials had given way to the 'superior' placental predators and herbivores, such as the fox and rabbit, that Europeans had
brought with them from their homeland. But evidence has slowly
been accumulating which suggests that this assessment was wrong.
Perhaps the most compelling piece of evidence that tells against
the old theory concerns the peculiar specificity of the extinction
event. It carried away virtually all of the mammals that weighed
between 50 grams and five kilograms which inhabited the drier
regions of Australia. But it did not affect similar-sized rainforestdwelling species a:nd few of those inhabiting the wet sclerophyll
forests. Neither did it affect the larger nor smaller mammals .<>fd1e
drier habitats, nor birds, reptiles or frogs. Indeed, some areas where
the middle-sized mammals have suffered most still support the most
diverse lizard assemblages to be found anywhere on Eatih. . .. . . .. ·•
If foxes, cats and domestic stock alone were tespo11sjble~for:tb~e
extinctions, it is hard to understand why the itnpactfe ll solel)i: 1\lpOn
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Abstract
A method for reconstructing bushfire history from £ire marks on grasstree stems (Xmttl1orrhoe11
species) has been suggested for south-western Australia. Depending on the grasstree age, the
history can extend back for over two centuries. Such history is important in understanding the
behaviour of bushfires and their effect on ecology; in managing them to protect people and their
assets; and for nature conservation. Two o-itiques oE the grassttee method have bet!n published,
based on its application in kwo11gan heath, a few hundred kilometres north of Perth. Both papers
extrapolate their criticism to previous grasstree work in vegetation south of Perth, such as the
jarrah forest. This paper addresses the second paper, dealing with kwongan data from Efleabba. I
show that the pattern of agreement between fire intervals derived from grasstrees and satellite
images, over a thirty year period, is unlikely to occur by chance. Data from grasstrees dating back
to the 1920s show a clear lengthening of fire intervals over the twentieth century. Reasons for
disagreement between grasstree and satellite data are discussed. These include the omission of
some grasstree data, possible errors in grasstree interpretation, and possible errors in satellite
image interpretation.
Keywords: bushfire, history, kwongan, grasstree, satellite, Eneabba, Westem Australia, Xanthorr1uxa

Introduction

from some mathematical modelling using Percolation
Theory. Patchy burning of between a quarter and a third
of an area each year prevents broad fire fronts
developing (Loehle 2004).

A method for reconstructing bushfire history from fire
matks on grasstree steffilj (Xantliorrhoea species) has been
suggested, based on considerable sampling (over 500
stems) in dry woodlands and forests oi south-west-cm
Australia (Ward 1996; Ward & Van Dldden 1998; Ward
et nl. 1998; Lamont et al. 1999; Lamont & Ward 1999;
Ward & Challinor 1999). The occurrence of past flies is
shown by black marks on grasstree stems. These black
marks, and intermediate vertical gtowth rings, are
revealed by cleaning the charcoal ftom the stems.
Chemical and histological work has confirmed that the
black marks are caused by naphthoquinone, trapped in
the vascular systen, of the needles by their sudden death
(Colangelo d al. 2002). The most likely cause of such
sudden death is bushfire.

An understanding of history, in partkulai· past human
activities, is essential to ecology at the landscape scale
(Naveh & Liebermirn 1994; Swet.rtilm 1!I al. 1999; Burel 8t
Baudry 2003). Some authors cottedly poli\t out problems
with histt>rieal approaehes (e.g. Miller tt al, 2007)1 but this
does 110t mean that all history should be disc:arded.
Problems can arise with statistical approaches to ecology,
but this does not mean that one should discard 'all
statistics. Drawing on philosophy, the word consillence
(Whewell 1840) comes to mind. U means a 'ju.mping
together' of inductive evidence from a range of
independent sources. There has been a tall for greater
recognition of the importance of consilience, in that
scientists need, in their models and theories, the four
qualities of parsimony, generality, consilience, and
predictive ability (Wilson 1998).

With some grasstree records stretching back to before
European settlement, the grasstree work has suggest1?d
consistently high bushfire frequency (2-4 year return
period) generally prior to the 1930s, in dry jnrrnh
(Eucalyptus marginata) and tuart forests (Eucalyptus
gompliocephala), and in various woodlands (Eucalyptus
wa11doo, Melaleuca spp. and Banksia spp.).

Since its first publication (Ward 1996), there has been
some questioning of the validity of the grasstree
technique. Some of these criticisms have been in the
political arena, so lie outside the scope of this journal.
Other critics are research workers (Enright et al. 2005;
Miller et al. 200?), who are concerned because fire
histories reconstructed from grasstree stems contradict
previous estimates of past fire intervals, derived from a
seedbank model (Enright et al. 1998), or estimates of
bushfire dates derived from satellite Images, In this paper
I focus on one of the critiques (Miller et al. 2007). Brief
cofilroeflt has already been made on the other (Ward
2006).

These short fire intervals closely match those reported
by early settlers and officials (Drummond 1844, Harris
1882, Hutchins 1916, Lane-Poole 1921, Bunbury & Morell
1930, Stoate &: Helms 1938, W11llace 1966, Hallam 1975,
1985, 2002, Ward 1997, Abbott 2003, Hunt 2006), and
given by members of the current NyooHgar (Aboriginal)
community (Eades 1999, Wilkes 2006, Hume 2006). They
also match the implications of bushfire behaviour drawn

(C) Royal Society of

MIUet et al (2007) (from here also referred to as 'the
authors') tompared the firl! dates derived from gra�trees
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in ktvansan heath 1\t 6eekeeperii' Reserve, Ene@bba, over a
thlrty ye;1r per!Qd (1973-2 002 inclu§ive), against their
interpre tation of satellite photogr aphs taken over the
same site on cle11r days in Augullt/September. From the11e
data, they conclud ed that the fire dates derived from
grasstre es showed little better than random association
with those derived from satellit e images , and are
therefore unreliable. Miller et al (2007) caution ed against
applyin g grasstre e interpre tation as an aid to bushfire
manage ment. Withou t further satellite interpretation,
Miller et al (2007) extrapo lated that caution to the more
souther ly vegetation, such as jarrah forest, sampled in
previou s grasstr ee work (Ward 1996; Ward & Van
Didden 1998). They sugges ted that some past fire
intervals, estimat ed from grasstrees, are too short for the
surviva l of some plants. Miller et al (2007) also claimed
that kwongan heath does not accumu late enough fuel to
carry fire at the short intervals (3--5 years) often shown
by the grasstre es. This paper examine s these criticisms,
and arrives at other conc:luslons.

Methods
As a first step, the r.i.w data used by Miller et al (2007)
were carefully checked against copies of the field sheets,
Where found, errors and omisi,ions were corrected.
$1.3comUy1 the logic u11ed by Miller et al (2007) ii'
defi11ing agreem ent betwee n fire dates derived from
gr11Sstrees, and thoi;e derived from satellite imagei;, was
evah1ated. The t1Ythor11, in their main conting ency t@bles
[Table 2 of Miller et al (2007), which uses the term
' confusi on matrix' ) only allow agreem ent when the
grasstre e and the satellite data show exactly the same
calenda r year. In this paper a different reasoni ng is used.
Satellite images taken in August/ Septem ber will show,
as new fires, those that occurre d since the previou s
August /Septem ber, a period which straddl es two
calenda r years. Miller et al (2007) note this, but do not
use it in their reasonin g. In kwongan, fires are now more
likely in summer , but can occur at any time of year. For
example, a fire first noted on a satellite image in calendar
year 2000, may have occurred in 2000, or in 1999.
Similar ly, due to the fire season straddl ing two
calenda r years, if a fire shown on a grasstre e stem ls
dated as, say, 2000, this means it could have occurred in
the fire season 1999/2000, or 2000/2001. eased on this
reasoning, in this study, grasstre e fire dates were allowed
a tolerance of a calenda r year either way, and fires dated
from satellite images a year's extensi on backwa rds.
Conting ency tables were created using these wider, and
more reasonable, toler@nces for agreeme nt,
Satellit e image11, {iye to resoluti on problem s, will
c@siste ntly faif to ahow very llmcill fi r(l~ (Price et 11I,
2003), In aeekeep ers' Reserve, at Eneabb a, such small
fires could oc~r on individ ual grasstre es, or small
groups , especia lly in winter, due to ignitio n by
~keepe rs, or wildflo wer pickers, or kangaro o shooters.
Miller et al (2007) do concede the 'possibi lity of some
error' In the satelllte fire record, includin g the failure to
show individ ual grasstre e ignition s, but then use the
satellite record as the benchm ark 'truth'. In this paper I
make no prior assump tion on 'truth'. Hence, the terms
'agreem ent' and 'disagr eemen t' are used when

compar ing grasstre e fire records with those interpre ted
from satell!te imagery , rather than the authors ' terms
'true-p ositive , false-n egative ' etc., which give a
mislead ing air of certaint y to the fire d@tes derived from
satelllte images.
Thirdly , a statistical method used by Miller et al (2007)
was reviewe d. The au thors subjected their 'confus ion
matrices' to analysis using the JC (kappa) statistic (Galton
1892; Cohen 1960; Landis &t Koch 1977). This seems to be
a techniq ue commo nly used in the educat ional,
psychological, and medical fields, but is a weak statistic,
in that its samplin g distribu tion is unknow n, so one can
never be sure of the significance of a given value. It has
recently been criticized (Allouche et al. 2006). The best
that can be done with it is to refer, as the authors do, to a
significance table given in Landis &t Koch (1977).
Unfortu nately, this table is a matter of opinion , as its
originat ors admit, saying that it is 'clearly arbitmry', and
intende d only as a 'benchmark' for discussi on of a specific
exampl e given by them. This specific example involve d
allocati on of patients , by two neurologisti,, into four
classes, In the words of a seminal author on the kappa
coefficient (Cohen 1960) 'it is generally of little value to test
ble (Allouche et al.
I(' for significance'. In fact it is impossi
2006),

Miller ~t al (2007) ali,o refer to Fielding & Bell (1997),
who reviewe d method& for assessin g predicti on errors by
ecologic al modehi , In that review, 0 plethor a (13) of
untesta ble statistia i is given, The thru1,t of the Fielding &t
aell (1997) paper is, In their own words, 'to adopt 11

pr113maHc approach to model building in wh1'ch we concentrate
on the model's accuracy and usefulness, rather than testing the
statistical validity of the model'. It is not clear whi the

authors conside red this relevan t to their method s.
In this paper, the null hypothe sis of a real difference
between fire dates derived from grasstre es, and those
derived from satellite images, for the last three decades
of the twentie th century, is tested. The first step in this
was to cast the data into a set of conting ency tables, using
the corrected data, as shown in Table 1. Althoug h the xsquared statistic (Pearson 1904; Fisher 1944) is often used
to test such tables for dissocia tion betwee n the two
classificatory variables, it has been suggest ed that, where
there is spatial autocorrelation, the probabi lity of a Type
I error may be underes timated (Legend re 1993).
In the Eneabb a data, there is possibl e s p atial
autocor relation , in that grasstr ees are contagi ously
flammable. Five grasstrees, within a few metres of each
other, were examin ed at each site. If one burned, then
there was a likelihood that one or more of the others
would also burn, To overcom e thl11 potentia l source of
error, the data for each decade w ere split into five
separat e 1;0ntlngMcy tables, each contain ing only one
gr11s,stree from each site,
11' the analysis of fire geology, presenc e and absen<:.-e of
fire are equally importa nt, and s,o deserve equal attentio n
in method ology. Given the several ye@rs usually needed
for enough fuel to accumulate, and the often haphaz ard
nature of ignition , the occurre nce of fire will nearly
always be rarer than its absence, but this is no reason to
regard fire presenc e as more ecologically, or statistically,
importa nt than fire absence. In this paper, agreem ent on
fi re presenc e and fire absenc e are given equal
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methodological status, whil st recognizin
g that the latte r
is usua lly more comm on than the former.

Downes 1979) suggests that grasstrees grow
at a constant
rate throu ghou t their life, but even a
few millimetres
error in estim ated annu al growth rate can
lead to a much
large r error lowe r dow n the stem, that is
to say, furth er
back in the past. This cumu lativ e error defin
itely appl ies
to the estimated calen dar year s of fires.
It varie s in its
effect on fire interval estimates. For long
er fire intervals,
say several decades, it can be significant.
As fire interval
estimates get shorter, the cumu lativ e error
between fires
diminishes. Whe n fire intervals are only
a few years, the
error is abolished, due to roun ding to the
neare st whole
year.

Ther e is an inhe rent cumu lativ e error in
the
datin g meth od as one mov es dow n the stem grass tree
. Due to the
rain solubility of the grow th rings , grow
th rates can
usua lly only be estim ated near the top,
and are then
extra pola ted back in time. Prev ious work
(Lam ont &
Tabl e 1
Conti ngenc y tables show ing the data, corre
cted for errors and
omissions in Miller tl al. (2007). The meth
od for deter minin g
agree ment betw een grass trees and satel
lite Imag ery is as
expla ined in this paper . As in Mille r et al.
(2007), (a) is the entire
st\ldy period 1973-2002; (b) 1993-2002;
(c) 1983- 1992; and d)
19731982.

Satellite Reco rd

+
(a) Grass tree record

(b) Grass tree recor d

(c) Grass tree record

(d) Grasstree recor d

+

Sutn

97

115

212

103

2535

2638
2850

Sum

200

2650

+

58

11

69

42

839

881

Sum

100

850

950

+

22

45

67

33

850

883

Sum

55

895

950

+

17

59

76

28

846

874

45

905

950

Sum

Eneabba WA

In their pape r, Miller et al (2007) brief
ly mention fire
intervals, but concentrate on fire dates .
Yet one of their
criti cism s Is that the fite inter vals estim
ated from
grasstrees are too shor t for the surv ival o!
some plants. In
contrast, this pape r examines firl! Intervals
ii\ soml! detai l,
comp aring those show n by the g-rasshees
, with those
show n by the satellite itnages.
In Beekeepers' Reserve, whil e dean ing
charcoal off
gras stree stem s to reve al fires over
the past three
decades, I also opportunistically recorded
fire mark s back
to the 1920s on some olde r grasstrees, Thes
e data were
give n to the auth ors at the time, but were
not used in
their analysis. To set the three deca des of
data examined
by the auth ors in temporal context, this
prese nt pape r
comp ares them with fire inter vals deriv
ed from these
olde r fire marks.

Res ults
The cont inge ncy table s (' conf usio n
matr ices ')
prese nted by the auth ors as their Table
2, and base d on
the data in th.eir Figure 2, have errors. Mille
r et al (2007)
say that the anal ysis inclu des 20 sites
, each with 5

Tabl e 2

Ctmtirtgency tables for the data split into
five subsets, to avoid spatia l autoc orrela
tion withi n sites, Only orte of the five grass
each of the 19 sites (sites 8 and 18 omitt ed)
trees at
is
b, the second row as c and d , The expec ted used In each table, The conventional label ing for t ells ls used, that Is the top row as
a and
integer. In a few cases, wher e it Is close to coun t unde r the null hypo thesis of rando m distri butio n 1.s given In brackets,
round ed to an
the observed value, a decimal place ls Inclu
ded,

Grass trees (1, 6, 11 ... )

Grass trees (2, 7, 12 ... )

a

b

1973- 82
1983- 92

2 (1)
7 (1)

1993--02

11 (1)

16 (17)
7 (13)
2 (12)

1973- 82
1983- 92
1993- 02

6 (1)

t

d

t

7 (8)
3 (9)
9 (19)

165 (164)
t73 (167)
168 (158)

190
19cl
190

12 (2)

10 (11)
9 (14)
3 (13)

7 (8)
5 (10)
8 (18)

171 (170)
170 (165)
167 (157)

190
190
190

1973- 82
1983 -92
1993- 02

4 (1)
5 (1)
11 (1)

9 (12)
11 (16)
3 (13)

4 (7)
5 (9)
9 (19)

173 (170)
169 (165)
167 (157)

190
190

1973- 82
1983- 92
1993 -02

5 (1)
5 (1)
13 (1)

13 (17)
10 (14)
1 (13)

4 (8)
6 (10)
7 (19)

168 (164)
179 (175)
169 (157)

190
190
190

1973- 82
1983- 92
1993- 02

4 (1)
1 (.8)
11 (1)

11 (14)
12 (12.2)
2 (12)

5 (8)
10 (10.2)
8 (18)

170 (167)
167 (166.8)
169 (159)

190
190
190

2 (1)

Grass trees (3, 9, 13 ... )

Grasstrees (4, 10, 14 ...)

Grass trees (5, 11, 15 ... )
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Table 3
Plus (+) where the
The data of Table 2 converted to signs. minus (-) where it
and
ted,
expec
the
ds
excee
count
ved
obser
does not.
d
C
b
a
1973-82
1983-92
1993-02
1973-82
Grasstrees (2, 7, 12 ...)
1983-92
1993--02
1973-82
Grasstrees (3, 9, 13 .. ,)
1983-92
1993-02
Grasstrees (4, 10, 14 .. ,) 1973-82
1983- 92
1993-02
Grasstrees (5, 11, 15 ...) 1973-82

Gtasstrees (1, 6, 11 ...)

l983- 92
1993-02

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
i>

Aust ralia , 92(3), Sept embe r 2009

Table 4
Plus (+) meMS the grasstrees
fires.
of
er
numb
Patte rn of the
lte images; minus (-) means
satcll
the
than
showed more fires
satellltc images. There were
than
fires
grasstrees showed fewer
no cases of equal numbers.

Grasstrecs (1, 6, 11 ...)
Grasstrees (2, 7, 12 ...)
Grasstrees (3, 9, 13 ...)
Grasstrees (4, 10, 14 ...)
Grasstrees (5, 11, 15 ...)

so givin g a gran d
grass trees , over a perio d of 30 years ,
for each deca de.
1000
or
total of 3000 obse rvati ons,
, but in their
sites
21
at
place
took
ing
clean
Gras stree
& 18 bein g
8
sites
n,
show
Figu re 2 only 19 sites are
sion of one
omis
the
ion
ment
only
ors
auth
Qmitted, The
U we take
ty.
rtain
unce
unsp ecifi ed site, due to satel lite
19 sites
only
with
,
basis
a
as
2
re
Figu
the auth ors'
ons for
rvati
obse
of
total
d
incl1,1ded, then the corre ct gran
each
for
950
only
and
,
2850
only
is
2
e
the data in Tabl
{lecade.
omis sion of
Ther e are othe r error s, for exam ple the
in whic h
21,
&
W
19,
eigh t griui str~ recor ds In Sites
s, th11t
sheet
field
the
on
,
agree
Ute
sate!
grass trees and
gn
ared
appe
h
then~ was a fire. A furth er foYr fires whic
ate
estim
lite
satel
the
of
year
dar
calen
a
gras str~ with in
autho rs,
(Sites 10 & 21) W\lre also omitted by the
corre cted, and
With the 11uthors' error s and omis siona
emen t' appli ed,
the more reaso nable defin ition of 'agre
cy table s. Tabl e 2
my Tc1ble 1 gives the revis ed conti ngen
ngen cy table s,
conti
rate
sepa
five
into
split
data
the
s
show
s the data
show
3,
e
Tabl
on.
elati
to avoi d auto corr
).
or
s(+
sign
to
erted
conv
een fire dates
Alth ough there is some agree ment betw
phs, it is
ogra
phot
lite
satel
and
trees
grass
from
deriv ed
weak er
is
t
emen
agre
rs,
autho
not perfect. As note d by the
occu rs, it
ent
reem
disag
re
Whe
past.
the
into
e
as we mov
preta tion, or in
may be due to error s in grass tree inter
. A patte rn
both
in
or
tion,
preta
inter
e
imag
satel lite
grass trees
by
ified
ident
fires
analy sis of the num bers of
4.
e
Tabl
in
given
is
ery
imag
and satel lite

1983-92

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

1993--02

anq satellites may
Assuming a small probability that grasstrees
pl'Qbability of tne
identify ex@cUy the s.ime number of fires, the than (0.5)'. TI1e
less
is
e
chanc
by
ring
occur
-)
+
(+
rn
patte
ssion by chance i~
probability of it occurring five time~ in succe
reject the null
may
We
3.
.0000
tely
less than (0.5)" , or approxima
ude there is a real
hyPothesls of chance occurrepce, and concl than the satellite
tendency for grasstrees to show more. fires the last decl!de.
in
images in the two eal'lier decades, and fewer

expected fire
In ii contingency t;,ble, comparing ob~r ved iiwith
perfe<:t match ~

occurrence and ab§ence, the probability of a pe.rfect match
small, In 11 2 X 2 tal>le, where the!1l Is notent cells must have
between observed and expected counts, adjac
Therefore the
opposite signs, and diagonal cells the same sign, 0.5, so the
than
less
is
+)
(+
rn
patte
the
of
probability
in sµccesslon is
prob@bllity of thl\l pattern occurring 15 times may reject the
15, or approximately .00003. We
less th.m (0.5)
conclude there is a
hypothesis of random allocation lo cells, and
tree and satellite
grass
en
betwe
ment
agree
of
rn
signific.mt patte
al absence.
mutu
and
fire,
of
nce
prese
fire dates, by both mutual

1973-82

Tibl e 5
n by grasstrees and
Statistical S\lmmary of fire intervals show
, All 21 sites are
-2002
1973
years
the
satellite Images for
th;it the samples
thesis
hypo
null
the
included. We cannot reje<;l
population (p>.05
<trawn by the two methods are from the same
on the means).
by Mood's Median Test, and p>.9 for at-te st
Statistic
Mean
Standard Deviation
Standard Error or Mean
Skewness
Median
Minimum
Maximum
95% Cl for Mean
95% Cl for Median
N

Graastrees

9.93
4.95
0.34
0.85

9
3

29
9.27-10.59
8-10

218

Satellite hnag es

9.88
4.91
0.44
0.58
8
2
22
9.01-10,75
8-9
125

e anal yses
As Jn Mill er et 111. (2007 ), all the abov
Yet even if
fir~.
the
of
dates
dar
conc entra te on the calen
are incor rect,
stem
itree
grasi
a
from
dates
ssive
two succe
corre ct, altho ugh
thll inter val betw een them may be
e, for ecolo gical
abov
d
,1sse
disc1
As
d.
date
wron gly
fires are more
een
betw
vals
unde rstan ding , the inter
, there fore ,
have
I
,
dc)te
t
exac
the
than
nt
imp orta
grasi itree
both
for
fires,
een
calcu lated the inter vals betw
of the st\,ldy,
s
year
y
thirt
the
over
ods,
meth
lite
and satel
Tabl e 5, Moo d'i,
I<ey <;lescriptive stl)tistlcs are give n in
do not supp ort
s
mean
for
t-test
the
and
Med ian Test
s and med ians
mean
the
rejec tion of the hypo thesi s that
are equa l
e 6 comp ares
To give a long er term persp ectiv e, Tabl
the grass tree
from
lated
calcu
vals
inter
the med ian fire
lly, back
stica
rtuni
oppo
data, inclu ding the data colle cted
lated
calcu
vals
inter
fire
ian
med
the
with
to the 1920s,
three
the
over
tion
from the auth ors' satel lite inter preta
recen t deca des.
trees back to
Figu re l show s the inter val data, for grass
to 1973.
back
tion
preta
inter
lite
satel
the 1920s, and for
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Table 6

Descr iptive statist ics, by decad e, for fire Interv
the 1920s are includ ed. For the satell ite data, als from grasst rees and satell ite data. Oppo rtunis tically collec ted grasst ree data back
there were no previo us record s from which
to
to estim ate fire interv als before the 1980s.
Interv ala from aatellitu
Intervala from grustrees
Decades
Min.
Median Max.
N.
Min.
Median Max.
N.
2000s
2
7
18
45
3
13.5
29
44
1990s
9
14
22
50
4
10
17
50
1980s
6
8
8
30
3
8
21
85
1970s
3
6
16
67
1960s
2
5
21
66
1950s
1
4
18
54
1940s
2
3
10
33
1930s
2
2
9
18
1920s
2
4
6
3

Fire inte rva ls Triangles are fire Intervals derived from grasstrees :
n
· solid dots are fire Intervals derived from satelllte
' Data used by MIiier et al. (2007
in yea rs

25

20

- images
Dashed line joins grasstree decadal medians
Solid line joins satellite decadal medians
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Figur e 1. Interv al data, for gtasst fees back
to the 1920s, and for satell ite l.hterp

retation back to 197t The trtediall lflterv als
frtltrt Tale 6

are includ ed.

The medi an inter vals from Table 6 ate inclu
grass tree data show a stead ily lengt henin g of ded. The
fire lnterval
over the last centu ry, whic h agree s with
exten sive
previ ous grasstret? data eollected from more
vegetation, such as the jarrah, tuart, and wand south erly
oo forests
(Ward 1996; Ward & Van Didd en 1998; Ward
et al. 1998,
Ward 2001). The satellite fire intervals fall
w ithin the
rang e of the grass tree fire intervals, and
show a nonmono tonic sequ ence of shorter, longe r,
then short er
medi an fire inter vals in the kwongan.

Discussion
The grass tree clean ing at Enea bba was
done in
Nove mber 2004. In the following mont h, a
very inten se
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bushfire, much of it in long- unbu mt fuel, burn
t most of
the Beek eepe rs' Rese rve (Ploz za &: Groe
n.hide 2005).
Usin g the autho rs' meth od of satellite Interp
retation, this
woul d have been incor rectl y dated as
a 2005 fire.
Assuming, as the autho rs do, that fire dates
deriv ed from
satel lite phot ogra phs are 'true ', grass trees
corre ctly
show ing the fire in 2004 woul d have been
counted, by
the autho rs, as 'false positives'. Similarly, grass
trees not
show ing the fire in 2005 woul d have been
coun ted as
'false negatives'.
Local information is that such large summ er
fires were
unkn own in the past. According to a local
farmer and
fire fighter (Gillam 2005), up to the 1950s
the kwo11gan
heath in Beekeepers' Reserve was burn t as
a mosaic of
strips and patches, in winte r or early sprin g,
by moun ted
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important aspects of West Australian ecology. 'they are
inextricably entwined. The past fire intervals shown by
grasstrees have potentially deep ecological sigttificance
in unders tandin g changes in fire frequency, behaviour,
and mosaic pattern since Europ ean arrival in Australia.
More grasstree research is needed, and, for consilience,
more research into historical information held in the local
community.
On presen t evidence, frequent burnin g of a mosaic of
interlo cking strips and patche s, in winte r and early
spring , is the most likely way to protect the kwongan from
uncontrollable summ er fires, burnin g on a broad front.
We have much to learn about the significance of season
,
time of day, shade , humid ity, soil moistu re, slope,
lighting pattern, wind speed, and wind changes, in using
deliberate heath fires as a manag ement tool, for both
human safety and nature conservation. Aboriginal Elders
may be able to help (Bird tt al. 2008).
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FIRE-S TICK FARMING

by Rhys Jones
Research Fellow, Department of Prehisto
ry, Australian National University, Can
berra. A.C.T.
Jn recent years there has been increasi
ng
interest in the effect of man on the Aus
tralian
environment. Forests have been bull
dozed,
swamps drained, heaths sown with trac
e elements, beaches chewed up, and the litte
r of the
mid-twentieth century spread everyw
here.
That this is deeply affecting the country
side is
obvious to all and causes concern to
some.
O.P. Marsh saw the same thing happen
ing to
the face of America during the last
century,
and doubtless the Roman intelligentsia
of the
rich provinces of North Africa gave the
matter
some thought as the wheatfields arou
nd their
villas turned slow ly into desert.
ln most discussions a contrast is made
between a "natural" environment as opp
osed to
an "artificial" one. We imply that the
former
represents the climax without the effe
cts of
man, and as examp les of it we think
of bushland arou nd our cities, the national park
s, and
remote areas. We imagine that the
country
seen by the fi rst colonists before they
ringbarked their first tree was "natural."
But was
it?
Ant iqui ty of Man in Australia

Figure 1. Mannalargenna, an Aborigin
from the
east coast ofTasmania, holding a burningefireThe white man has been on this contine
stick,
nt (Watercolour painting
for 200 years in some places and less
by T. aock, in the National
so in
Library, Canberra,)
most others. Before he arrived, the con
tinent
had been colonized, exp loited, and mou
lded
he had colonized and extended his
by other me n-the Australian Aborigi
range
nes and throughout the inland plai
ns of Australia and
their ancestors for tens of thousands
of years
by 20 000 years ago had reached the sou
[Figure l].
theastern coast.
Australian archaeo logy, in a decade's
exFor a long time there has been a tendenc
citing research, has produced sequenc
y
es of to rega rd Aborigines, like mos
t other hunters
man's activities back into the Pleistoc
ene in and gatherers the world over,
as passive slaves
many places. The accompanying map
[Figure of the environment, in con
trast to the impact
2] summarizes our present knowledge of
man 's of agricultural or industrial man
, who is seen
antiquity in various parts of the contine
nt; it as the master of nature, the initi
ator
of ecologican be seen that by 20 000 to 30 000 yea
rs ago cal change. In recent years, how
ever, the eco-
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rtonwards, seeing Australia ftom the sea, repo
.
fires
ed that the coastlines were dotted with
hPeron, in I 802, sailing up Derwent in sout
ed
turn
we
er
erev
east Tasmania, said that "wh
n
our eyes, we beheld the forests on fire." Whe
was
men exp lored inland, the entire horizon
fires,
often filled with smoke from Aboriginal
sealar
regu
rted
and anthropo logists have repo
of
s
sand
sonal firings over hundreds of thou
a.
square miles in central and tropical Australi
Tasmania

ledge of
Figure 2. Summary of the present know
res indicate
man 's antiquity in Australasia: squa
years ago,
carbon dates between 21 000 and 30 000
s ago, and
year
000
triangles between 11 000 and 20
ago. The
s
year
000
10
and
circles between 5 000
which
line
rn
atho
00-f
I
the
ts
esen
broken line repr
tline more
would have been the approximate coas
or.)
auth
than 1000 0 years ago. (Ma p by the

have
logical effects of Aboriginal technology
lobeen reinvestigated, and work by anthropo
on
ts
ogis
biol
by
and
gists on the living culture
enor
e
wer
e
thes
the env ironment suggests that
in
even
,
mous. They are still shaping our lives
free
areas where Aborigines have not roamed
for I00 years.
Fire and the Abo rigin es

Aboriginal m·an's ecological impact was
and
mostly due to hunting, gathering of plants,
ed by
fire. By far the greatest effects were caus
the use of fire.
aA study of Australian ethnographic liter
tiema
ture will show that bushfires were syst
es all
cally and universally lit by the Abo rigin
an
over the continent. Exp lorers from Tasm

In Tasmania it was customary for the Absticks
origines to carry their smouldering firethey
bush
the
with them, and they set fire to
with
d
walked along. G.A. Robinson, who live
reds
them for the best part of S years, has hund
,
bush
the
to
fire
ng
of descriptions of their setti
s
area
e
larg
of distant Aboriginal fires, and of
of countryside freshly burnt by them.
The ecological effects of these burnings
nists,
have been studied by Tasmanian bota
of
tion
who can only account for the distribu
terms
modern vegetation zones in Tasmania in
fire
of a long history of intensive Aboriginal
lved
invo
are
ors
pressure [Figure 3]. Many fact
ct
in the distribution, such as soil type and aspe
firand climatic change, but a long history of
raining has reduced the Notofagus-dominated
euca
ed
mix
a
forest in many places thro ugh
ly,
tual
lypt-rainforest phase to scru b and, even
the
to sedgeland and heath. W.D. Jackson sees
havcoastal sedgeland of western Tasmania as
rea
as
nded
exte
ing been largely formed and
hua
is
sult of constant firing, and as such it
man artefact.
In eastern Tasmania, firing prod uced and
d or
maintained the open savannah woodlan
with
,
parkland which greeted the first colonists
extheir flocks of sheep. Here and there are
cov
ins"
"pla
or
s
tensive, open, treeless area
have
ns
plai
ered with Poa grassland. These
there
been form ed by repeated firing, and once
it
was a dense mat of grass on the surface
man
by
only
not
wou ld have been kept clear
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Figu re 3. The east coast of Tasmania
after C.A. Lesueur, from the Nan Kivell in 1802, showing smoke from Aborigines' bushfires. (Engraving
Collection, National Library ofAustralia,
Camberra.)
but also by the grazing of macropo
ds, native
burning. In 1848 Major Tho mas Mit
hens, and other animals.
chell, the
explorer, said witl1 brilliant insight
of these
park wood lands:
Eastern

New South Wales

The sav ann ah woo dland; merging
into
open plains, characteristic of central
and western New South Wales, is similar
in many
ways to that of eastern Tasman ia and
, again,
has been hea vily modified by Abo
riginal

Fire. grass, kangaroos, and human fnha
bitants seem all dependant on eacll oth
er/o r existence in Australia... Fire is necessa
ry to
burn the grass and form those open fore
sts, in
which we find the large forest kangar
oo; the
native applies that fire to the grass at
certain

Figure 4. The bush imrnediately afte
r an Abo
grass, leaving a savannah, park-like distribu riginal fire, northeastem Arnhem Land, 1967. Note the burnt
tion of trees. (Photo: Nicholas Peterson.)
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en crop may
seasons, in order tha t a you ng gre
act and ensubsequently spr ing up and so attr
wit h nets.
abl e him to kill or take the kangaroo
ss also
gra
g
lon
the
In summe,; the bur nin g of
which
on
,
discloses verm in, birds ' nes ts, etc.
chiefly burn
the fem ale s and the children who
process, the
the gra ss.fe ed. But for this simple
tained as
con
Australian woods had pro bab ly
Ze(l]and or
thick a jun gle (IS thos e of New
Am eric a inst ead ofopen forests.
Arnhem Lan d

tropical
Arn hem Land, like oth er areas of
with
ate
clim
al
son
Austral ia, has a marked sea
aorg
nes
rigi
a wet and a dry season. The Abo
and
pattern,
nize d their life according to this
dry season
the
ing
dur
the firing of the bush
In 1853,
y.
was a decisive part of their econom
ent of
lem
sett
a visitor to the sho rt-lived Bri tish
the middle
Port Essington commented: "About
fire to the
of the dry season, the natives set
e, and at
her
gra ss whi ch is abundant everyw
The conflagration
tha t time qui te dry .. .
as far as the
spreads until the who le cou ntry
brilliant illuand
nd
eye can reach, is .in a gra
nes still do
rigi
min atio n." [Figure 4 .] The Abo
total eco nothis , and the role of firing in their
The fires
my has been extensively studied.
grass to the
spread rapidly through the tall dry
ical effects
bases of the trees, and their eco log
land appearare maintenance of the ope n park
and abu nanc e and inhibition of the spread
ts.
dan ce of non fire-re sistant plan
sence of
N.B. Tin dale acc oun ts for the pre
ns in the
patches of euc alyp t and open plai
bein g due to
Cap e York rainforest as, again,
Aboriginal firing.
Why Did Aborigines Burn the Bus

h?

n at sevWe can try to ans wer this questio
eral levels of sophistication:
of min e
• For fun: Anthropological friends
were
they
have asked Aborigines why

h from
toss ing lighted matches into the bus
ch they
the back of land-rovers in whi
ranged
e
hav
s
wer
ans
The
wer e travelling.
."
tom
cus
from "it' s fun " to "it' s
e used
• Signalling: In the deserts, fires wer
between
for sign alling purposes either
gin g
bands or within them, so that the fora
rewhe
er's
oth
h
peo ple could know eac
ked
trac
nes
abo uts. In Tasmania, Abo rigi
pur poseac h oth er for peacefu l or warlike
records
es by fire spottin g, and Rob inso n
hore
offs
o
ont
wom en, abd ucted by sealers
the
on
islands, signalling to the ir kinsmen
mainland by lighting gre at fires.
tern Tas• To clear the ground: Bot h in wes
Land
hem
manian tea-tree scrub and in Am
is to
grassland, the best way to clea r a path
the unset fire to the bush. Thi s removes
also
and
ng
elli
dergrowth for eas ier trav
kills snakes and oth er vermin.
ia a rec• Hunting: In many parts of Austral
set fire
to
was
ting
hun
ognized method of
als
anim
the
ar
to the bus h and clu b or spe
the
r
ove
which bro ke cover. For agin g
such as
burnt area also revealed anim als
death on
lizards hiding in holes or burnt to
the ground.
er firing,
• Regeneration of pla nt food: Aft
arkable
the Australian bush sho ws rem
thro w
ts
alyp
Euc
.
pow ers of regeneration
sh
afre
w
gro
out new leaves, and grasses
veg
the
from the burnt ground. Ma ny of
are
nes
etab le foods eate n by the Aborigi
exa mfor
ngyou
more palatable when
ots of
sho
ple, ferns, grasses, leaves and
th of
trees. By promoting the regrow
prograsses and you ng trees, man also
and
zing
gra
for
vides a food supply
rn
retu
will
browsing animals. Abo rigines
to hun t
to a burnt area afte r rain in ord er
ts. Thi s
the gam e dra wn ther e by the plan
g is
firin
ugh
promotion of regrowth thro
ed
ctis
pra
t
exactly the sam e process as tha
ble
stub
by modern farmers burnin g off the
phe rds
she
hill
lsh
We
by
in a wheatfield, or
win ter
h
eac
e
burning off the mountainsid
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to kill the old bracken. In all cases, whatwood, they have beat out the fire in order to
ever the Jong-term effects may be, the imform clumps t he writes. R. Gould re ports that
mediate result of burning is to increase the
Aborigi nes in the desert are quite clear that
quantity of edible plants for man and his
burning will attract kangaroos once rain has
beasts.
fallen.
• Extending man~ habitat: It is a thesis of
On the other hand some of the effects take
mine that, through firing over thousands
thousands of years to become recognizable,
of years, Aboriginal man has manage d to
and no primitiv e people could possibly docuextend his natural habitat zone. In Tasmament these processes. Howev er, it is in some
nia, the climax vegetat ion along the westways as irrelevant to me whethe r or not the anern coast would be rainforest, which, accient Aborigi nes knew what they were doing
cording the distribution studies of the Abas it is to paleontologists whethe r or not the giorigines , was not readily usable by them
raffe knew why his neck was growing. If we
and was seldom penetrated. By burning,
are interested in the operations of laws of nahowever, aided possibly by post-glacial
ture, we have to analyse the effects of certain
climatic oscillations, man was able to
actions or physical changes and see whethe r
push back the forest and replace it by sedthey are advantageous to the animal or culture
geland which is rich in both animal and
involved. Taking a Darwinian line, according
plant food. Jn eastern Tasman ia, human
to the " principle of the survival of the fittest
firing increased the extent of the mosaic
econom y," to "explai n" the acceptance and depattern of open sclerophyll forest and
velopm ent of a cultural trait we have to show
grassland plains. This is optimu m habitat
its adaptive value.
for some macrop ods, such as the Forester
Firing, because of its great adaptive value
Kangar oo, and the plains provide d extra
to hunters and gathere rs, became an ihtegral
food for the kangaroos, wallabies, emus,
part of the econom y, and its presence through~
and native hens on which the Aborigines
out most of the hunting and gathering and ag~
fed.
Mitchell, in the passage quoted
ricultural econom ies of the world implies that
above, clearly understood the symbio tic
it has a high antiquity and great importance in
nature of man, grassland, and kangaroos.
human evolution. Fire was man 's first "extracorpore al muscle .'' Let us not forget that the
Increas ed Food Supply
power released by the disastrous Hobart bushfi re on 7th February. l 967, was equivalent to
It is interesting that, through firing, man
two atom bombs.
may have increase d his food supply and thus
probabl y his population. At the most general
Results of the Remov al of
level, firing of the bush, in the same way as
Aborigi nal Fire Pressure
clearing a forest to create a field, increased the
proport ion of solar energy per unit area of the
Althoug h fire has been an important factor
ground that man could utilize.
in Australia for millions of years, natural fires
Perhaps we should call what the Aborig ibeing lit by lightning, etc., the arrival of Abnes did "fire-stick farming."
original man [ncreased the fire frequency by an
Was this delibera te? In some cases, yes; in
enormo us amount . This produced and mainothers, no. Robinson records that a park-like
tained disequilibriums, with the artificial exlandscape in Tasman ia had been formed so as
tens ion of the range of pyrophy tic plants. With
to give cover to the kangaroos. "This has been
the arrival of the Europeans, the Aborigi nes
done by the natives: when burning the underand their fire-sticks were promptl y removed,
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Fire Ecology Vol11111e 8, Issue 3, 2012
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and the effects of the cessation of regular burn.ing were quickly noticed. Settlers in eastern
Tasmania in the I 850s commented that open
sclerophyll forest became littered with bark
and young shoots, with the grass becoming
sour and weak. On the open plains of Surrey
Hills in highland north Tasmania, the shepherds were increasingly frustrated by the
growth of scrub, which, by 1890, had obliterated most of the open land. The rainforest in
Tasmania has spread from its gullies, and large
areas of southwestern sedgeland have become
covered with high, dense scrub.
In New South Wales, foresters have remarked that the maintenance of eucalypts on
many high-quality sites depends on fire; otherwise, it would be replaced by other more tolerant genera. The resurgence of the cypress pine
(Callitri.s) in western New South Wales may
depend on the reduction of fi re frequency.
Some animals may have become adapted to a
high fire regime and are more rare when this is
·reduced. ft is interesting that Leadbeater's
Possum, once thought to be almost extinct in
Victoria, increased its numbers after several
large fires had provided it with its preferred
habitat,
ln the dry sclerophyll forests of Tasmania,
Jackson calculates, forest litter accumulates at
the rate of 3 to 25 cwt [Editor's note: Imperial
cwt = 112 pounds] per acre per year to a steady
level of 30 tons per acre. Fires in these forests
with full fuel complements become totally uncontrollable, with vast damage being done to
plants, animals, and man. It is ironical that a
policy of fire prevention may have brought our
bush and forests up to their present dangerous
state, and the series of catastrophic fires in recent years may be the result of discontinuing
the Aboriginal custom of regular burning. I
have been interested in recent weeks to read
that a policy of burning-off may be initiated as
a new method of forest conservation.

Jones: Fire-Stick Farming
Page 8

Fire and Conservation

I am no botanist and would not venture a
discuss ion on the long-term effects on plants
and soil of firing or non-firing. However, as an
anthropologist, l can state that at the time of
ethnographic contact with the Aborigines, and
probably for tens of' thousands of years before,
fires were systematically lit by Aborigines and
were an integral part of their economy.
What do we want to conserve? We have a
choice. Do we want to conserve the environment as it was in 1788, or do we yearn for an
environment without man, as it might have
been 30000 or more years ago?
If the former, then we must do what the
Aborigines did and burn at regular intervals
under contro lled conditions. The days of "firestick farm ing" may not yet be over.
FURTHER READING

Jackson, W.D., 1968 : " Fire and the Tasmanian flora," Tasmanian Year Book. 50-5.
Hobart.
Jones, Rhys, 1968: "The geographical background to the arrival of man in Australia
and Tasmania," Archaeology and Physical
Anthropology in Oceania, 3, 186-215.
Merrilees, D., 1968: "Man the destroyer,"
Journal of the Royal Societ y of Wester n
Australia, 51, 1-24.
Stewart, O.C., 1956: "Fire as the first force
employed by man," in Mans role in changing the/ac e ofthe earth, ed. W.L. Thomas.
University of Chicago Press, Illinois, USA;
115-33.
Tindale, N .B., 1959: "Ecology of Primitive
Aboriginal Man in Australia," in Biogeography and Ecology in Australia, ed. A,
Keast, R.L. Crocker, and Christian. The
Hague.
Reprinted from Australian Natural History
I 6(7): 224-228 (September 1969).
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THE INFLUENCE OF COLONIZATION OU THE FORESTS AND THE
PREVALENCE OF BUSHFIRI:S IN AUSTRALIA
by A. R, King
It is often stated that white man, when colonizin g areas
occupied by more primitive races, disturbs the balance of nature and
sijrioualy damages the natural resources of flora and faUha; deserts
increase in area, erosion is accelera ted, varieties of flora and
fauna disappea r and species he introduce s spread out of control,
streWD flow and water catchmen ts are grossly disturbed and, in all, the
whole aspect of the country is changed for the worse,
This article presents historic al evidence concernin g the
effects of coloniza tion on the nature of the indigeneo us forests of
Australi a and on the frequency and severity of bushf'ire s, Undoubtedly,
this evidence Will conflict with many of the opinions firmly held by
some of those intereste d in forests and bushfire s, but it is hoped that
it will promote discussio n and lead to a fuller understan ding.
Extracts taken from the early literatur e, \/hich bas been read
or carefully scanned, are included in the Appendix and numbered.
In
the main text of the article, three controve rsial issues are discussed
with referonc es, by nwnber, to the pertinen t extracts .
Literatu re sea:rOhed
Not all of the early literatur e -- books, descripti ve journals,
newspape rs and letters -- of the infant oolony was read beoause time was
limited and the evidonce drawn from what appeared to be the most
importan t sources was coher~nt .
Particul ar attention has been paid to
the writings of the early explorer s and the first settlers .
1,

Coloniza tion and bushfires

Many believe that white man has caused an increase in the
number, size and severity of bushfire s through his carelessn ess and
his farming, mining and timber milling operation s.
Some go so far as
to say that bushfire s were rare prior to coloniza tion.
Others hold that the aborigine s and lightning lit many more
bushfire s than the white man causes today.
They believe that these
fires would also have been more extensivo and long lived because of the
lack of firefigh ters, of fitebrea.k s such as roadsj traoka or clearing s,
or of cleared and grazed plains where fires would have gone out in cool
weather or overnigh t .
Indeed, Uhder these ciroumat ances, fires could
well have persisted until they were extinguis hed by heavy rains.
It
is even suggested that the bush was burned very frequent ly, even
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~ually, and that ~s a con&equenoe tne fuel concentr~tio~ did not
gu;l.ld up eu.fficiently to me.k;e the fi:res at all damaging to the l,i.rge;r
trees.
Indeed the fire$ me.y h<1ve boen advantageous in thinning yoi..mg
stands a.nd reducing disease and parasite attack.
Only very fe w extracts (1s2,3,66) suggest that the aborigines
were careful with fire and these extracts are not supported by strong
evidence .
On the other hand, numerous extracts (4, 11,17 ,25,45,46,52,
53,59,60,62,82,83,84,88,94) indicate that they were carefree in their
use of fire, other extracts (35,84, 101) refer to tho lighting of
large oamp fires a.nd the careless use of themJ one extra.et (84) states
that they followed tha d~I11Serous practice of lighting oampfires at the
base of treesJ several extracts (5,8,16 1 31,37,o1,89) refer to the lighting of individual tree~ and the entire oush to drive out game; the
burning of the cured grass to attract ga~e to the fresh green shoots
th1;1.t followed is often mentioned (8,~4,30,)5,61,62,64,93, 96,97), and
other e'X'tracts (10, 11,20,~8 1 55,56,57,94,95,96) show that they would
attempt to drive off enemies with fire ,
!n fact the evidence indi oates
tba.t aborigines were not careful with fire and must have repeatedly
started bushfires ,
Numerous extracts (4)7,8,9,14,40,41,43,47,48,50,51, 52,54,58,
65,66,67,78,79, 81,85,86,87,88,91,92,94,95,97,100,104, 106,107) mention
bushfires of considerable size, refuting the suggestions made in
extracts 2,3 and 19 that ·bushfires were rare ,
Charred stumps and
t r ees are mentioned in extracts 4,6 and 58.
It would be unrealistic to believe that lightning was less

prevalent before coloni~atlon, though the proportion of the ~ir to
~ro1.1nd strokes that l i t fires may have been different ,
Referenoes
a.:re mMle in the litera,ture (40 1 48,84,99) to the po;isibi1ity of
lightning hgVing oa.u~ed fires,
Und.guhtedly, wnite man QI'! f;l.rst settJJ.ne an a,rl}a. used fir,e
as a. very import~nt tool ~,nd ll!\\St h&ve at least tempor,a,rily increased
the sev~~ity iM"!d DQ~sibly the fr,eqµency &11d size of local bushfir-~s.
Fr,@quent reference is made (1Q 1 11 7 3) 1 j6 1 47 , 68 171,72 773 177 1 80,1Q8, 114,
116) to the fact that tne earty colonists, Uke their, modern cc:nmterpart, used fire to clear areas and to remove unwanted treei,, logs
and stu.rops, and even lit fire through carelessness or curiosity,
However, extracts 34,83 and 90 indicate that farmers became careful
with fire once a settlemont was established.
It is probable that
underdeveloped country was sometimes burned in the belief that it
irnproved tb.e grass for "rougb gra.zing, 11 until public pressure (36,74,
108), Md other causes, caused a decline in the practice ,
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2,

3 .. ...

The physical nature of the bush and colo_n ization

Most informed persons ·are of the opinion that the nature of
the forest growing at present, even ih areas where no trees have been
felled, is greatly different from that which existed before colonization.
The general belief is that the forest 1vas usually very open wi tb almost
the appearance of parkland, the trees being widely spaced on ground
covered with grass and some little undergrowth.
The trees themselves
are thought to have been vary often immense by present day standards
and to bG growing in even-aged stands.
Most of the forest now is an
overstorey of uneven-aged trees standing over dense undergrowth and
regrowth with little gra.ss present,
None of the extracts oppose the opihiort that the forest
nature has changed,
Several extracts (12,13,39,45,69,70,102,103,105) mention some
imense trees which wore much bisger than any now standing.
Frequent-·
reference is made (2,12,20,21,24,27,29,32;34,38;39,42;44,45,49,55,92,
95 1 103,105) to the parkland or open aspect of the forests and indeed
one is struck on reading the journals of
that they were able to travel on foot or
usually without the need to clear tracks
from that existing in pNsent forests.

the explorers by the fact
horseback and with drays,
-- a very different situation
However there apparently were

areas which were simHar to the scrub of today (soe extracts 2,3, 13,20,

38,49 1 54,58,82,102,103), In tho literature perused ther6 are several
oxtracts (20,23,38,75,76,109 to 124) giving reliable descriptioni3 of •·•:
areas that are now well known by many persons,

3, The cause of the change in. forest nature
The evidMce presimted iti the preceding two sections seems
to indicate that since colonization the forest nature has changed and
that the area. of bush burned annually has decreased,
'l'he oftenmentioned suggestion that the change in forest nature bas baofi brought
about by white man increasing the incidence of fire seems, therefore,
to be inco1·reot ,
Another suggestion to explain the change is that the felling
and sni gging of trees opened the canopy and allowed more light to reach
the ground and the removal of the large trees allowed more water and
nutriment to be available for the understorey,
These effects would
tend to lead to the formation of the type of forest which now prevails.
Modern knowledge supports this suggestion as do also several extracts
(68,73,75;110,112,116,119,123), However, the author has been told
that there are areas that have not been utilized by lo~ging which have
degenerat~d in the aame fashion as others that have.
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- 4 Another theory is that forests have degenerated because the
area burnt annually has steadily decreased.
Decreased area burning,
it is held allows both the liv,i ng and dead fuels to build up until
they aro in such a concentration tha·t fires are disastrously violent,
killing or severely d!;llilaging even the largest trees and paving the way
for the developmont of an even more dangerous fuol type.
Tho evidence
from the literature is naturally not very strcing bi.rt a few extracts
(75, 76,79,80,120) have some bearing.
There i s also a theory that the rabbit is to some d~gree
responsible for the cha.n«e in forest nature,
The suggestion is that
rabbits !;lat off the natural ~rasoei; and sc1,atoh \.lJ? and dung thc:i soil ,
tp~s en.fore.in~ s~ed Be:t'Dlination and the development of a dense understorey4 Naturallyy there is no relevant information in the early
H tera.tlJI'e.
Conclusion
In the author ' s opinion, the historical evidence extracted
from the early literature of Australia indicatos that it is highly
probable that colonization has: -

1) brought about a change in the nature of the forest t
2) reduced th~ area of forest bQ~ned annually and

3) pl'Qduoeg. more eevere and damaging bushfires,
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Bill Gammage wins Prime Minister's Literary Award for Australian History - Humanities Research Centre - ANU
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Home » Bill Gammage wins Prime Minister's Literary Award for Australian History

Bill Gammage wins Prime rv}inister's Literary Award for Australian History
23 July 2012: Prime Minister Julia Gillard and Arts Minister Simon Crean announced the winners of the 2012
Prime Minister's Literary Awards at the National library of Australia. Among the winners was Professor Bill
Gammage, from the Humanities Research Centre, receiving the prize for the inaugural Prize for Australian
history with his recently published book, The Biggest Estate on Earth, the result of 12 years of scholarship.
In The Biggest Estate on Earth, Gammage reveals that Aboriginal Australians used complex
land management systems to transform the continent into vast parklands reminiscent of an
English country estate.
"The kind of landscape that Aborigines created before 1788 was a tapestry of patterns," says
Gammage in Park Life. "You had trees next to grass and grass broken up by clumps of trees,
forest broken up by clearings and so on. It was a mosaic of different kinds of plant communities and that was

•

true whether it was rainforest or spinifex.
"When Europeans first came to Australia, they assumed that what they saw was natural. They often described
.the landscapes as 'parks'. Like the gentlemen's parks in England ...
"But it never occurred to them that the parks in Australia could have been made; it didn't occur to them that
--,-w-andering savages' could have done such a thing. So their common assumption was that they were seeing a
natural landscape."
Bill also comments that "Aboriginal people worked hard to make plants and animals abundant, convenient and
predictable.
By distributing plants and associating them in mosaics, then using these to lure and locate animals, Aborigines
made Australia as it was in 1788, when Europeans arrived," when he writes about his book on The
Conversation.
Watch Professor Bill Gammage of the ANU Humanities Research Centre discussing his book The Biggest
Estate on Earth.
For more information, see:
the article in the Sydney Morning Herald
the ministers' award shortlist media release

Park Life, an interview with Professor Gammage in February 2012
The Biggest Estate on Earth is published by Allen & Unwin and can be purchased online from the University
Coop Bookshop.
To view video recording: http://rsha.anu.edu.au/bill-gammage-wins-pmla
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Stretton Group
Luncheon Seminar

FIRE
ABORIGINALS - GRASS & SUSTAINABLE FORESTS
"This bold book, with its lucid
prose and vivid illustrations,
will be discussed for years to
come.,.
Geoffrey Blainey,
Australian Book Review
'Gammage's controversial
thesis that Aboriginals created
the biggest estate on Earth is
going to be very difficult to
dislodge.'

Tim Lloyd,
Adelaide Advertiser

'Fire, grass, kangaroos, and
human inhabitants, seem all
dependent on each other for
existence in Australia; for any
one of these being wanting, the
others could no longer
continue. Fire is necessary to
burn the grass, and form those
open forests ... But for this
simple process, the Australian
woods had probably continued
as thick a jungle as those of
New Zealand or America... '
Thomas Mitchell,

Sydney, January 1847

With details of land~management strarngies from around Australia, The Biggest Estate on .Ecirth rewrites
the history of this continent, with huge h:nplications for us today. Once Aboriginal peopl~ were no longer
able to tend their country, itbecame nvergrown and wlnera.ble to the h~gely cl.aroagin~ bushrues we.now
experience. And what we think of as-virgin bush in a national park is nothing of

the kind.

Speaker: Bill Gammage

BILL OAMMAOB is a historian and adjunct professor in the Humanities Research Centre at the
Australian National University. He is best known as author of the ground-breaking military history The
·
Broken Years: Ausrralian Soldiers in the Great War.
Winner of the 2012 Victorian Premier's Literary Prize for Literature for The Biggest Estate on Earth:
How Aborigin&s Made Australia

Wednesday, !Vlay 15, 2013
Morgans at 401
401 CoHins Street, Melbourne
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Table 4.1 Assessing elevate d fine fuel hazard

Tlbl• 4.2 Examples of elevated fine fuel hazard

To achieve a given hazard rating a best fit of a!V key attrtibmtessh0ul'dl be sought. Choices for
~fie !hazard rating of fuels that fit aciross.severall desaipti0ms;lilllay l!>e informed by the effect
that different levels of key attributes have 011 fire behaviour._
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Fire-Lessons Learnt
Public Meeting
Terang Civic Hall
24 January 2020

Victoria Felix - Healthy and Safe

David Packham OAM
Firstly, I wish to pay tribute to the original fire managers that were
the Stewards of this Country, the Aboriginal People. They cared for
and looked after this country with knowledge and affection.
Bushfires are not just fires. Some are large and intense, some are
small and benign some are destructive some are necessary for a
healthy and safe forest.
We need to measure fires to understand them and there is a simple
and accurate way to measure a fires Intensity. We can easily calculate
the Byram Line Fire Intensity Index (I).
I= Hwr
Where I is the calorific value (17 mega Joules per Kilogram), w the
amount of fuel burnt in the flames (Kg per Square Metre) and r the
rate of spread (metres per second). The outcome is the Intensity( I,
Mega Watts per metre of fire edge).
The four photos are of fires at different fire Intensities.
1. 0.5 MW/m the most intense limit for prescribed

burning.
2. 2.5 MW/m the limit to fire fighting.
3. 10 Mw/m Fires in the crowns, flame height twice tree
height, fire control and survival impossible.
4. 70+ Mw/m Disaster fire in heavy fuels, total
destruction.
Australia's fire management began 50,000 - 60,000 years ago with
the emergence of the Aboriginal people which coincided with the loss
of mega fauna and the domination of the Eucalyptus tree. For many

1
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good reasons the Aboriginal people burnt any bush that would burn
frequently and gently with great respect for country.
Victor Stephenson from Cape York summarized the law for good
burning as "you must not harm the canopies of the trees because that
is where the birds and animals live and where our ancestors are."
And, "Fire- like water should trickle gently over the surface"
This law resulted in "The Biggest Estate on Earth" where Bill
Gammage spelt out the stewardship of the Aboriginals.
Then came Lane-Poole who was sent to Australia by the British
Colonial office to correct us colonials. The management of the bush
and a disastrous period of fire "exclusion" began which has just as
disastrously remerged in the last couple of decades.
The disastrous Dwellingup fire in Western Australia in 1961 sounded
the change from response to prevention that is so successful. In
Western Australia by the application of indigenous style prescribed
burning but this time by aircraft. The Western Australian forest
became healthy and safe once more. No more damaging bushfires
and no escaped burns on State Forests.
This practice and technology could never manage to cross the
barriers on the Nullarbor Plain to the Eastern States who maintained
their destructive anti- burning policies although. A few courageous
dissidents persisted but they were dealt with.
We never learned the lessons from a series of disaster fires in The
Blue Mountains 1957, Hobart 1967, Victoria and South Australia "Ash
Wednesday" 1983, Victoria; NSW and ACT 2003, Victoria 2006/7 and
Victoria again 2020.
Even after 200 deaths, 2000 properties and a lengthy Royal
Commission fuel management in Victoria increased only from the
meagre 2% to 2.3%.
Two things happened the Earth's atmospheric temperature increased
by 1 degree over a hundred years yielding a calculated 3% increase
in fire rate of spread and fire Intensity.
The fuels however have increased to ten times the Aboriginal
managed level with an increase in rate of spread of ten times and one
hundred times in Intensity, to account for 97% of the current fire rate
of spread and Intensity.

2
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This is why we are experiencing frequent disaster fires now.
The efficacy of fuel Reduction burning to decrease or even eliminate
bushfire disasters is proved by the actual experience of the then
Western Australian Forests Department in the form of the
"Sneeuwjagt" curve which first appeared at the UN FAO Conference
on Mega Fires in Sun City, South Africa.
It shows that at 10-15% of the forest prescribed burnt annually the
occurrence of bushfires becomes tolerable and at 20% the bushfire
occurrence is almost zero. The curve is below.
An interesting hypothesis is the potential contribution of prescribed
burning to carbon emissions reduction. In 1966 Pompe and Vines
measured the calorific value ( the heat given out by the burning of
one kilogram of fuel) of bushfire fuel measured in the field was
approximately 17 mega joules per Kilogram. The complete
combustion in a laboratory calorimeter is approximately 23 mega
Joules per Kilogram. That means that a fuel reduction burn sequests
26 °/o of the carbon oxidised as the subsequent regrowth feeds on C02
from the atmosphere . This is a research line worth pursuing.
The success of prescribed burning was due to very high quality longterm applied research that has largely been curtailed despite going
from about 20 full time researchers to 200 currently.
Research has come under the total control of the Fire Agencies who
resist the resolution of our bushfire threat. The Universities are
constrained in their discipline determined armoured bunkers
dedicated to paper writing, computer models, conferences and
submission writing rather than actually solving our bushfire
problem.
A small, economical but very high quality totally independent

research institute is urgently required. It should take a new
multidisciplinary approach to bushfire research with an emphasis on
real world experimentation and three streams of strategic threat
analysis, fire behaviour to fuel measurement and fire forensics.
As bushfire fuel is dead fallen leaves, bark and twigs perhaps the
Government could support the funding a Twiggy Forrest Fire
Institute.

3
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We cannot control the weather or ignitions but we can control the
fuel. Fuel reduction burning is the only effective path to making our
bush Healthy and Safe again.

Proportion of sW fore st terlon (2,5 M ha) blltnt by prescribed fire (nii!ilh of 4 yrs) with prbptirtlbn
burht by wildfire (mean of succeedlnt 4 yrs)
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Maximum for fuel reduction, 0.5 iM w/m
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Maximum for firefighting. 2.5 Mw/m
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Figure I0: P.rescribed Burn Area Percentage (arerage om 4years) vs Wildfire Area Permtage (av,crnge for 4years)
Prescribed Burn Area %(averaged over 4 years) vs Wildfire ,Area %(averaged for 5th to 8thyears)
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Some observations on the effectiveness

10

of fuel reduction burning in
Southern Australia
David Packham
16 August 2010 1

Introduction
The recent Royal Commission into the fires of 7 Feb 2009 which in terms of life
loss was the worst natural disaster in Australia recommended a fuel reduction
program that amounted to 5 % of publically owned land in Victoria. A crucial
question is what can be expected in terms of decreased loss of life and damage as
a result of such a fuel management strategy? What would be the effect of
prescribed burning levels other than 5%, perhaps 10% and 15%? This note is an
attempt to provide some guidance to this crucial question.

Methodology
An examination of life loss in disaster fires in southern Australia and modelled
and actual relationships between prescribed burning and subsequent bushfire
area burnt has offered the opportunity to estimate the efficacy of prescribed
burning as a protective strategy.
It is assumed that a decrease in fire intensity and fire area will result in a
decrease in casualties and asset damage. A correlation between average Byram
Fire Intensity (mega watts per meter) will be sought for disaster and extreme
fires that involve both rural and urban environments. The average fuel levels for
different fuel reduction regimes will be estimated and the life loss - fire intensity
equation used to compare expected life loss for extreme or catastrophic fire for
5, 8,10 and 15% annual prescription burning
A different strategy will be the use of actual and modelled annual average area
burnt by wildfire as a function of fuel reduction.

Life loss as function of Byram fire intensity index.
In this analysis the forecast or recorded fire weather conditions and estimates of
fuel have been correlated with the loss of life for notable disaster fires that have
impinged upon populated areas. That correlation produces a simple linear
equation that allows prediction of life loss for the same fire weather but reduced
1

Minor corrections 11 June 2016
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fuel as a result of chosen fuel reduction fire frequency.
Table 1. Gives a FFDI for six disaster fires in South East Australia with the
concurrent loss of life. A simple linear equation is fitted.
Fire event

PeakFFDI

Black Friday
1939
Victoria 1944
Hobart 1967
Ash Wednesday
Victoria 1983
ACT 18 Jan 2003
Black Saturday,
Victoria, 2009

100

Estimated
Byram Fire
Intensity Index,
Megawatts per
metre
29

Lives lost

71

110
78
191

41
42
72

49 4
62 4
73

105
164

47
89

4
173

The selected fires give a relationship between the Fire Intensity and Lives lost as
Lives lost= 0.66 X Fire intensity (mega watts per metre)- 11 r=.52
The simple equation which captures about a half of the data has been applied to
bushfires burning in landscapes that have had different fuel reduction burning
frequencies. The nominal Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI)of 100 is chosen as it
represented the upper limit of extreme fire weather and an index that can be
expected a few times per decade 2.

Table 2. Gives the estimated fine fuel levels and estimated life loss for a FFDI of
2 Since

McArthur's assumption that the weather conditions at 3pm in Melbourne 13
Jan. 1939 were the worst possible and so set 100 as the max FDI that value has bee
exceeded several times but is still used for various strategic purposes e.g. setting
building standards, the BAL
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100 with five fuel reduction regimes.
Fuel reduction
burning regime
percent per
annum

Estimated
maximun fine
fuel levels,
tonnes per
hectare

0
1.6
5
8
10
15

35
35
23
20
17.5
12

Estimated
Byram Fire
Intensity Index
for a FFDI of
100. Megawatt
per metre
63
63
32
23
18
8.6

Expected life
loss using
above equation

31 (100%)
31 (100%)
10 (32%)
4 (13%)
1 (3%)
0 (0%)

Estimating life loss by bushfire area.
There are two satisfactory sources of information about the relationship
between annual fuel reduction burning and subsequent bushfire area loss. The
first is a modelling study for heath lands in SW Tasmania4 and the second is the
actual result of 45 years of fuel reduction in the SW of Western Australia 3. The
two studies support each oth er nicely and it is as reassuring to have a modelling
result validated by actual experience, as it is to have a theoretical underpinning
for actual experience. The assumption is made that the losses are proportional to
the area burnt.
Table 3 predicts the lives lost using Black Saturday as the benchmark using the
modelled data from Tasmania.
Prescribe
d burning
program
Predicted
bushfire
loss
Expected
life loss
for the
Black
Saturday
event

0o/opa

5%pa

8%pa

10%pa

15%pa

100%

66%

45

33%

20%

173

115

80

59

35
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Table 4. Predicts the life loss for a Black Saturday event but using the actual data
from Western Australia.
Prescribe
d burning

Oo/opa

5%pa

8%pa

10%pa

15%pa

100%

45%

27

19%

5%

173

78

48

33

9

program

Predicted
bushfire
loss

Predicted
life loss

for the
Black
Saturday
event
The lower expected bushfire loss and consequence life loss for the actual West
Australian data will be due to the effectiveness of fuel reduction at decreasing
the fire intensity as well as the area burnt.

Discussion
This note makes many assumptions which in future analysis should be validated
or amended. The assumptions used in this analysis are that essentially all fires
burn through the same populations and the relationship between Byram fire
intensity and life loss is simple and thus the data for the life loss- intensity
relationship should cover all fires and intensities.
Irrespective of the weakness of these assumptions this note gives an indication
of the expected efficacy of fuel management by burning in protecting our
communities against bushfire life loss.
It is safe to conclude that it is not until we undertake a 15% pa burning program
that we could expect no life loss. The gain at 5%pa is small but by 8% pa it is
becoming very much better. There is informed opinion amongst fire managers
that 10 - 12% is the optimum for fire protection. This analysis supports their
hard won wisdom.
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NND.600.00145.01_0001

VICTORIAN MEGA BUSHFIRES AND GOVERNMENT POLICY AND PRACTISE

Submission to Royal Commission into National Natural Disaster
Arrangements

Prepared By: John N Cameron (Cameron Consulting) 1

April 2020

Cover: Low intensity fuel reduction burn (top left), moderati! intensity bat:k-burn to assist suppression (top right),
high intensity uncontrolled bushfire (bottom left) and result of high lnt@liSlty uncontrolled bushfire (bottom right).
High intensity bushfires such as that pictured above and experienced in 2019-20 cause substantial ecologiGal and
environmental damage, enormous loss of fauna and generally loss of peoplt!, livestock and houses In their path.
High intensity bushfires also expose firefighters to grave danger.

1

John Cameron (Dip Hort. Burnley and MBA Monash) is a forestry and business consultant previously holding positions in General M anagement,
Corporate Development and Forest Research and Fire Controller in a CFA Industry Brigade including undertaking relevant training in fire
behaviour. Consulting experience includes providing expert reports and packaging research findings and sound business practise Into cost
effective policies, strategies and prescriptions to deliver improved organisational performance, financial results and socio-economic outcomes.

CAMERON CONSUL TING
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12.10 THE RELATIONSIP BETWEEN PRESCRIBED FIRE AND WILDFIRE
Actual data over the last 60 years for the forest of South West WA has been used to develop a relationship
between the proportion of the forest burnt by prescribed fire each year and the proportion burnt by
wildfire each year. The 'Sneeuwjagt curve' relaticmship (Figure 20) shows, that a low incidence of
wildfires are attributed to increased fuel reduction burning, and insufficient fuel reduction burning is
associated with high levels of wildfire. Data are four year rolling averages with a four year lag.

Figure 20: Relationship betw een the proportion prescribed burnt and the proportion w ildfire 36
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12.11 VICTORIAN MEGA FIRES AND THE 'SNEEUWJAGT CURVE'
The 'Sneeuwjagt curve' indicates that if you want controllable wildfires you must prescribed burn at least
8% of the forest each year (Figure 21 ), according to an appropriate spatial pattern across the landscape.

In South West WA they have maintained the rolling average proportion prescribed burnt above 3.5% and
avoided mega fires. Victoria37 have never exceeded 3.5% pa prescribed burnt and experienced mega
wildfires fires in 1983, 2003, 2006-07, 2009 and 2019-20 and some 'campaign' fires over the last 20 years.
As a rule of thumb, on a rolling four year basis, the equation (blue line) suggests for every 1% increase in
prescribed burning, w ildfire loss is reduced by approximately 0.45% of the forest each year and if you
want an average wildfire loss of less than 1.0% pa, you need t o prescribe burn ea. 8% each year.

Figure 21: The Victorian mega fires could have been predicted from the "Sneeuwjagt curve"
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,. Derived and updated from Sneeuwjagt (2011). The Effectiveness of Prescribed Burning in the Control of large Eucaiypt Forest Fires. 5,h
International Wildfire Conference, South Africa.
"Victorian data derived from Tolhurst (2007) Submission to the "Inquiry into the Impact of Public Land Management Practices on Bushfires in
Victoria" conducted by the Environm ent and Natural Resou rces Committee of the Victorian Parliament; and DELWP annual reports.
V!CTORIAN MEGA BUS H FIRES AN () GOVERNMENT POL I CY AND PRACTISE - JN CAMERON
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Managing Bushfire in a Biodiversity Hotspot
N.D. Burrows and R. Armstrong
Department of Conservation & land Management, Kensington, WA, Australia

Abstract
The south-west of Western Australia is recognised as a global hotspot of biodiversity and one
of the world's most fire-prone regions. Ecosystems and organisms have evolved in this fire .
prone-environment and have developed adaptive traits that enable them to persist with, and in
some cases, depend upon a variety of fire regimes. No regime is optimal for al 1 organisms
and communities, but fire diversity is essential for maintaining biodiversity, although some
fire regimes can threaten biodiversity. Bushfires can also threaten people and property so fire
management is necessary to both conserve biodiversity and to reduce the damaging impacts
of bushfires on community assets. This paper describes a management framework that is
being developed in the south-west for p lanning and implementing fire regimes to conserve
biodiversity at the landscape scale and at the local patch scale. The framework utilises GIS as
a tool for assembling relevant and often complex ecological and biological information
including the distribution and location of plants, animals and fire sensitive ecosystems.
Scientific knowledge of life histories and of the responses of sensitive ecosystems and
organisms to fire is used to set fire regime bounds and to devise diverse regimes and create
fire- induced mosaics at appropriate scales. The threat that these regimes pose to community
assets is assessed and where it is deemed unacceptable, appropriate adjustments to fire
management are made.
Introduction
The subdued natural landscapes of the south-west of Western Australia belie a diversity of
life so remarkable that the region is now recognised as one of the world 's twenty five
biodiversity hotspots - the only one in Australia. It is primarily the great diversity and
endemism of plants that has earned the region this recognition. Flammable vegetation and
hot, dry summers have ensured that fire is a natural environmental factor in the region, which
together with climate, landfotm and soils, has operated over thousands of years to forge this
biodiversity (Hallam 1975, Hassell and Dodson 2003). Prior to European settlement,
lightning started fires but more frequently they were set by Aboriginal people who used fire
with confidence and skill for a myriad of reasons. Plants, animals and ecosystems evolved in
this fire prone-environment and developed a range of physical and behavioural traits that
enabled them to persist with, and in S)me cases, depend upon a variety of fire regimes
(Burrows and Wardell-Johnson 2003).
For many plant species, reproduction and regeneration are cued or enhanced by fire and for
many plant communities, particular fire regimes are necessary for the maintena nee of floristic
and structural diversity. A particular sequence and scale of fires are necessary to provide
habitat diversity and opportunity for animals. However, the way in which species and
communities respond to fire is variable (see Burrows and Abbott 2003). Some assemblages
are quite resilient to a range of fire regimes (fire regime resilient assemblages), including
frequent fire, and recover to their pre-fire state relatively quickly, while others are more
sensitive to fire regimes and can take many decades to recover (fire regime specific
assemblages). There are 'natural bounds' in terms of the frequency of burning, spatial extent,
season and intensity of fire beyond which the floral and fauna] components of ecosystems are
unable to sustain themselves. Thus, no fire regime, or history of fire interval, season,
intensity, patchiness and scale is optimal for all species and communities and although fire
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diversity is important for promoting biodiversity, some fire regimes can also threaten
biodiversity.
The damage potential and difficulty of suppression of a bushfire is determined by the amount
of live and dead vegetation that burns (the fuel), its moisture content and the weather
conditions. In the absence of fire, fuel accumulates to relatively high levels before stabilising,
as the rate of accession equals the rate of decomposition (Peet 1971, Burrows 1995). Prior to
European settlement, extensive burning by Aboriginal people probably maintained a smallgrained mosaic of vegetation at different stages of post-fire development, which would have
provided habitat diversity and limited the spread and intensity of fires (see Hallam 1975,
Abbott 2003, Lamont et al. 2003).
Today, in fragmented, urbanised and settled landscapes, wildfires can threaten people,
property and conservation values. The rapidly expanding rural-urban interface is most
vulnerable, but even beyond this, wildfires threaten towns, farms and other industry and ·
infrastructure. Two broad fire management objectives have been identified by conservation
and land management agencies (Burrows and Abbott 2003): a) to conserve biodiversity; and
b) to ensure an acceptable level of protection to human life, property, industry and cultural
values. Strategies to achieve these objectives will invariably involve prescribed fire. Fire
management is complex, potentially dangerous and often controversial, and requires the
skilful combination of art and science.
In this paper, we outline an integrated fire planning framework being developed in the southwest of Western Australia to conserve biodiversity, but which also provides for the land
management and strategic asset protection outcomes required of land managers. The
framework based on twelve key scientific principles, consists of five basic processes; (1)
specifying fire management objectives for various spatial scales, (2) mobilising and applying
the substantial body of biophysical and fire ecology knowledge using GIS, (3) incorporating
other land management objectives and activities such as timber harvesting, (4) can-ying out a
risk analysis (wildfire threat analysis) and adjusting prescribed fire regimes to accommodate
community asset protection obligations, and (5) continuously improving fire management
through uptake of new knowledge gained from experience, research and monitoring (adaptive
management). Although not specifically identified in this planning framework because it is
generic to all land use planning in the modern era, community consultation and participation
is essential for successful outcomes.

Key Fire Planning Principles
Knowledge to underpin fire management has advanced as a result of experience and ongoing
research undertaken by a range of organisations over the last 40 years or so. Although
incomplete, there is a substantial body of science that has not been fully utilised in fire
planning processes. Knowledge of fire in south-west ecosystems has been synthesised in a
book recently published following a fire symposium held in Perth in Apri l 2002 (Abbott and
Burrows 2003). From this synthesis, and drawing on the experiences of other land
management agencies (Parks Victoria 1999), Burrows and Abbott (2003) have proposed 12
key principles to guide fire planning.
Principle 1: The vegetation and climate of the south-west region make it highly prone to
bushfire. Fire should be regarded as an environmental factor that has and will continue to
influence the nature of south-west landscapes and biodiversity and is integral to natural
resource management.
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Principle 2: Species and communities vary in their adaptations to, and reliance on, fire.
Knowledge of the ways in which species and communities respond to fire, and of the
temporal and spatial scales of fires in relation to the life histories of organisms or
communities involved underpins the use of fire.
Principle 3: Following fire, environmental factors such as landform, topography and species'
life history attributes, and random events such as climatic events, often drive ecosystems
towards a new transient state with respect to species romposition and structure. This may
preclude the identification of changes specifically attributable to fire.
Principle 4: Fire management is required for two primary reasons, which are not necessarily
mutually exclusive: a) to conserve biodiversity and b) to reduce the impact of wildfires on
life, property and industry.
Principle 5: Fire management should be both precautionary and adaptive, considering
ecological and protection objectives in order to optimise outcomes.
Principle 6: Fire diversity promotes biodiversity at both the landscape scale and the local
scale. At the landscape scale, a mosaic of patches of vegetation representing a range of
biologically-derived fire frequencies, intervals, seasons, intensities and scales will provide
diversity of habitats for organisms that are mobile and can move through the landscape. At
the local scale, appropriate fire regimes based on biological attributes are necessary to ensure
the persistence of sessile organisms and structures.
Principle 7: Avoid applying the same fire regime over large areas for long periods of time and
avoid seral and structural homogenisation by not treating large areas with extreme regimes ·
such as sustained very frequent (<4 years) or very infrequent (>20 years) fire intervals (see
Burrows and Abbott 2003 for biological characterisation of fire intervals}
Principle 8: The scale, or grain-size, of the fire- induced mosaic should a) enable natal
dispersal b) optimise boundary habitat (interface between two or more seral states) and c)
optimise connectivity (ability of keystone fauna to migrate between seral states).
Principle 9: All available knowledge, including life histories, vital attributes of the flora and
fauna, fire history and knowledge of Aboriginal fire regimes should be utilised to develop
ecologically-based fire regimes.
Principle 10: Fire history, vegetation complexes and landscape units should be used to
develop known and ideal fire age class distributions at the landscape scale.
Principle 1 I: Wildfire can damage and destroy both conservation and societal values
including life, property and industry. Risk management must be based on a systematic,
structured and transparent approach to identifying, ameliorating and managing the
consequences of such an event.
Principle 12: Fire management should adapt to new knowledge gained through research,
monitoring and experience and take account of changing community expectations.

Fire management objectives for different scales
Having clear fire management objectives for the conservati:m of biodiversity is of key
strategic and operational importance. They assist with the development of fire management ·
plans and standards, with determining strategies and tactics and with assessing the
acceptability or otherwise of the environmental impacts of fire as they are understood from
research and monitoring (risk analysis).
The following hierarchical set of broad fire management objectives and strategies attempts to
encapsulate the spatial and temporal scales important for maintaining biodiversity. Setting
objectives for different scales reflects the reality that ecosystems and organisms within them
are dynamic and ever changing, rather than static and fixed in space and time.
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At the bioregional scale (tens of thousand of square kilometres).
A bioregion is a large geographic area that is similar with respect to climate, geology,
landforms, broad vegetation types, flora and fauna and land use (Thackway and Creswell
1995). There are seven bioregions in the soutfrwest. The fire management objective is to
protect and maintain the environmental, social and economic values of the bioregion.
Broad strategies include:
Undertaking a risk analysis to determine the strategic importance of assets in various
bioregions and where resource allocations are most needed to protect assets. Such decisions
are usually made at political and senior levels in management agencies. Operational strategies
include cataloguing key environmental, social and economic assets within the bioregion and
assessing how they may be impacted by fire. Other strategies include identifying landscapes
within bioregions and using landscape biological and physical characteristics to devise
appropriate fire management strategies (see below).
At the landscape scale (tens of thousands of hectares).
There are likely to be many landscapes within a bioregion. A landscape can be
conceptualised (and mapped) as being a mosaic where the mix of local ecosystems and
landforms is repeated in a similar form over a kilometres-wide area within a bioregion (after
Forman 1995). Several attributes, including climate, landforms, soils, assemblages of local
flora and fauna and disturbance regimes tend to be similar and repeated across the area.
Mattiske and Havel (2002) have recently defined and mapped Landscapes Conservation
Units (LCUs) for the forest areas of the soutfrwest.
Fire management objectives at this scale are: b maintain biodiversity and a diverse range of
ecosystem structures, seral states and habitats through space and time; to protect relatively ·
fire sensitive and fire regime specific ecosystems and niches such as riparian zones, aquatic
ecosystems, peat wetlands (Horwitz et al. 2003), some swamps, some valley floors, rock
outcrops and young regrowth forests from frequent fire or large and intense wildfire. Fire
regime specific ecosystems are usually characterised as those that contain plant species that
are obligate seeders with long juvenile periods, fauna that are habitat-specific, have low
fecundity and dispersal capacity and prefer late mature or mid-late successional stage
vegetation, communities that take a relatively long time to recover to their pre-fire state and
vegetation types that are less flammable because they either occupy mesic habitats or have
sparse ground fuels.
Broad strategies to achieve these objectives include:
Maintaining an interlocking mosaic of patches of vegetation at different seral states including
recently burnt and long unburnt states, and patches burnt in different seasons. The mosaic
should have at least three biologically significant phases, being a) time since last fire, b) fire
frequency and c) fire season. Phases should be determined from knowledge of the fire
ecology and life histories of taxa occurring within the landscape.
Using vital attributes of plants and animals such as: juvenile period (age to first flowering) of
plants that depend on seed for regeneration after fire (obligate seeders); the life span of
serotinous species (obligate seeders with seed stored in woody capsules in the canopy): and .
habitat requirements of key fauna (especially fauna that require mature, late successional
state vegetation and rare and endangered taxa) to estimate the range of desirable seral states
(time since last fire) and fire frequencies within a landscape.
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Favouring small to medium fire management units (not burnt patch size) within the range of a
few hundred to a few thousand hectares. Scale, grain size or patch size of the mosaic is
important in determining boundary habitat (or area of edge effect or interface between
different seral states) and connectivity (dispersal and hence recolonisation). There may need
to be a trade-off with what is practical and cost effective to implement. The mosaic should be
dynamic by varying the fire regime at the local or patch scale (see below). Design and juxtaposition of fire management units within the landscape should be such that boundary habitat
is optimised, or avoid linking units with the same or similar post-fire state. Retain
manageable and representative "no planned burn" scientific reference areas where possible as
part of the mosaic.
Reducing the likelihood of events such as large, intense and damaging wildfires by
incorporating risk mitigation strategies such as fuel reduction burning into the overall mosaic.
At the Fire Management Unit (FMU) scale (a few hundred to a few thousand hectares).
A fire management unit is a spatial element within a landscape unit. It is an area that has a
manageable boundary in terms of fire security (roads, tracks or natural fuel breaks) that lends
itself to burning, or partial burning, as a unit. It could contain a representation of landforms,
ecosystems and vegetation complexes (Mattiske & Havel 1998) common to the landscape
unit. Fire management units can be sinks or sources of recolonisation.
Fire management unit scale objectives are to:
• conserve biodiversity through time (recognises temporal fluctuations associated with
disturbances s uch as fire, and other natural phenomena).
• implement diverse and dynamic fire regimes varying in season, frequency and interval
of fire.
• provide a variety of habitats, seral states and structures through time.
• protect relatively fire sensitive and fire regime specific ecosystems and niches such as
riparian zones, aquatic ecosystems, peat wetlands, granite outcrops and new growth
forests from frequent fire or large and intense wildfire.
Broad strategies to achieve these include:
Varying the fire regime applied to an FMU. This involves varying the season, frequency and
interval of fire using knowledge of fire responses, vital attributes and life histories of key taxa
to circumscribe regime bounds for each vegetation complex or ecosystems where the
ecosystem can be discriminated, or recognised by fire at some point in time (differentially
flammable). Unless there is a substantial reason to do otherwise, fire should be excluded or
used very cautiously in small patches of remnant vegetation (say <500 ha). fa,perience has
shown that small remnants can be vulnerable to post-fire degradation due to weed invasion,
feral animal invasion and heavy grazing pressure by invertebrates, feral herbivores and
macropods following fire.
Implementing mostly low intensity, patchy burns within the FMU to create a fire-induced
mosaic at the FMU scale is desirable (creating patchiness within patches). Small-grained fireinduced mosaics (patchiness) can be achieved a number of ways, including t1sing natural and
artificial physical fire barriers, burning when moisture differentials exist across the landscape,
introducing fire into the landscape frequently when fuel flammability (quantity and cover)
differentials exist, using wind-driven strips in heath vegetation and regulating the
lighting/ignition pattern. Occasional moderate intensity fires under summer/autumn
conditions are desirable to regenerate vegetation and habitats.
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Burning flammable, drier vegetation assemblages or habitats at intervals ranging from
frequent to infrequent, based on vital attributes and life histories of key taxa (see Burrows and
Friend 1998, Burrows and Abbott 2003). Burning less flammable (fire sensitive and fire
regime specific) habitats (e.g. riparian zones, some swamps, valley floors, granite outcrops)
less frequently, the interval determined by vital attributes and life histories of key taxa.
Selective burning of adjacent flammable assemblages by exploiting flammability differentials
also provides protection to fire sensitive habitats.
Assembling datasets: planning considerations
Planning to achieve the objectives outlined above should commence at the landscape scale
and due to the complexity of the information involved can only be undertaken in a GIS
environment. Some of the themes for which data need to be assembled and utilised in this
process are summarised in Table l. Having identified and mapped the various planning scales
(described above), the next task is to assemble all available biological and ecological
knowledge to assist with decision making. Considering the vital attributes and life histories of
key flora and fauna species occurring within the Landscape Conservation Units, especially of ·
"fire sensitive taxa", enables the identification of the appropriate 'bounds' for the fire regimes
in those habitats, particularly the return period between fire events, the season and intensity
of fire, arrl the scale or size of burnt patches. "Fire sensitive" flora, or flora with specific fire
regime requirements, are those that are readily killed by fire, that depend upon seed stored in
the canopy for regeneration (serotinous) and that have relatively long juvenile periods.
However, these taxa usually require fire at some stage in their life cycle for regeneration.
"Fire sensitive" fauna are those taxa that have specific habitat requirements with respect to
the structure and seral state of the vegetation arrl have low dispersal capacity (Burrows and
Friend 1998).
Landscape Conservation Units are the basic planning units within which to consider
management and asset protection considerations. Biodiversity, land management and asset
protection must be considered at a landscape scale and at a localised fire management unit
scale. Constant iteration between these two scales is necessary to optimise the outcomes at
both scales.
The next step is to incorporate other land management considerations into the planning
process. These themes are associated with the requirements of activities such as timber
harvesting, silviculture and scientific study and usually have a short to medium term impact
on fire regimes. These themes are considered within the bounds of each land Conservation .
Unit. After their inclusion the indicative burn plan is adjusted to ensure that the biodiversity
outcomes are still achievable whilst optimising other management objectives.
The third step is to consider the strategic protection requirements for both tangible assets
(those with a commercial value such as town sites, infrastructure, timber and other industries)
and intangible assets (those that are not able to be valued commercially such as ecologically
threatened communities and cultural heritage values). This is undertaken utilising a Wildfire
Threat Analysis approach that takes into account the spatial distribution of these assets and
their value; potential fire behaviour, suppression capacity and risk of ignition (Muller 1993).
After the inclusion of asset protection requirements, the indicative bum plan is adjusted to
ensure that the biodiversity outcomes are still achievable whi lst optimising management
objectives and the asset protection obligations.
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Planning the Landscape Scale Mosaic
Identify areas that are not to be burnt, i.e., set aside from burning for a period of time. These
may include areas that are identified in statutory management plans for reservation from
burning for some specified purpose and period, areas that have been identified as scientific
reference areas for the study of fire effects or other research plots, areas that contain a value
that is sensitive to fire such as fire sensitive regrowth or a declared rare flora site, areas that
are subject to a land mana~ment constraint such as an area required to remain unburnt for a
period of time long enough to enable the use of flora to interpret the distribution of dieback
disease.

Identify the areas that must be burnt within the planning period. These may include:
areas that need to be burnt as a high priority to provide strategic protection to assets such as
fire sensitive regeneration, infrastructure, life and property values, areas that are subject to
disturbance by timber harvesting and require a pre or post harvesting fire treatment for
operational or silvicultural reasons; and areas that are subject to fire research.
Table 1. - Some of the information themes that are manipulated in a GIS environment in the
development of indicative burning programs.
Biodiversity Inputs
Vegetation Complex

Land Conservation Unit
Diverse Ecological Zones
Fauna habitat types
Fire regime specific flora

Fire regime specific fauna

Fire regime specific fauna habitats
Fire history

Management Inputs
For example, timber harvesting plan
For example, silviculture plans

Scientific reference areas
No plan burn areas

Asset Protection Inputs
Wildfire Threat Analysis

Descr~ption
A biogeographical unit derived by considering
vegetation as a reflection of the underlying
geology, soils, landscape and climate
An ·amalgam of Vegetation Complexes into
broadly homogeneous landscape units
Areas of localised diversity such as rock outcrops,
swamps, peat wetlands and riparian zones
An amalgam o f vegetation complexes based on
fauna habitat use and vegetation structure
Flora species with vital attributes that make them
dependent on a particu lar fire regime; usually
susceptible to very frequent or very infrequent
fire.
Fauna species with life histories that make them
dependent on a particular fire regime; usually
susceptible to very frequent or very infrequent,
large and intense fire.
Fauna habitats that are dependent on a particular
fire regime.
Information on the season and periodicity of past
fire events
Identifies areas scheduled for timber harvesting
operations that requlre pre-harvest fire treatments
Identifies areas disturbed by timber harvesting
that require fire treatments to promote
regeneration or to protect fire sensitive regrowth
Areas identified as long term study areas for fire
effects research
Areas identified in statutory management plans
that are not to be burnt
Information on wildfire risk zones that result form
consideration of risk of ignition, potential tire
behaviour, suppression response capabil ity, and
the location and value of assets at risk
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Conservation assets

Information on the spatial distribution,
conservation status and fire sensitivity of
conservation assets such as Declared Rare Flora,
threatened
fauna,
threatened
ecological
communities and fauna re-introduction sites etc.

Planning the Fire Management Unit (FMU) Scale Mosaic
The vegetation complexes within the FMU are mapped and linked to the biophysical and fire
response databases. The fire-proneness and fire sensitivity of each vegetation complex is
characterised as Low, Medium or High, based on the above information. Fire proneness is a
measure of the flammability of the complex in te1ms of fuel quantity, structure and annual
moisture content variation. For each FMU a known and inferred vascular flora and \ertebrate
fauna species list is generated from existing databases. From these, 'fire sensitive' or fire
regime dependent taxa are identified by intersecting species lists with fire response databases
and their vital attributes, especially juvenile period (time to first flowering after fire),
longevity, post-fire regeneration response (flora) and post-fire state habitat preference and
dispersal capacity (fauna). The known or inferred location of these taxa is mapped, as are the
known locations of rare and trreatened taxa. In most cases, "fire sensitive" taxa will occur in
those parts of the landscape that are less prone to fire. Juvenile period and !ongevity (flora),
and preferred habitat condition (fauna) with respect to the relationship between vegetation
structural development and time since fire, are used to help set minimum and maximum fire
intervals for the ecosystems or habitats in which they occur. Information about the
distribution of flora in the soutlrwest is readily accessible electronically as a result of
advanced and innovative IT systems developed at the Western Australian Herbarium.
Research shows that late summer/early autumn fires optimise regeneration and survival from
seed in Mediterranean ecosystems (e.g. Burrows and Wardell-Johnson 2003). However, fire
severity and homogeneity (extent of the landscape burnt in a fire event) is propo1tional to fuel
dryness and fuel quantity, so frequent summer/autumn fires are undesirable unless the
frequency is such that the fires are patchy and low internity (e.g., every 2-4 yrs in dry
forests). Within an FMU, there is likely to be at least two broad habitat types that require
different fire regimes. The drier, more flammable uplands will generally contain plant species
that are mostly resprouters, have relatively short juvenile periods (<3-4 years) and which
recover relatively quickly following fire, and fauna that do not require mature or medium to
late successional state vegetation. On the other hand, the lowlands, creeks, swamps, rock
outcrops etc. (less fire-prone parts of the landscape) will most likely contain one or more
plant species that are fire sensitive with relatively long juvenile periods (>3-4 years), and
animal species that prefer mature or medium to late successional stages of vegetation.
Moisture and fuel flammabi lity differentials across the management unit (between broad
habitat types) can be exploited to differentiate the fire regimes applied to flammable and less
flammable habitats within a FMU, using vital attributes and habitat requirements to set upper
and lower limits of fire interval (as described above).

Monitoring and adaptive management
Monitoring is an important part of the Plan-Do-Check cycle of continuous improvement
(adaptive management). Monitoring actual results against specified objectives or anticipated
outcomes is critical to building knowledge and allowing adaptive management to occur over ·
time. Burn prescriptions and objectives should realize the opportunity to undertake simple
field experiments. All fires, either planned or unplanned, should be treated as oppo1tunities
from which to learn about fire behaviour and impacts. It is important that records of extent,
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date and timing of each fire continue to be meticulously maintained. Such assessments should
involve both remote sensing and on-ground validation.

It is self-evidently impossible to monitor the impact of hundreds of fires each year on the
thousands of species present in the south-west of WA. However, it is feas ible to demonstrate
the degree to which spatial heterogeneity of fire is achieved. More intensive on- ground
monitoring of biodiversity at representative sites can complement this.
Conclusions
It is possible by using biogeographical partitioning of the landscape and the vital attributes
and life histories of key taxa that occur within landscape units, to manipulate complex data
sets within a GIS environment to develop and apply fi re regimes that aim to conserve
biodiversity. It is possible to achieve and maintain meaningful diversity at both the local and
landscape scales using such an approach. In doing so it is also possible to optimise the fire
management solutions for achieving land management and asset protection outcomes.
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Ab stract
A method for recortStructiftg bushfire history from fire matks on gtasslfee stems (X111ttl1orrhr;ea
species) has been suggested for south-western Australia. Depending on the grasstr~ age, the
history can. extend back for over two tentwies. Suclt history is important in u.rtderstanding the
behaviour of bushfires and their effect on ecology; in managing them to protect people and their
assets; and for nature conservation, ~Two critiques of the grasstree method have beet\ published,
based on its application in kwongan heath, a few hundred kilometres north of Perth. Both papers
extrapolate their criticism to previous grasstree work in vegetation south of Perth, such as the
jarrah forest. This paper addresses the second paper, dealing with kwongan data from Eneabba. I
show that the pattern of agreement between fire intervals derived from grasstrees and satellite
images, over a thirty year period, is unlikely to occur by chance. Data from grasstrees dating back
to the 1920s show a clear lengthening of fire intervals over the twentieth century. Reasons for
disagreement between grasstree and satellite data are discussed. These include the omission of
some grasstree data, possible errors in grasstree interpretation, and possible errors in satellite
image interpretation.
Keywords: bushfire, history, kwongan, grasstree, satellite, Eneabba, Western Australia, Xantliorrhoea

from some mathematical modelling using Percolation
Theory. Patchy burning of between a quarter and a third
of an area each year prevents broad fire fronts
developing (Loehle 2004).

Introduction
A method for reconstructing bushfire history from fire
marks on grasstree stems (Xanthorrhoea species) has been
suggested, based on considerable sampling (over 500
stems) in dry woodlands and forests of south-western
Australia (Ward 1996; Ward & Van Didden 1998; Ward
et al. 1998; Lamont et al. 1999; LamOt\t & Ward 1999;
Wa.td & Challihor 1999). The occurrence of past fires is
shown by black marks on gtasstree stems. Th~e black
marks, and intermediate vertkal growth rings, are
revealed by cleaning the charcoal from the stems.
Chemical and histological work h As t:onfirmed that the
black marks are caused by naphthoquinone, trapped in
the vast'Ular system of the needles by their sudden death
(Colangelo et al. 2002). The most likely cause of such
sudden death is bushfire.

An understanding of history, in particular past human
activities, is essential to e<cology at the landscape scale
(Naveh & Lieberman 1994; Swetnam et al. 1999; Burel &
Baudry 2003). Some authors correctly poiflt out problems
with h.istorieal approaches (e.g. Miller et al. 2007), but this
d◊es not mean that all history should be dlstatded.
Problems ean arise with statistieal approaeht:!s to ecology,
but this does Mt mean that one should d!1;card all
statisties. Drawing ofl philosophy, the word ronsiliente
(Whewell 1840) comes to mind, It means a 'jumping
together' of induetive evidenee from a range of
independent sources. There has been a call for greater
recognition of the importat1ce of consiliente, in that
scientists need, in their models and theories, the four
qualities of parsililony, generality, consilience, and
predictive ability (Wilson 1998).

With some gtasstree records stretching back to before
European settlement, the gtassttee work has suggested
consistently high bushfire frequency (2-4 year return
period) generally prior to the 1930s, in dry jarrah
(Eucalyptus marginata) and tuart forests (Eucalyptus
gomphocephala), and in various woodlands (Eucalyptus
wandoo, Melaleuca spp. and Banksia spp.).

Since its first publication (Ward 1996), there has been
some questioning of the validity of the grasstree
technique. Some of these criticisms have been in the
political arena, so lie outside the scope of this journal.
Other critics are research workers (Enright et al. 2005;
Miller et al. 2007), who are concerned because fire
histories reconstructed from grasstree stems contradict
previous estimates of past fire intervals, derived from a
seedbank model (Enright et al. 1998), or estimates of
bushfire dates derived from satellite images. In this paper
I focus on one of the critiques (Miller et al. 2007). Brief
comment has already been made on the other (Ward
2006).

These short fire intervals closely match those reported
by early settlers and officials (Drummond 1844, Harris
1882, Hutchins 1916, Lane-Poole 1921, Bunbury & Morell
1930, Stoate & Helms 1938, Wallace 1966, Hallam 1975,
1985, 2002, Ward 1997, Abbott 2003, Hunt 2006), and
given by members of the current Nyoongar (Aboriginal)
community (Eades 1999, Wilkes 2006, Hume 2006). They
also match the implications of bushfire behaviour drawn

Millet et nl (2007) (from here also tererred to as 1the
authors') ooMpared the fire dah!§ derived from grasstrees
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in kwcms11n he11th at 8eekeeperii' Reserve, EneablJa, over a
thirty year period (1973-2002 inclusive), agiiinst their
interpretation of Si-\telHte photogr.iphs taken over the
same site on clear days in August/September. From thei;e
data, they conducted thstt the fire -dates derived from
grasstrees showed little better than random association
with those derived from satellite images, and are
therefore unreliable. Miller et al (2007) cautioned against
applying grasstree interpretation as an aid to bushfire
management. Without further satellite interpretation,
Miller et al (2007) extrapolated that caution to the more
southerly vegetation, such as jarrah forest, sampled in
previous grasstree work (Ward 1996; Ward & Van
Didden 1998), They suggested that some past fire
intervals, estimated from grasstrees, are too short for the
survival of some plants. Miller et al (2007) also claimed
that kwongan heath does not accumulate enough fuel to
carry fire at the short intervals (3--5 years) often shown
by the &nwstrees. Th.is paper examines these criticisms,
and arrives at other eonclusions.

comparing grasstree fire records with those interpr(lted
from aatellite imagery, rather than the authors' terms
'true- positive, fal:ie•negative' etc., whkh give a
misleading air of certainty to the fire date:; derived from
satellite images.
Thirdly, a statistical method used by Miller et al (2007)
was reviewed. The authors subjected their 'confusion
matrices' to analysis using the JC (kappa) statistic (Galton
1892; Cohen 1960; Landis & Koch 1977). This seems to be
a technique commonly used in the educational,
psychological, and medical fields, but is a weak statistic,
in that its sampling distribution is unknown, so one can
never be sure of the significance of a given value. It has
recently been criticized (Allouche et al. 2006). The best
that can be done with it is to refer, as the authors do, to a
significance table given in Landis & Koch (1977).
Unfortunate!y, this table ls a matter of opinion, as its
originators admit, saying that it is 'clearly arbitrtiry', and
intended only as a 'benchmark' for discussion of a specific
example given by them. Th.is specific example involved
allocation of patients, by two neurologists, into four
da:;ses. In the words of a seminal author on the kappa
coefficient (Cohen 1960J 'it Is senemlly a/ little value to test
I\ far s/311ificance'. In fact it i!! impossible (Allouche et al.

Methods
As a first :itep, the raw diita u1aed by MU!er ~t 11I (2007)
were carefully checked against copieii of the field sheets,
Where foµnd, errors 4f\d omissicms were corrected.

2006),

Miller et al (2007) also refer to Fielding & Bell (1997),
who reviewed m(lt:hods for assessing prediction errors by
ecological modela. In that review, a plethora (13) of
untestable statistics is given. The thrust of the Fielding &
Bell (1997) paper is, in their own words, 'to adopt a

Secondly, the logic yse{l. by Miller et al (2007) in
defining agreement between fire dates derived from
grnsstrees, and those derived from satellite images, was
evaluated. The authors, in their main contingency tables
[Table 2 of Miller et al (2007), which uses the term
'confusion matrix'] only allow agreement when the
grasstree and the satellite data show exactly the same
calendar year. In this paper a different reasoning is used.

pragmatic approach ta model building in which we concentrate
on the model's accuracy and usefulness, rather than testing the
statistical validity of the model'. It is not clear why the
authors considered this relevant to their methods.

Satellite images taken in August/September will show,
as new fires, those that occurred since the previous
August/September, a period which straddles two
calendar years. Miller et al (2007) note this, but do not
use it in their reasoning. In kwongan, fires are now more
likely in summer, but can occur at any time of year. For
example, a fire first noted on a satellite image in calendar
year 2000, may have occurred in 2000, or in 1999.

In this paper, the null hypothesis of a real difference
between fire dates derived from grasstrees, and those
derived from satellite images, for the last three decades
of the twentieth century, is tested. The first step in this
was to cast the data into a set of contingency tables, using
the corrected data, as shown in Table 1. Although the xsquared statistic (Pearson 1904; Fisher 1944) is often used
to test such tables for dissociation between the two
classificatory variables, it has been suggested that, where
there is spatial autocorrelation, the probablllty of a Type
I error may be underestimated (Legendre 1993).

Similarly, due to the fire season straddling two
calendar years, if a fire shown on a grasstree stem is
dated as, say, 2000, this means it co-µld have occurred in
the fire season 1999/2000, or 2000/2001. 5ased on this
reasoning, in this study, grasstree fire dates were allowed
a tolerance of a calendar year either way, and fires dated
from satellite images a year's extension backwards.
Continsency tables were created using these wider, and
more re11sonable1 tolerances for 11greement.

In the Eneabba data, there is possible spatial
autocorrelation, in that grasstrees are contagiously
flammable. Five grasstrees, within a few metres of each
other, were examined at each site. If one burned, then
there was a likelihood that one or more of the others
woyld also burn. To overcome this potential source of
error, the data for each decade were spilt into five
separate contingency tables, each containing only one
grasstree frorn each site.

Satellite imagei;, due to resolution problems, will
consistently fail to show very i;mall fires (Price et 11I.
2003), In Beekeeperi;' Reserve, at Eneabba, llucll l!m@ll
fires could occyr on individuill grasstree:i, or small
groups, especially in winter, due to ignition by
beekeepers, or wildflower pickers, or kangaroo shooters.
Miller et al (2007) do concede the 'possibility of some
error' in the satellite fire record, including the failure to
show individual grasstree ignitions, but then use the
satellite record as the benchmark 'truth'. In this paper I
make no prior assumption on 'truth'. Hence, the terms
'agreement' and 'disagreement' are used when

In the analysis of fire ecology, presence and absence of
fire are equally important, and so deserve equal attention
in methodology. Given the several years usually needed
for enough fuel to accumulate, and the often haphazard
nature of ignition, the occurrence of fire will nearly
always be rarer than its absence, but this is no reason to
regard fire presence as more ecologically, or statistically,
important than fire absence. In this paper, agreement on
fire presence and fire absence are given equal
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methodological status, whilst recognizing that the latter
is usually more common than the former.

Downes 1979) suggests that grasstrees grow at a constant
rate throughout their life, but even a few millimetres
error in estimated annual growth rate can lead to a much
larger error lower down the stem, that is to say, further
back in the past. This cumulative error definitely applies
to the estimated calendar years of fires. It varies in its
effect on fire interval estimates. For longer fire intervals,
say several decades, it can be significant. As fire interval
estimates get shorter, the cumulative error between fires
diminishes. When fire intervals are only a few years, the
error is abolished, due to rounding to the nearest whole
year.

There is an inherent cumulative error in the grasstree
dating method as one moves down the stem. Due to the
rain solubility of the growth rings, growth rates can
usually only be estimated near the top, and are then
extrapolated back in time. Previous work (Lamont &
Table 1
Contingency tables showing the data, corrected for errors and
omissions in Miller et al. (2007). The method for determining
agreement between grasstrees and satellite imagery is as
explained in this paper. As in Miller et al. (2007), (a) is the entire
study period 1973--2002; (b) 1993- 2002; (c) 198~1992; and d)
197~1982.

In their paper, Miller et al (2007) briefly mention fire
intervals, but concentrate on fire dates. Yet one of their
criticisms is that the fire intervals estimated from
grasstrees are too short for the survival of some plants. 1ft
contrast, this paper exanui'\es fire intetvals in some detail,
eomparing thtlse shown by the grasstrees, with lhose
shown by the /Jatellite images,

Satellite Record

(a) C:rasstree record

(b) Grasstree record

(c) Grasstree record

(d) Grasstree record

Sum

+

+
97

115

103

2535

2638

Sum

200

2650

2850

+

58

11

69

42

839

881

Sum

100

850

950

+

22

45

67

33

850

883

Sum

55

895

950

+

17

59

76

28

846

874

45

905

950

Sum

Ifi Beekeepers' Reserve, while eleanirtg eh1moal off
grasstree stems to reveal fires over the past thtee
decades, I also opporhtttlstieally recotded fire marks back
to the 1920s on some older grasstrees. These data were
given to the authors at the time, but were not used in
their analysis. To set the three deeades of data exattlined
by the authors in temporal tontext, this present paper
compares them with fire intervals detived from these
older fire :marks.

2H

Results
The contingency tables (' confusion matrices')
presented by the authors as their Table 2, and based on
the data in their Figure 2, have errors. Miller et al (2007)
say that the analysis includes 20 sites, each with 5

Table 2
Contingency tables for the data split into five subsets, to avoid spatial autocorrelation within sites. Only one of the five grassttees at
each of the 19 sites (sites 8 and 18 omitted) is used in each table. The coflverttional labeling for cells is used, that is the top row as a and
b, the second row as c and d. The expected count under the null hypothesis of random distribution is given in brackets, rounded to an
integer. In a few cases, where it is dose to the observed value, a decimal place is included.
il

Gtassttees (1, 6, 11 ...)

Grasstrees (2, 7, 12 ... )

1973=82
198:3-92
1993--02

2 (1)

b

7 (1)
11 (1)

16 (17)
7 (13)
2 (12)

(:

fl

t

7 (8)
3 (9)

165 (164)
173 (167)

9 (19)

168 (158)
171 (170)
170 (165)
167 (157)

190
190

190
190
19()

1973=82
1983--92
1993=02

2 (1)
6 (l)

10 (11)
9 (14)

12 (2)

3 (13)

7 (8)
5 (10)
8 (18)

1973-82
19~92
1993-02

4 (1)
5 (1)
11 (1)

9 (12)
11 (16)
3 (13)

4 (7)
5 (9)
9 (19)

173 (170)
169 (165)
167 (157}

190
190
190

Gmstrees (4, 10, 14 ... )

19~2
1983-92
1993-02

5 (1)
5 (1)
13 (1)

13 (17)
10 (14)
1 (13)

4 (8)
6 (10)
7 (19)

168 (164)
179 (175)
169 (157)

190
190
190

Grasstrees (5, 11, 15 ... )

1973-82
198~92
1993-02

4 (1)
1 (.8)
11 (1)

11 (14)
12 (12.2)
2 (12)

5 (8)
10 (10.2)
8 (18)

170 (167)
167 (166.8)
169 (159)

190
190
190

190

Grasstrees (3, 9, 13 ... )
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Table 3

Table 4

The data of Table 2 converted to signs. Plus (+) where the
observed count exceeds the expected, and minus (-) where it
does not.

Pattern of the number of fires. Plus (+) means the grasstrees
showed more fires than the satellite images; minus (-) means
grasstrees showed fewer fires than satellite images. There were
no cases of equal numbers.

a

Grasstrees (1, 6, 11 ... )
Grasstrees (2, 7, 12 ...)
Grass.trees (3, 9, 13 ...)
Grasst"rees. (4, 10, 14 ...)

1973.-82
1983-92
1993--02
1973.-82
1983- 92
1993=<!2
1973-82
1983-92
1993--02
1973=82

1983-92
~r1.1sstree~ Gi, 11, l!i ...)

1993=<!2
197J-82
1983-92
1993=<!2

b

C

d

+

+

+
+

+

+
+

+
+
+

"'+

+
+

+
+

++
+
+
+
+

Grasstrees (1, 6, 11 ...)
Grasstrees (2, 7, 12 ...)
Grasstrees (3, 9, 13 ...)
Grasstrees (4, 10, 14 ...)
Grasstrees (5, 11, 15 ...)

1973-82

1983-92

+
+

+

+

+
++

+

+

1993--02

+

Assuming a small probability that grasstrees and satellites may
identify exactly the same number of fires, the probability of the
pattern (+ + - ) occ1,1rring by chance is less than (0.5)'. The
probat>Uity of it occurring five times in sµccession by chance is
less th;ui (0.5)15, Ol' approximately ,QOOQ3, We may reject the null
hypothesis. of chance gccurreI\ce, .md concl1,1de there is a re,11
tenclen~y for grass\l'ees to show l!lor-e fire5 th;1n the s&tellite
im,1ges 41 the two earlier decades, il!ld fewer in the 111~ decade.

+

+
++-

+
+
i"

+

In a contingency table, cgmparing gl>served with expected £ire
gccµrrence and absence, the probability of !I perfect match is
small. In a 2 X 2 table, where there is. not a perfect match
between observed and e)(pected counts, adjacent cells must have
opposite signs, and diagonal cells the same sign. Therefore the
probability of the pattern (+ - - +) is less than 0.5, so the
probability of that pattern occurring 15 times in succession is
less than (0.5)1', or approximately .00003. We may reject the
hypothesis of random allocation to cells, and conclude there is a
significant pattern of agreement between grasstree and satellite
fire dates, by both mutual presence of fire, and mutual absence.

Table 5
St@tistical summary of fire intervals shown by grasstrees and
satellite images for the years 1973-2002. All 21 sites are
included. We cannot reject the null hypothesis that the samples
drawn by the two methods are from the same population (p>.05
by Mood's Median Test, and p>.9 for at-test on the means).
Statistic
Mean
Standard Deviation
Standard Error or Mean
Skewness
Median
Minimum
Maximum
95% CI fo.r Mean
95% Cl for Median

grasstrees, over a period of 30 years, so giving a grand
total of 3000 observations, or 1000 for each decade.
Grasstree cleanlng took place at 21 sites, but in their
Figure 2 only 19 sites are shown, sites 8 & 18 being
omitted. The a1,1thors 01,Iy mention the omission of one
unspecified site, due to satellite uncertainty. If we take
the authors' Figure 2 as a basis, with only 19 sites
incl1,1ded, then the correct grand total of observations for
the data in Tat>le 2 is only 2850, and cmly 950 for each
decade,

N

Grasstrees
9.93
4.95
0.34
0.85
9
3
29
9.27-10.59
8-10
218

Satellite Images
9.88
4.91
0.44
0.58
8
2
22
9,01-10,75
8--9
125

As in Miller et al, (2007), all the above analyses
con~entrate on the calendar dates of the fires, Yet even If
two successive dates from a grass.tree s,tem are mcorrect,
the interval betweel'l them may be correct, although
wrongly dated, As disc1,1ssed al>ove, for ecological
understanding, the intervals between fires are more
important than the exact date. 1 have, therefore,
calculated the intervals between fires, for both grasstree
and satellite methods, over the thirty years of the study.
Key descriptive statistics are given in Table 5. Mood's
Median Test and the t-test for means do not support
rejection of the hypothesis that the means and medians
are equal.
To give a longer term perspective, Table 6 compares
the median fire intervals calculated from the grasstree
data, including the data collected opportunistically, back
to the 1920s, with the median fire intervals calcuJated
from the authors' satellite interpretation over the three
recent decades.
Figure 1 shows the interval data, for grasstrees back to
the 1920s, and for satellite interpretation back to 1973.

Therii arii other errori,, for {lxampk the omi11slQl'\ of
eight grasstriie records in Sites 19, 20 & 21, in which
grasstrees and satellite agree, on the field sheets, that
them waa a fire. A further four fires which appeared on
grasstrees within a calendar year of the satellite estimate
(Sites lO & 21) were also omitted by the authors.
With the authors' errors and omissions corrected, and
the more reasonable definition of 'agreement' applied,
my Table 1 gives the revised contingency tables. Table 2
shows the data split into five separate contingency tables,
to avoid autocorrelation. Table 3, shows the data
converted to signs(+ or-).
Although there is some agreement between fire dates
derived from grasstrees and satellite photographs, it is
not perfect. As noted by the authors, agreement is weaker
as we move into the past. Where disagreement occurs, it
may be due to errors in grasstree interpretation, or in
satellite image interpretation, or in both. A pattern
analysis of the numbers of fires identified by grasstrees
and satellite imagery ls given in Table 4,
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Table 6
Descriptive statistics, by decade, for fire intervals from grasstrees and satellite data. Opportunistically collected grassttee data back lo
the 1920s are included. For the satellite data, there wete no previous records from which to estimate fire intervals before the 1980s. ·
Intervals from satellites
Median Max.
N.

Intervals from grasstrees
Median Max.
N.

Min.

Decades
2000s
1990s
1980s
1970s
1960s
1950s

7

2
9
6

14
8

Min.
3
4

45
50
30

18
22
8

13.5
10
8
6
5
4
3
2
4

3
3
2

1

1940s

2
2
2

1930s
1920s

29
17

44
50
85

21

67
66

16
21
18
10
9

54

33

18

6

3

- --- -- - -- -- ----- -

Fire intervals · 1rriangles are fire intervals derived from grasstrees :

.
in

.

· Solid dots are fire intervals derived from satellite

years

25

20

-

6

: Data used by MIiier et al. (2007

images

:◄

Dashed line joins grasstree decactal medians
Solid line joins satellite decadal medians
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Figure 1. Interval data, for grasstrees back to the 1920s, and for satellite interpretation back to 197:3. The median Intervals from Tale 6
are included.

The median intervals £tom Table 6 are included. 'The
gtassttee data show a steadily lefigthefiing of fire interval
over the last century, which agrees with extefl.sive
previous grassttee data collected ftotn mote southerly
vegetation, such as the jartah, tuart, and wandoo forests
(Ward 1996; Ward & Van Didden 1998; Ward et al. 1998,
Ward 2001). The satellite fire intervals fall within the
range of the grasstree fire intervals, and show a nonmonotonic sequence of shorter, longer, then shorter
median fire intervals in the kwongan.

bushfire, rt1uch of it in long-unburnt fuel, bUrttt most Df
the Beekei'!pers' Reserve (Plozza & Groefihide 2005),
Usil'lg the authors' method of satellite interpretation, this
would have been incorrectly dated as a 2005 fire,
Assuming, as the authors do, that fire dates derived from
satellite photographs are 'true', grasstrees correctly
showing the fire in 2004 would have been counted, by
the authors; as 'false positives'. Similarly, grasstrees not
showing the fire in 2005 would have been counted as
'false negatives'.
Local information is that such large summer fires were
unknown in the past. According to a local farmer and
fire fighter (Gillam 2005), up to the 1950s the kwo11gan
heath in Beekeepers' Reserve was burnt as a mosaic of
strips and patches, in winter or early spring, by mounted

Discussion
The grasstree cleaning at Eneabba was done in
November 2004. In the following month, a very intense
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than 3-4 years ...'. Hutchins (1916), who disliked forest
fire, wrote that 'The jarrah forest, like most of the eucalypt
forests, is liable to be burnt euery two to three years ...'.

Aboriginal kangaroo shooters, whose names are
remembered. The shooters, now deceased, burnt to bring
up winter grass, and so attract kangaroos. The winter
grass was probably largely the native annual A-ustrostipa
compressa, which still germinates profusely after fire in

We should not ignore the well known rabbit plague of
the 1920s and 1930s as a potential historical factor in
changing kwongan fire frequency and intensity (Luke &
McArthur 1977). More grass and forbs would support
more frequent, mild, patchy fires, especially in winter or
spring, Less fine fuel, and more woody fuel, would
support more intense, less patchy fires, less frequently,

kwongan.
Remembering the importance of consilience, there are

djiridji (Mncrozmni11 riedlii) in the kwongnn. Since djiridji

.ue prolific nitrogen fixers for 3-4 years after fire (Grove
et a/. 1980), regular burning would have had an
important benefit fof them, and probably other kwong1m

Miller et al (2007) say that fires in kwongan at 3-4 year
intervals are incompatible with 'the q/Jsence of continuous
fuel~ for carl')ling fire in shrubl!mds'. Yet, in their own
Figwe 2, their interpretation of sat(lUite images shows
flre:i in recent de\;ades, at sever.ii sites, @t Z and 4 year
interv.tls. It is important, in discussion of kwongan fuels,
to distinguish between ground litter, and elevated
shrubs. Driven by wind, a fire in heath can spread
through the shrubs, even if there is sparse and
discontinuous litter on the ground.

plan~. Under long fire eJ<;dµsion thii, nitrogen fixation
wo1,1ld be largely lost, and that loss ex,1cerbated by
occasional fierce SllJTUner fires, like that of December
2004, whkh m1,1st lose vast amollnta of nitrogen over
large arei;ls, through gasification, volatilization,-and ash
convection (Wan et 11/. 2001 ),
I noted on the field sheets, and the authors comment
on, the occurrence of fire marks under seemingly
unbumt thatch. The authors suggest this supports their
doubts about the grasstree method. Practical
understanding of bushfire, and ways of fighting it,
suggest otherwise. Firefighters will sometimes light
grasstrees deliberately, to remove fuel from the path of
an advancing bushfire. When they do so, they often
dampen the thatch with short bursts from a hose, to keep
the fire relatively mild. If, perhaps due to a wind shift,
the main fire does not re,1ch those grasstrees, there may
be only part combustion of thatch, but a fire mark on the
grasstree stem may nevertheless occur. Lighting grasstree
thatch which is wet from rain, or even dew, can have a
similar partial burning effect.

Conclusions
In kwongan heath, near Eneabba, Western Australia, a
comparison between fire history reconstructed from
grasstree stems, and that reconstructed from satellite
images, shows overall agreement on fire dates, and close
agreement on fire intervals, over the last three decades of
the twentieth century. While agreement is not perfect, it
is unlikely to occur by chance.
From the evidence available, it is not possible to say
whether disagreements on fire dates are due to errors in
satellite interpretation, or in grasstree interpretation, or
in both. Of more ecological interest is the very close
agreement between the mean fire intervals s.hown by the
two m(lthods, which supports the general validity of fire
intervals derived from older grasstrees, extending back
to the 1920s at Eneabb<1, and back to the 1850s elsewhere
in the kwong!ln, at Yardanogo Reserve (Enright et al.
ZOOS), These show reg1,ll,1r burning at 2=5 year interv11ll;.

It is a common observation that, even when grasstrees
do not bµrn, smoke drifting from a nearby fire c<1n
provoke flowering, The influenc-e of smoke on grasstree
flowering h;;ti, been noted more form;;tlly (Gill &
Ingwerson 1976). In the very poor sand oi the krwng11n,
the effort of. sµch flowering might, due to lack of. nutrient,
ca1.1:,e the :,µdden death of i;ome green needles, so
prnventing the withdrawal of anthoqilinone, ;md creating
11 \?la~ mark on the stem. $ych sudden needl!ll deaths
would likely 1'e more prevalent where there was no
nutrient from as,h, and where nearby legumes or djiridji
had not been stimulated., by burning, into fixing nitrogen.
As suggested by the authors, apparent fire marks on
grasstrees which have not actually burnt, but have
possibly been affected by smoke, are worth further
investigation.

There are, doubtless, errors in the grasstree data, as
expected when measuring rough, contorted objects in the
field. The grasstrees cleaned at Eneabba were notably
smaller, and more contorted, than those cleaned further
south (e.g. Ward & Van Didden 1998). To expect
laboratory precision is unrealistic. At the same time, the
grasstree technique can identify past small fires,
including deliberate burning of individual grasstrees, or
small groups thereof, by humans. Satellite images seem,
as yet, to have insufficient resolution to detect such small
scale burning.

Without further satellite image interpretation, the
authors have extrapolated their criticisms of the grasstree
work to the jarrah forest, where there has long been a
debate over the use of deliberate burning at relatively
short intervals.

In view of the history of human activities in
Beekeepers' Reserve, past small scale burning is a likely
reason for some of the disagreement between satellite
and grasstree data. Using the authors' terminology, the
satellite images are prone to 'false negatives', foiling to
identify small fires; and 'false positives', by failing to
identify, within a burnt area, some grasstrees, or small
patches, that have remained unburnt. Small scale
burning in the past is also 11 likely cause of some
disagreement between fire dates on individual grasstrees.

Jamlh is noted for its r(lm.irkable resist<1tlce to fire,
even within a few years of germination, and forest
experts have stated that it was, up to the 1920s, bumt
every 2=3 years (Harris 1882; Hutchins 1916), or every 3=
4 years (Hutchlni, 1916; LanesPoole 1921; Stoate & Helms
1938), or every 2=4 years (Wall,1ce 1966).
Stoate & Helms (1938) wrote th<1t 'Jarrah 11$ a fff)ecie5 is
remarkil/Jly re9i$tant to fire', and, referring to times before
192Q, thielt 'it Wll$ um,$111!1 for· 1my am1 af jarr11h forest to
e~r:ape periadic /Jurni113 /Jy at ka~t a li3ht ground fire for more

Bushfire ecology, !;,ehavio1,1r, and hiiitory are very
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important aspects of West Australian ecology. They are
inextricably entwined. The past fire intervals shown by
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The Effectivenss of Prescribed Burning in the
Control of Large Eucalypt Forest Fires

Rick Sneeuwjagt, Department of Environment and Conservation, Perth WA,
Australia 1

Abstract
This paper cha Ilenges the misconception by opponents of prescribed burning that there is little evidence that fuel
reduction bwning is an effective bushfae management tool. A review of Western Australia and Victorian land
management literature indicates that there are 30 case studies where fuel reduction burning has contributed to the
control of summer bushfires. This paper presents two new case studies in Western Australia that demonstrate
the effectiveness of fuel reduction burning in containing large, high intensity bushfires. There is a lso scientific
evidence from the large scale fire behaviour study, called Project Vesta, that demonstrates the strong relationship
between forest structural fuel characteristics and fire behaviour. This study demonstrated that the effect of
hazard reduction burning on reducing fire behaviour can persist for upto 20 years in forests containing roughbarked trees that are the main source of fire brand and spot fires.
Western Australian eucalypt forests are among the very few forest types in the world where prescribed burning
has been conducted long enough and at large enough scale to quantify its effects on the extent ofwildfu-es.
The paper provides evidence from Western Austral ian statistics of past wildfires and prescribed burn programs
that there is a strong relationship between the average annual area of prescribed burning unde1iaken in the southwest forests, and the rolling average of wildfires that occur in subsequent years. This analysis indicates that an
annual prescribed burn program that covers about 6-8 percent of the forested landscape will restrict the average
annual area of wildfires to between 0.5 and 1.5 percent of the landscape. These findings are likely to be relevant
to other dry fire prone forests throughout Australia. This is the Abstract Body style

Introduction
The south-west of Western Australia has a Mediterranean climate with regular hot, dry and windy
weather during five to seven months of each summer. These conditions in combination with the
highly flammable forest fuels are ideal for the start and spread of intense forest fires. Every year more
than 400 bushfires are started by lightning, arson or mischance.
The combination of these fire factors should result in a high incident of large uncontrol lable
bushfires that threaten lives, destroy properties and severely damage forests, plantations, water
catchment and ecosystems.
However this is not the case, the south-west of Western Australia has a good record in forest fire
control since 1961. There have been no forest fires greater than 30,000 hectares, no lives lost and few
injuries, and only one instance of multiple property losses.
·
The same cannot be said of other forested lands in south-eastern Australia where many large
bushfires (wildfires) occur on a regular basis resulting in loss of life, ve1y significant damage to
property, infrastructure and the environment, and a substantial expenditure of resources in fire
suppression and recovery.
So what differences exist between the south-east and the south-west Australia that contribute to
this markedly different fire control records? In Western Australia the topography is relatively flat and
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undulating making it easier to undertake rapid attack on initiating fire. But there is no practical
difference in the structure and flammability of the forest fuels, and the fire behaviour in long unburnt
forests can be just as severe and destructive in the West ( eg: Dwellingup fires in 1961) than in southeast Australian forests.
The main difference in approach to fire management between the south-west and south-eastern
Australian states is the scale and frequehcy of prescribed burning unde1iaken by the land management
agencies. In Western Australia between 6 to 8 percent of the forested crown lands are prescribed
burned each year, compared with less than 2 percent in other States.
The level of prescribed burning undertaken over more than 47 years in south-west Western
Australia have enabled fire managers to achieve a high level of protection to the community assets and
natural values on and near the lands managed by Department of Environment and Conservation
(DEC). There have been numerous examples where the fuel reduction burning program has resulted
in significant saves even under extreme fire weather conditions.
Despite this impressive record, both the effectiveness and the effects of prescribed burning
continues to be challenged. Penman et al (2008) have suggested the existing data relating to the
effectiveness of prescribed burning throughout Australia indicate that " prescribed burning has limited
value in affecting the total area burnt but may assist in reducing fire severity". Such a conclusion
could only apply where the areal extent of prescribed burning is limited either to few and narrow,
small and/or very patchy burns, or where burning has not been effectively applied across the
landscape.
Forest fire managers who are directly involved in fire control operations have no doubt about the
value of fuel reduced areas in reducing the intensity of bushfires and in providing safe conditions to
apply effective fire suppression tactics.
Whilst the contribution of prescribed burning to bushfire control may be obvious to the fire
practitioners, some academics continue to question its value and call for the need to have statistical
evidence to validate the effectiveness of prescribed burning. Some critics of prescribed burning offer
anecdotes of severe bushfires burning through recently prescribed burned areas and have concluded
that in order to be effective against major conflagrations burning under extreme weather conditions,
fuel reduction burning has to be repeated every 2 or 3 years.
Contrary to the claims made by Penman et al (2008) that there is insufficient evidence to support
the value of fuel reduction burning, there exists in Western Australia a range of information that
validates the effectiveness of prescribed burning.
This paper provides a brief summary of West Australian evidence which ranges from previously
published and new case studies that assess the effectiveness of prescribed burns and an analysis of the
effectiveness of annual prescribed burn program areas on the area of wildfires in subsequent years.
The latter statistical study on the relationships between prescribed burning areas and wildfire areas is
able to be undertaken for the WA forests as these have been subject to a landscape-scale burning
program since 1961 that has varied over time from a high of 450,000 hectares in the l 960' s to a low of
78,000 hectares in the late 1990's.
The current annual program has a target of 200,000 hectares, which incorporates biodiversity
conservation and community protection burns. Figure 1 shows the trends on the annual area of
prescribed burning achieved from 196 1/62 to 2007/08.

Relationships between Fuel Structure and Fire Behaviour
From the inception of regulated forest management in south-west Western Australia in 1918, the
threat of bushfires demanded a better knowledge of the fire environment and fire behaviour. The early
focus for research that commenced in the 1930' s was to quantify and predict fire behaviour of low
intensity fires from fuel and weather variables. The Dwellingup fires of 1961 clearly demonstrated the
variation in fire behaviour and impact between forests long unburnt and those that had recently
prescribed burned. In response to the recommendation out of the Royal Commission into the I961
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fires for the Forests Department to carry out more research into both the technical and practical side of
fire control, the south-west WA forests became the focus for the development of sophisticated
prescribed burning guides for a range of forested vegetation fuel types (McArthur 1962, Peet 1965,
1968; Sneeuwjagt and Peet 1976).

In I 964, the Forests Department of Western Australia, in collaboration with CSIRO, developed
the technique of aerial ignition (Baxter et al 1966) so that low intensity fire could be safely applied for
fuel reduction over forest blocks of more than 8,000 hectares (Packham and Peet 1967).
Developments in the scientific approach to broadscale fuel reduction burning were accompanied
by a series of studies into aspects of fuel dynamics, fire behaviour, and the effects of fire on the
environment (Peet 1971). Fire behaviour studies that had previously been focused on the dry
(Jarrah/Marri) forest were extended to the heavier fuel and dense understorey of the Karri and
southern Jarrah forests (Sneeuwjagt I 971 , 1973 ). Major fire behaviour research programs in these
southern forests lead to the development of the Forest Fire Behaviour Tables (FFBT) known as the
Red Book (Sneeuwjagt and Peet, 1976).
The fire behaviour studies, supported by operational experiences gained in fighting fires in WA 's
dry forests has indicated that provided fine fuel weights are below 8 tonnes per hectare, the flame
height and fireline intensity is sufficiently low for bushfires to be controlled by either direct attack if
the fire danger i.s moderate, or by progressive attack along the flanks if the fire dangers is higher
(Underwood et al 1985).
Fire behaviour studies by Burrows (1999) indicated that headfire spread rates of large fires
burning under summer conditions were considerably faster than predicted by the FFBT or the
McArthur Forest Fire Danger meter, and that headfire rates of spread were independent of litter fuel
quantity (McCaw et al, 2003). The experimental finding was contrary to field experience of fires in
fuels of different ages and observations of wildfires burning into areas that had been fuel reduced by
prescribed burning.
In order to better understand the reason for these anomalies, the Department of Conservation and
Land Management of Western Australia and Commonwealth Scientific, Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO) initiated a major collaborative fire behaviour research project (Project Vesta) in
1996 to quantify the changes in fire behaviour in d1y forests as fuels developed with age, and to revise
the algorithms describing the relationship between fire spread, wind speed and fuel characteristics
including load, structure and height.
The Vesta studies involving I 04 large experimental fires at two sites in the south-western WA,
have recently been published and have provided a significant advance in the understanding of forest
fire behaviour (Gould et al, 2007). The Vesta findings indicate that rate of fire spread is directly
related to the structural fuel characteristics of the surface, near surface and understorey layers, but is
only weakly related to fuel load alone. The study demonstrates that hazard reduction by prescribed
burning reduces the rate of spread of bushtires, as well as the flame height and fire intensity, and
number and distance of spot fires by changing the structure of the fuel bed and reducing the total fuel
load. The persistence of this effect is determined by the rate of change in fuel characteristics over
time. These effects may persist for a considerable time (up to 20 years) in forests containing roughbarked trees and shrubby understorey that are the main source of fire brands and spot fires.
The Vesta study has quantified what field practitioners have known from practical observation:
by reducing the amount and structure of the fuel, the rate of spread and interaction of a bushfires is
reduced making it easier to control.

Past Case Studies
The extent to which fuel reduced areas may assist in the suppression of unplanned fires depends
on the interaction of several factors including the fuel reduction achieved, the location and patchiness
of fuel reduced areas within the forest, and the suppression capability and speed of respo11se of the fire
suppression forces. In additional the severity of the fire weather conditions prevailing at the time
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when the wildfire encounters a fuel reduced area is impo,tant in determining the effect on fire
behaviour. Experimental study of these interactive factors is complex and hazardous and for this
reason the contribution of fuel reduction to fire control has generally been illustrated by means of case
studies of wildfires. Whilst they may be descriptive and lack replication, well documented case
studies have an important role in validating field observations and a reliable source of research data
and training aids.
There have been numerous examples when the fuel reduction program has enabled forest fire
managers to control major fire events and prevent serious impacts on lives, properties and
environmental values.
The most outstanding example of the contribution of fuel reduction burning occurred in 1978
following Cyclone A lby which caused 92 fires to burn out of control near forest lands in the southwest of WA. Wind speed of upto 130 km/hour caused fires to run at speeds of upto 8,000 metres per
hour with extensive spotting. Although the total area burnt was more than 54,500 hectares, the rate of
spread in the State forests where fuels were kept at low levels by prescribed bur11ing, were so reduced
that only about 7,000 hectares of native forests were burnt. Most of the fires were allowed to burn in
the low fuel areas, whilst fire suppression resources were directed at those fires which posed a greater
threat to communities and high values.
The effectiveness of prescribed burning in wildfire control has been documented for nine case
studies in south-west of WA by Underwood et al (1985). These case studies were drawn from fire
records maintained by the WA Forests Departments over the period 1969 to 1984. The case studies
selected included a wide range of forest fuel types in which major fire runs as well as smaller fires
with high damage potential had run into areas that had been prescribed burned in past 6 years or less.
The study projected each fire in the absence of a fuel reduction burn based on the weather prevailing at
the time. The study clearly demonstrated that in every case a larger fire would have led to a serious
social and economic costs too the community. A similar finding was made in a study by McCaw
( 1988) on two wildfires that posed a severe threat to prope1ty and community assets near Pe,th.
There has been several published case studies in eastern States that have clearly demonstrated the
contribution to fire control made by prescribed burning for fuel reduction. These include Billings
( 1981 ), Rawson (1983) and Rawson et al (I 985), CSIRO ( 1987).
The Tasmania fire scientist Tony Mount compared the fire management achievement in southwest Australia with that in similar forests in Tasmania over the period 195 1/52 to 1983/84 (Mount,
1983). Over that period he found the average Tasmanian wildfire was 270 hectares in size, whilst that
in Western Australia was 15 hectares. During this period in Tasmania there were 4 years in which the
total annual area burnt by forest fires exceeded I 00,000 hectares, while Western Australia experienced
this on only one occasion in 1961.
Mount attributed these differences to the fact that fuel reduction burning was undertaken much
more extensively in Western Australia than in Tasmania.

Recent Case Studies under Severe Conditions
Although there are many examples of case studies that demonstrate the potential for fuelreduction burning to modify fire behaviour under average summer conditions, there are also anecdotes
of severe bushfires burning through areas that have been treated by such fuel reduction burning under
extreme weather conditions. For example in the 2006/07 Victorian fires, the extreme weather
conditions drove the fires into areas of the 2002/03 fires in the Victorian Alps. Fire intensity and the
rate of spread were certainly reduced as the bushfire burned through these areas, but as there were no
fire fighting resources present to take advantage of the lowered fire behaviour to contain the bushfire
the fires continued to spread.
Two new case studies involving very high intensity forest fires burning under severe weather
conditions in south-west Western Australia are presented below.
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Mt Cooke Fire - January 2003
The Mt Cooke fire in the Monadnocks Conservation Park on DEC-managed land about 60
kilometres south-east of Perth resulted from a lightning strike at the top of the granite monadnock.
Large sections of this reserve had been excluded from fire for 17 years, and burnt as a crown fire
under the severe weather conditions (maximum temperature 36oC; low humidity; gusty north-west
winds from 25 to 35 km/hr). The fire burnt fiercely up the slopes and along the spine of Mt Cooke and
southwards for about 25 kilometres and eventually burnt out 18,000 hectares in 24 hours. The heat
was so intense that granite rocks cracked and flaked under the extreme temperature. The fire
defoliated and killed a vast majority of the mature jarrah and marri trees within the long unbumt
forests (Burrows, 2004). When it reached forest blocks that had been prescribed burned 7 years
before, the intensity reduced considerably and fire fighting forces equipped with bulldozers were able
to attack the flanks of the fu-e, but not the headfire. Even though the weather conditions remained
severe, the fire was able to be contained when it slowed after reaching those areas that had been
prescribed burned for fuel reduction three to five years before.
A spatial analysis of the impact of the Mt Cooke fire on the forest canopy and understorey
vegetation based on the Landsat sate II ite data clearly demonstrates the reduction in fire intensity and
crown damage within fuel reduced areas. See Figure 2. Long unbumt forests and woodlands with
heavy fuel loads were the hardest hit with trees completely defoliated. Fire intensities were
significantly lower in forests that had been prescribed burnt in the previous five years. Few trees were
defoliated unlike the forests that had not been burnt for more than 10 years. This wildfire has
drastically simplified the mosaic of vegetation, and habitat structures over a large area. It will take
more than I 00 years for the forest to return to its former over storey structures. Some impacts such as
loss of topsoil in the subsequent winter rains, are practically irreversible.

Mundaring-Karragullen Wildfire - January 2005
The Mundaring-Karragullen fire which burnt during 15-25 January 2005 provides another
example of a high intensity forest fire that was eventually contained with the advantage of numerous
prescribed bums. The fire was the result of seven arson-caused ignitions on land managed by DEC
east of Karragullen and within 20 kilometres to the east of the Pe,th Hills suburbs. These spot fires
joined up on the first night (15/16 January) and burnt under the influence of strong easterly winds. A
period of very strong (28 km/hour) north-easterly winds that preceded the passage of a trough line on
17 January carried the fire across the Brookton highway and posed a major threat to the township of
Roleystone and adjacent communities of Araluen, Bedfordale and Gosnells.
A detailed study of the fire behaviour of the Mundaring-Karragullen fire was undertaken by fire
scientist Phil Cheney (2008 in prep) to reconstruct the fires during the initial westerly and southwesterly spread on 15-17 January 2005 . This analysis showed that the fires burnt vigorously in forest
fuels that ranged in age from 16 to 26 years old. The fire was estimated to spread at 600 to 1,600
m/hour, during the first 24 hours. In the early morning of the 17 January (some 36 hours after the
initial fires starting) the fire broke away from its southern flank under the influence of strong northeast wind. Three major tongues of the escalated fire traveling at an average rate of spread of 900
m/hour burned towards the Brookton Highway and the Hills suburbs of Roleystone and Araluen.
When it reached the Brookton Highway the fire ran into two and four year old fue ls resulting from
recent fuel reductions bums, where its spread was either stopped completely or checked to such a
degree that suppression was easy.
Cheney found that the fuel reduction program carried out by DEC in the preceding years enabled
the suppression forces to safely contain the fire before it burnt into the Perth Hills suburbs of
Roleystone and Gosnells.
The mosaic of fuel reduced areas throughout the forest areas impacted by the MundaringKarragullen fire that had been prescribed burnt in previous 6 years covered about 40 percent of DEC
managed lands. These burns were distributed throughout the landscape to provide strategic protection
tq the neighbouring residential and farm communities as well as to the forest, park and water
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catchment values. These low fuel areas meant that fire controllers were left with the greatly reduced
task of undertaking direct attack on those sections of the fire perimeter that were not favoured by low
fuels. As a result the fire which could have destroyed hundreds of homes and threatened lives was
able to be contained with minimal damage to property. See Figure 3 showing the perimeter of the fire
in relation to the fuel reduced areas and the Perth metropolitan area.
Cheney was able to reconstruct the projected fire perimeter in the absence of fuel reduction
burning in the past 20 years. Such a scenario was commonly encountered in the ACT, NSW and
Victorian fires of 2003 and the Victorian fires of 2006. Cheney used the expected rate of spread
calculated by the new fire spread equations developed during Project Vesta (Gould, McCaw, Cheney
2006) and the observations of the difficulty of suppression experienced in older fuels during the
Mundaring-Karragullen fires. Under the 20 year old fuel scenario, it is most likely that no suppression
would have been possible due to the severe and erratic fire behaviour burning at speeds of between
1,800 and 5,000 m/hour. Cheney estimated that the fire would have burnt over the Darling escarpment
and into the suburbs of Roleystone and Gosnells in less than 24 hours after ignition. Figure 4 displays
the location of the projected fire under a 20 year old fuel scenario, in comparison with the actual final
fire perimeter.
The Mundaring-Karragullen fire event illustrated the realistic potential threat of fire to the foresturban interface of the Perth Hills, and has highlighted the impo1tance of managing fuels in the forested
parks and State forest close to suburban development. This case study has demonstrated that for fuel
reduction burning to be effective under severe summer conditions, burning must be regularly
undertaken within large blocks throughout the forest landscape and not just immediately adjacent to
the communities.

Analysis of the Effectiveness of Prescribed Burning Program
There have been very few statistical studies within Australia into the relationships between the
extent of unplanned fires and different levels of prescribed burning applied across the landscape.
As Cheney (2008) pointed out in a guest editorial in the Journal of Australian Forestry, the reason
why such an analysis of the effectiveness of prescribed burning programs is very difficult is that for
any landscape-scale trial of prescribed burning to be undertaken, it has to be applied on such a large
scale that it is impossible to have an adequate control.
One difficulty in determining the relationships between the unplanned fires and prescribed
burning is that there are other fire control factors that can influence the areal extent of unplanned fires
in any year.
The seasonal conditions, in particular the dryness of deep litter beds, logs and living vegetation
may affect the severity of the fire behaviour. In those years that experience prolonged droughts the
fire danger levels are likely to be at very high levels for most of the fire season, and wildfires wi ll be
difficult to contain to small sizes.
The forests of south-western Australia have been the focus of several studies on the changes of
fire regimes. In one such study by Gill et al (1997) used the fire records of the Department of
Conservation and Land Management and its predecessor, the Forests Department dating back from the
l 940's to 1987 to determine the changes in fire regimes (fire cycles, seasons, scale, intensity) as a
result of changes in fire management policies and applications. This period included a period of the
"complete protection" era (1918 to 1954) and the prescribed burning era (1954 to present), when
changes in burning policies and strategies occurred over time.
Gill's et al (1997) analysis did not identify a significant relationship between the extent of
prescribed burning and the extent of unplanned fire for the period of the study. However, there was rio
attempt by Gill et al to determine whether a relationship existed between the area of low fuels as a
result of prescribed burning in the preceding years and the area of unplanned fires in subsequent years.
Such an analysis which is provided later in this paper would have identified the significance of any
contribution that prescribed burning may have on the extent of fires in the following years.
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A second study conducted by Sebastian Lang (1997) involved a spatio-temporal analysis of the
jarrah forest fire patterns based on fire records in the Collie District of the Department of Conservation
and Land Management (now DEC) over a 50 year period from 1937 to 1987. The Collie District was
selected as it contains 90 percentjarrah dominated forest and has been less fragmented by agriculture
and urbanization than other CALM Districts.
Figure 5 taken from Lang's thesis indicates the changes in prescribed burning practices applied in
Collie Division with the first 15 years (1937 to 1951) characterized by small scale burning with a
gradual decline towards the late l 940's. The increase in prescribed burning occurred from the mid1950's and increased dramatically in the 1960's with the advent of aerial burning. The levels
remained high ranging from 15,000 per annum (about 9 perceM) to 25,000 per annum (about 15
percent) in the period from 1961 to 1987.
Lang's analysis was confined to a comparison of the area of prescribed burning and unplann~d
fires in the same year. Figure 6 taken from Lang's thesis indicates that a rapid decline in areal extent
of unplanned fires occurs once prescribed burning programs covers more than 10,000 hectares or
about 6 percent per year of the Collie Division. Lang's study did not attempt to determine whether
relationships existed between the area of prescribed burning over several years and the area of
unplanned fire in the years following the burns.
Another useful analysis of the effectiveness of prescribed burning for fuel reduction to minimize
wildfires was undertaken by Abbott (1993) as part of a study on Leaf Miner infestations in WA Jarrah
forests. His study of the prescribed burning and wildfire history in the Perup study area east of
Manj imup from 1940 to 1990 dramatically showed the decline in the size and number of serious
wildfires which occurred in the study area after the introduction of prescribed burning by Forests
Department from 1958 to 1990.
Boer et al (2009) analysed 52 year fire history from the southern forests in the Warren Region of
south-west of Western Australia. They found that prescribed burning significantly reduced the
incidence and extent of wildfires, and this effect was particularly pronounced where fuel ages were
less than 7 years. When averaged over 6 year periods, the annual extent of prescribed burning
explained 24% and 71 % of the variation in the mean number and extent of wildfires respectively.

Quantifying the Effectiveness of Prescribed Burning at a Landscape
Scale
The contribution of prescribed burning to fire control is likely to persist for several years and any
comparison between the areal extent prescribed burning and wildfire areas should include a spread of
years. An investigation into the possible relationship between the areal extent of prescribed burning in
preceding years and the unplanned fires over subsequent years was undertaken on the south-west
forest data from 1961/02 to 2007/08.
This period covers the start of the application of prescribed burning to wide areas, with high
levels in the 1960's and 1970's and gradual reductions as the burn program became more refined and
targeted to achieve integrated biodiversity conservation and community protection objectives.
The variations in the extent of the annual prescribed burning programs over the 47 years of this
study provides sufficient data to determine whether the different levels of annual burning have an
impact on the total area of wildfires that occur in subsequent years.
The analysis that was undertaken examined the relationship between the area of prescribed
burning achieved over multiple years, against the total areas of wildfires that occurred in a series of the
following years. This approach was taken to test the hypothesis that the contribution of prescribed
burning to fire control persists over multiple years.
A further analysis was undertaken on the relationship between the average annual area of
prescribed burning undertaken in the previous two to five years, and the average area of wildfires in
the years immediately following the period of prescribed burning.
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The results of these two approaches are illustrated in following figures. Figures 8 and 9.
The results of this analysis indicate that the area of wildfires is influenced by the amount of
prescribed burning that has been achieved in the preceding period. The strongest correlation between
prescribed burning and wildfire areas occurs between the area of prescribed burning achieved in one
year and the accumulated area of wildfires averaged over the following 5 years (R2=0.74). Strong
correlations were still evident for the accumulated areas of wildfires that occurred over the following 8
years.
The results of analysis on the contribution of the areas of prescribed burning and wildfires in past
years on the area of wildfires in the next year, and io subsequent years also demonstrated a strong
relationship.
The strohgest correlation occurs between the average of 4 accumulated years of prescribed burn
areas, and the average of 4 accumulate years of wildfires. See Figure 8. This correlation, as expressed
as a polynomial relationship, is remarkably strong despite the inherent variations from year to year in
wildfire areas that may be due to confounding influences othet than the amount of fuel reduced areas
that is present across the landscape.
By converting the absolute areas of prescribed burns and wildfires into a percentage of the
protected estate, the graphs can be of direct value to other regions of Australia containing large tracts
of eucalypt forests. In the case of south-west WA, the annual prescribed burning target of 2001000
hectares converts to about 8 percent of the DEC-managed estate.
To assist fire managers in other regions of Australia the data has been converted from the
absolute areas to a proportion(%) of the landscape that is managed by the agency.
The WA analysis indicates that in order to restrict the extent of wildfires from impacting less than
one percent of the landscape each year (or 5 percent over 5 years), the proportion of the landscape that
needs to be fuel reduced is between 8 to 10 percent per year (or 40 to 50 percent over 5 years).
There are many ways that the nominal annual target of prescribed burns can be achieved. The
selection of strategies that may range from the ignition of a large number of small areas, or fewer large
areas, or varying combinations of small, medium and large areas will depend on the land management
and conservation objectives, and the fuel types, terrain, access and burn resources available. There are
many constraints and challenges that need to be addressed before, during and after the burn programs
are applied.
The statistical analysis shows that the contribution that prescribed burning programs make to the
reduction in the area of unplanned fi res is very strong and can persist for at least 8 years. The WA
data indicates the strongest correlation exists where the average area of prescribed burning achieved
over 5 years is compared with the average area of unplanned fires in the fol lowing S years. The
current level of annual burning that applied to restrict unplanned fires to present levels in south-west
WA presents about 8 percent of the DEC-managed estate, and if this is maintained over time, the area
of unplanned fire is likely to remain at low levels of between 0.5 and 1.5 percent of the estate.

Simulation Studies
The WA results broadly support findings of several simulation studies aimed at quantifying the
impact of fuel reduction treatment, including prescribed burning, on the incidence and extent of
unplanned fire. King et al (2008) found that an approximately negative exponential decline for the
mean annual extent of wildfires was found with increasing area treated by prescribed burning for
Tasmania moorlands. Schmidt et al (2008) simulated fire spread and fire behaviour in the absence of
fire suppression in coniferous forests of the southern Cascades, California, and found that the spatial
arrangements of fuel treatments, including prescribed burning and thinning) had a significant impact
on the extent of the area burnt at high intensity.
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Finney et al (2007) found that strategic placement of fuel treatments reduce the prediction growth
rates of simulated wildfires under severe conditions.

Conclusion
There is now overwhelming evidence that in the fire prone eucalypt forests of south-west Western
Australia the implementation of a landscape scale program of prescribed burning program has
pronounced effectiveness in reducing the incidence, extent and impacts of large wildfires, and that the
contribution of strategically located fuel reduction burns is likely to be significant for upto 8 years.
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Figure 3: Mundaring- Karragullen Fire East of Perth and Fuel Reduced Areas
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Figure 4: Projected Fire Perim~ter under a 20 Year Old Fuel Scenario
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Figure 5: From Lang (1997)
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Figure 6: From Lang (1997)
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People. fire. Forest and Water· in Wungong Catchment - David Wal'd 20 I 0

Chapter 6
Better to Believe the Balga
SOME ARCHAEOLOGY

'The historic records from around the world leave no room to doubt that primitive
herding and gathering peoples, as well as ancient farmers and herders, for a number
of reasons, frequently and intentionally set fire to almost all the vegetation around
them that would burn. '
Professor Omer C. Stewart ( 1963)

Preamble
Balga, or grasstrees (Xanthorrhoea spp.), are iconic plants of
the south-western corner of Western Australia, and can live
for over 400 years (Ward and Van Didden 2003a). As shown
in Figure 6.01, they accumulate highly flammable thatch.
Even in cool, wet winter weather, the radiant heat is
sometimes enough to diy shrubs and litter, and start a ground
fire. When they burn in summer, a surrounding ground fire is
inevitable, due to burning thatch dropping to the ground.
When there is a running ground fire, it is nearly inevitable
that other grasstrees will ignite. The exception is when

Figure 6.01 : Balga
grasstrees burning, in
winter, at Karag ullen,
near Wungong
Catchment.

ground fuel is very light, and the grasstree is very tall, but this wil I lead to tall
grasstrees burning less often than shorter ones. We can reconstruct a conservative
bushfire history from old fire marks on grasstree stems (Ward 1996, Ward et al.
200 la). This archaeological information meshes with the history of Chapter 5
(Bushfire, Flogging, Measles and Foresters), giving a framework w ithin which we
can better understand bushfire. Not everybody believes the results of the balga
method.

This chapter will describe the method by which past bushfire frequency can be
reconstmcted. Results from Wungong Catchment will be compared with those from
other parts of the jarrah forest, and especially with those collected in 2003 from
Monadnocks Conservation Park, which is adjacent to Wungong Catchment, and
overlaps it. The views of those who dispute the validity of the grasstree technique
will be considered.

122
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CLEANING UP THE COUNTRY
Reprint from the Journal "Wildfire"
Vol. 5 No. t March 1995

Introduction
The heightened concern about the
potential threat of yet another "bad
year for bushfires" in che southern
states of Australia reflects the need
co improve the health of the Australian foresc C(X)System in order to
tcduce the threat of wildfires. The
history of fire management in Australia has shown that these con.terns
have noc gone away, and that wildfire
episodes will not be averted unless
some action is taken. This threat
does not only involve the economic
loss of property and resources, but
also represents an environmental
hazard to che surVival of rnal'ly of the
plant and animal species characteris•
tic of the Australian forest.

The evidence of European colonisation bdnging about a change In the
nature of Australia's forest is undisputed. Part of this process has been
the introduction of farms, townships

and plantations which altered the
nature of Australia's naturnl environment. In addition, a decreasing pror,ottion of the renmant forest has
been managed under the same fire
regime as that used by AbOriginal
communities for tens of thousands
of years. There is concern thll.t this
subsequently reduced the number
:md diversity of species exi.Sting in
the forest and produced more
severe and damaging bushfires. Aus•
tralians have yet to be persuaded
that 'deaning up the country' is an
essential process for risk-reducing
fire management, as well as for the
conservation of the overall health of
Australla's forestS.

Fire and the Australian Ecological Context

A range of studies undertaken in a
variety of Australian ecosystems
emphasises that the biodiversity in
Australian forests is intricately linked
to fire regimes (Pyne, 1992). An
acceptance of the importance of bio-

diversity connotes a way of thinking
about ecosystems which endeavours
co maintain the complexity and
di,vcrsity of life forms in a particular
environment. 'l'hcre is now global
recognition of the urgent need of
sustaining biodiversity in fornst communities. In order for this to be
aGhicved in Australia, there ts not
only an immediate need to underst:md the et'!Vitonrnental impact of
fire, bur also to put this unclci'!itancling into practice.

A

Natural causes such as lightning,
t0gcther with the extensive use of
fire by Aborigines, made fire a common and widespread occurrence in
most parts of Australia before European settlement. Evidence from
many of Australia's indigenous
species suggescs that fire has been
present in our forests for a long time.
The thick woody bark of cucalypts,
and hard protective fruits on
bankslas are but a few examples of
adaptive characteristics enabling
species to survive firn event~.

The Inspiration tor re-.tlising the role
of fire In maintaihing bioellverslty in
Australia was originally stimulated by
positive cxpcrlcm:es of forest managers with using fire as a method of
fuel reduction, as well as by
incrca.o;ed research into Aboriginal
people's land management strategies. It has been noted that Abodginal ecological knowledge was not
only used for their daily economic
subsist.ence but also incorporated
conceptualisation of their origins
and the source; of their spirituality.
Part of their knowledge and management of their country inducted the
use of fire.
The resulting cffeet of Aboriginal
burning wa.;; to maintain a mosaic of

The Australian Journal of emergehcy Management

O.,,Smnent of Geography
and Environmental Sciences,
Monash University,
Victoria, Australia

areas at different states of regrowth

so that a range of animal and plam
species with different forage and
shelter requirements could be fostered within their territorial area.
Although the precise extent to which
Aboriginal

burning might have

shape{] AustraUa's flora and fauna
h~ not )'Gl been clctcrmlhctl, thcr<.l
is general scholarly and. scientific
agreement that the first Australi:ms
changed their environment through
the use of fire to suit their c>conomic
and cultural needs.

Confusin3 the Fire/Environment
Rclatlonship
After Europeans invHdecl Aboriginal
country and changed land-use practices, the prevailing fire regime was

immediately altered. King (1974)
found that the journals of the explorers and settlers recounted rhe rapid
change o f the environment from a
parkland or open aspect of the forest
in the early days of colonisation, to
the scrub-like character evident in
present Australian clry-stlerophyll
forests. But this resulted in further
changes in the foresc compo:;ition:
when fires did occur cheywerc of clif•
fcrem intensity a11d fr<..'queney and in
some cas<.:S redutecl forest proclue•
tivitY, diversity and stability. liuro-

pean scml~n)tnt has not only upset
the balance in forest composition,
but mainly through incrca')t.-d population and changes in land-use the
situation ha.-; been reached when the
neglect of lhe ptimcval management
tool causes massive losses of life and

property.
Perceptions of the relationships
between fire and forest have changed
during the European era. Odginally a
sophistic-,ucd tool used by Aboriginal
communities as a familiar aid in tht:
management of their country, it
became a strange and unpredictable
enemy. The images of the Australian
forests themselves were also trnns•
formed: frorn environments rn ti,,l\ich
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Aboriginals maintained biodiversity
panly through the use offirc in rnyrh,
ritual, law and i;ymbollsm to survive,
to that of the settlers who considered
the forest as something to clear,
avoid or conquer.

Oy the late twentieth cetuury, the
lessons of hard practical experience
and increased scientific and techni•
cal knowledge provided insight of
the futility of efforts that concentrate
on trying to reduce the threat of fire
by dealing only with the fire event
itself. Even well-equipped teams and
highly advanced flrefighting Strate•
gies occasionally fall. In place of that
discreditt'Cl dependency, awareness
has grown that part of the problem
that is causing highly intense, uncontrollable wildfires is the very nature
of the forest itself. To use an Aboriginal expression, the health of the for•
est has "gone to rubbish".

A

The Reluctance to Strike the
Match
The main dilemma facing forest
managers today is plainly stated:
how co maintain a strategy of burning which simultaneously maintains
the forest's biodiversity and protects
property and human life. It Is not
easy to use fire as a tool to achieve
this balance, because any fire management decision has to based on a
fund of information about environmental, societal, economical and
political factors, all of which change
over time and space. ·rnese decisions
draw on information which is incomplete and sometimes conflicting;
even so, the decision has to be
defended if something goc:s wrong.

It Is s<.":lreely surprising thetefore,
that many forest manag~rs lack tt\e
conficlcnce to bum tM country.
The environmental aspect of using

• fire for fire managen'lef'lt creates
many problems, 'fhe main clffficultly
arises from concerns expressed by
various land-based !merest groups
regarding the environmental effect

fucl reduction burning might cause

co the foresc. Research has shown
that fire occurs at different frequencies and intensities in different vegetation rypes and weather conditions
throughout Australia. It is evident
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that the ccologh:lll eomfiosition of a
forest may be largely reliant l'in the
seasonality; frtque11ey and Intensity
of fire eventS to which that forest has
been exposed. Yet It has ;ilso been
realised tMit some of the lttc regimes
which have either been applied or
have resulted since European settle•
ment have upset this ecological balance. Many fire• sensitive species
have been suppressed or eliminated
and new fire regime-dependent
species have become more domi•
nant, altering the plant and animal
structure of the forest community.
The numerous characteristics of fire
regimes - including their intensity,
the season during which they burn,
their extent and the variety of
ecosystems in which they operate hampers decisions regarding when,
how much and how often t0 burn.
Despite the abundant research that.
has tx..-en accumulated, It is still felt
that more Information Is required on
the nacure of the bf)timum flre
regimes fbr specific forests. Management has reached the stage when
che nature of a fire and the reaction
of the environment to that fire has
almost been over-analysed. Experience Is repeatedly incorporated by
managers to suggest that, despite all
the previous experiments and thee,.
retical modelling, the effect a fire will
have on the natural environment can

never really be predicted.
Using fire as a means of fuel reduc•
tion is not only controversial
because of the concern over its possible adverse environmental effects,
but also because of the legal and
moral responsibility placed on fire
managers. The presence of farms,
cowns, plantations and orher land-

dearing activities obVlously reduces
the managers' flexibllity. The
entrenched Australi:m Idealisation
that 'my home is my dlStlc' does not

help the situation: It is accompanied
by the notion that individuals have a
light to use land with no reference to
the common environmemal good.
Fire managers not only find it difficult co burn h1nc\ under ptiv-ctte ownership, but arc legally bound to compensate for any loss that occurs if a
fuel-reducing fire destroys private

property.
Even when the decision 10 use fire as
a management tool has been made,

con.~traincs arc plarccl 011 a fire 1rn111•
agcrnent strawgy by govt:rnrncncal
departments. 13urns muSl inec1 the:
rcqulrem~nts of the lll1vironmtJnHil
Protectibn Authority's :ilr quality
standards and must be undertaken
during a period determihed by the
local government authority. In addition, managers are resuicced by a
lack of economic and human
resources to undertake the bum,
especially during low fire danger
periods. Compared wtth the budget
allocated to fire prevention strategies, the huge influx of money
lnvestt'<l in fire suppression and
recovery after a bushfire crisis
reflects the rductance of governments to manage rather than just to
respond to the advent of fire.
The combined environmental, politi•

ea! and economic pressures on the
use of fire as a 111anagement strategy
make the actual burning practice an
uneasy product of compromise.
.t:.'ven thOugn there ls a fuel reduction
policy 111 Australia, more often tl,ah
not the practice ren1ains largely

focused on fire exclusion. 'fhis .wn•
tinuc.-: to pose problems as 11re managers battle for community and
dcp:irrmemal support for bold interventions based on burning. Noe surprisingly, such constraints have
resulted in a decline in the area
burnt every year, patticularly in the
southern parts of Ausrralia.

A

The Need for Revision

Ar. this point it is useful to think
about how Aboriginal perceptions of
the use of fire Might prt>Vide solnc
insight bn how deaning up tM
courttty might be aclil~vcd. the first

point has already been niade thllt
Abbriginal envirohniental knowledge is very aclvanced, and that the
indigenous use of fire c<.'lfitentt>,Het l
on controlling the en\lironmem tO
suit human needs. Despite this
n.-cognition, the thousands of years
of trctclitional knowledge is r.trcly
incorporated into management clcci·
sions. It ls almost as if bcfort: oral
aboriginal knowledge is accept<..'<I
for its authentldt}', it n<.-tds co be vcrlfiecl with scientiflc proof.
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This reluctance is evident in the
recent fire management report
of the State Fire Commission of
1asmania -

Approximately 50% of iasmanla
has been reserved for nature and
resource conservation purposes,
including mu/liple-use forestry.
'/'bese reserves con.Jain uegetalft>n
types shaped, to a large extent, by
Aboriginal burning over lbou•
sands of years. The Commillee
does not advocate that future
management of conservation
reserves should allempt to emu/ale
conditions which prevailed before
the Aborigines occupied Tasmania.
It believes the reserves and tbe values in them should be regarded as
a heritage passed on by the orf8i·
na/ inhabitants and that vegeta-

tion fire is part of that heritage.
(Tasmanian Fire Review Commit•
tee, 1994, 10).
Although it is recognised that flre
managers today are under a good

deal of pressure to be able to justify
decisions and withstand criticism,
the decisions made by Aborigines to
light fires was also difficult 1llc
potentlal economic consequences of
wildflre is often an eXcuse for a reluctahee co employ burning; bllt surely
the loss of Forest and its resources
was also a primary concern in the
pre-European era. Underscanding

the optimal fire regime was necessary for survival. Aboriginals either
had a particularly sophisticated
untlcrstanding of the environment
and so knew when and how often to
light fires, or were unconcerned
about ·mistakes'. 1lle results of a
casual mistake which was potentially
threatening to the milieu on which
they depended was coo serious to
ignore.
It is not just that the ecological and
fire management knowledge distin•
guishcs the traditional use of fire
from today's approaches, but also
that conceptualisation of fitc needs
to be relearned: it is as much as a
tool as a threat; an indispensable
part of the Australian experience.
Part of this rc-learninS process
involves a need to accept that there
is a range of experiences of fire.
Many recent fire management strategies have been based on intensely
negative personal experiences. for
the most pan, the wider community

ancl specialist fireflghters have only
had to deal with unconcrollablc wild·
fire; that is in severe contrast to the
integration of fire into the indigenous cultures.
These different images of vulnerability are evident in the spectrum of
responses to fire. Modern day managernent is focusoo on dealing with
the fli'e event throush the use of

suppression methods, the improvement of community awareness and
preparedness, and the promotion of
scientific research to improve predictions. Our indigenous cultures on
the other hand, reduced their sense
of vulnerability by preparing the

environment so that threats were
minimised, borne

generally by

accepting that fire events were neutral or positive occurrences.
It is increasingly realised that, as a
result of two hundred years of cultural genocide, much of the traditional knowledge on the appropriate
conditions and frequency of the use
of fire.~ has been lost. In adcliUon,
after the advent of Eutopean coloni•
satlon·, much of the forest biota has
changed or been destroyed; Mlt.ious

flora and fauna has ~n imroducedi
and the factors which iflfluetlce cla'i•
sions to burn the bush M.ve been
altered. However, the methods and
perceptions originally inhetent in
Aboriginal culture can still be inco,porated into modern fire management programs. Without some such
incorporation, the fear of the threa.t
of an uncontrollable wildfire will
continue lO prevail.

A
PoUcy Into Practice: Learning
by Doing
Although there is much to learn
about how tO clean up the country
by using fire, the health of the forc:.-st

and the increasing thre-,H of uncon-

trollable fires indicate that a point
has been reaehed when inded:;ion
may be far worse than maklng lt mis,
take. This rdlisation h~ dawned in
some area.~, where the senior man•

ager.; in Western Australia and Northern 'territory have taken the initiative
by allowing the use of fire to occur in
Austr-.ilia. Such a mentality Is evident
~

~

in other countrie.c; - for example, in a
recent staffing paper to the Uniu::d
States Senate, Dr Ward Thomas,
Director of the United States Forest
Service, highlights the need for affirmative action •
{Wje cannot, in my opinioni sirnply
Step back and wait for "nature" to
take its cburse. I dd not believe that
what has happened this fire seasori Is
acceptable as a solution to the problem. 1'hese fires at this scale and
intensity, arc too hot, destructive,
dangerous, and too ecologically; economically, aesthetically, and socially
damaging to be tolerable, We have
learned much about fire since the
I950's. It I!\ time to b<.-gin to apply
what we have learned with a new
vision of what we want from our
forests and forest managers. (Ward
Thomas,1994).
Cleaning up the country docs not

mean unlimited, careless, large-scale
burning, without regard to the local
ecological susceptibilities. for successful use of fire as a management
Strategy there needs to be continued
application and collabotacion oflocal
knowledge and experienc:e about
the relationships lktw~eh fire and
forest cnvlronltlents. Reeogrif~ing
attd incorporating chc abundant evidence of indigenOllS peoples' knowledge, especially their perceptions
and success with the use of fire as a
management tool, may speed the
movcrflem of policy people down
this path.
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Dnvicl \\ urd 20 I0

Chapter 6
Better to Believe the Balga
SOME A RCHAEO LOGY

'The historic records from around the world leave no room to doubt that primitive
herding and gathering peoples, as well as ancient farmers and herders, for a number
of reasons, frequently and intentionally set fire to almost all the vegetation around
them that would burn. '
Professor Omer C. Stewa11 ( 1963)

Preamble
Balga, or grasstrees (Xanthorrhoea spp.), are iconic plants of
the south-wes tern corner of Western Australia, and can live
for over 400 years (Ward and Van Didden 2003a). As shown
in Figure 6.01, they accumula te highly flammable thatch.
Even in cool, wet w inter weather, the rad iant heat is
sometime s enough to dry shrubs and litter, and start a ground
fire. When they burn in summer, a surrounding ground fi re is
inevitable, due to burning thatch dropping to the ground.
When there is a running ground fire, it is nearly inevitable
that other grasstrees wi ll ignite. The exception is w hen

Figure 6.01: Balga
grasstrees buming, in
winter. at Karagullen.
near Wungong
Catchment.

ground fue l is very light, and the grasstree is very tall, but this will lead to tall
grasstrees burning less often than shorter ones. We can reconstruct a conservati ve
bushfire history from old fire marks on grasstree stems (Ward 1996, Ward et al.
2001a). This arc haeo logical informatio n meshes with the history of Chapter 5
(Bushfire, Flogging, Measles and Foresters), giving a framewor k within which we
can better understand bushfire. Not everybody believes the resu lts of the balga
method.
This chapter will describe the method by which past bushfire frequency can be
reconstructed. Results from Wungong Catchment w ill be compared with those from
other parts of the jarrah forest, and especially with those collected in 2003 from
Monadnoc ks Conservat ion Park, w hich is adjacent to Wungong Catchmen t, and
overlaps it. The views of those who dispute the validity of the grasstree technique
will be considered.
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VICTORIA.
Particulars of Fires.

Date (Approximate).

1851February, 6th

"Black Thursday "-<lay of terror. From the Wimmera to the sea, and from Portland to the
Gippsland, practically no area completely escaped. The worst effects ,vere experienced in PlentJ
Westernport and Dandenong districts, and practically all settled areas thence to the South Australia

1870January, 18

Southern and West<lrn New South Wales affected.

1874-1875December to February

Widespread in New South Wales and Queensland*

1877January, 12

Fire raging for some days in various parts of the Colony. Scrub on each side of Queensclifflarge area of grass country burnt. Another was burning South-East of Sale towards Tan:
Fires bad around Kyneton
Fires also at Mt. Alexander, Maldon, Blanket Flat, Deep Creek, and Bullarook, and other places.

1877February 8

The Telegraph of this date states: "Nearly all the timber country from one end of the Colony to
has been swept by fires or is burning now. At Colac 12,000 acres of timber are on fire. Bush
burning all round Linton and scarcely any water can be got. A number of fires are burning down
from \Varrnambool in the direction of Curdie's River, and at Bet Bet some selections h
on fire and stacks, grain and some houses have been destroyed."
This was a heavy visitation and did not cease until rain on 14th February, 1877.
According to an account given in The Land of the Lyre-Bird, page 142, the summer (1878-"i
a dry one, and the whole of the South Gippsland country was on fire. Although narrov
from injury from numerous falling trees is mentioned, no actual loss of human life is re

1878-79

1896January 6 to 10 ..

Bush fires in country. Serious losses reported at Barnawartha, Steiglitz, Foster, and in Gippsland at :
also at Charlton, Bright and Byaduk, Chiltern, Egerton, Ferntree Gully, Gordon, Merino, M
Rutherglen, &c.
The heat was intense, and considerable losses in stock, grass, timber, fencing, and homeste
noted. No loss of life reported.

1896December 3
December 17

Bushfires at Neerim South, Longwarry, Frankston. Damage to fencing, &c.
Disastrous bush fires near Creswick and at Echuca and Hamilton.

1897January 3
January 4

Large fires in Tasmania*
Bush fires at Neerim, where great damage was done, also at Korumburra and in the Otway F
at Gisborne and Somerville.

1898January 11
January 12
January 14 to February 13

December 7
1899January 10

Fires at Euroa, Macarthur, Traralgon, and Wellington
Bush fires near Healesville, Narbethong, Marysville. These were very heavy fires. No casualti
from heat and sun stroke
Calamitous· bush fires in Gippsland. Two townships destroyed (Neerim and Thorpdale). Hundreds ,
b~rnt out. Great loss of stoc~, &c. Ko loss of life. References c?ntained in book Land OJ
Bird. These fires were far-reachmg and spread over the whole State, berng most severe in Gippsl8
outbreak was the most severe on record. The hot spell broke on 14th February, 1898, when th,
general rainfall
Disastrous fires at Bnithen in South Gippsland. Heavy losses, also at Benalla, Kilmore, Seyrr
Steiglitz
Disastrous bush fires at Broadford, Buninyong, Lancefield, l\Ialdon, Kilmore, Kyneton, Rom 1
Seymour, Sunbury, Talbot, and Yea. Narrow escape of many townships

1900January 9
January 17
January 18 to January 28
February 6
February 26 to March 1
December 18
December 31
1901January 8
January 10
January 11
January 14
January 21 to January 23
January 28
February 5

Bad in Riverina*

Fires at Casterton and l\Iurchison
Fires at Coleraine, Kilmore, Egertou, Geelong, Hamilton, Koroit, and Pakenham
Fires still burning at above
Fires at Warrnambool, Horsham, Kilmore, Rushworth, Yea
SeYere fires in Gippsland
Disastrous bush fires in North-Ea'5t, Corowa, \Vangaratta, and in Kew South \Vales
Fierce fires in Castlemaine, Horsham, Tatura, and Tocumwal
Fires in Riverina and at Benalla
Fires at Kilmore, \Vagga, Albury, and Tocumwal
Fires at Yalca (Nathalia). Township threatened
Fires at Kumurkah, Albury, Cobram, and Warrnambool
Fires at B<lnalla, Ararat, Euroa, Hay, Horsham, l\Iansfield, l\Iurtoa, Penshurst, Seymour, Violet
Wagga
Fires at Queenstown, Kyneton, Warrnambool, and Theona
Fires at Beechworth, Corowa, Finley, Horsham, Tocumwal, \Vagga, Rushworth, and Yea

• Lists for 1851-1924 were compiled following the 1926 fires and included items relating to other States.
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VICTORIA -continue d.
Date (Approximate).

ebruary 6
ebruary 7
ebruary 12
abruary 12
ecember 31
muary 1
!vember 13

"

Particulars of Fires.

Fires at Castlemaine, Merino, Benalla, and Euroa
Fires at Alexandra, Benalla, Berrigan, Broadford, Castlemaine, Maldon, Strathmert
on, Violet Town, and at
Longwood
Heavy fires near Wangaratt a and in ·western District at Casterton. At Birregurra
four casualties occurred,
two men and two boys being bzirnt to death
,
Great losses on all the stations in \Vestern Districts. Fires at Yea and Scarsdale.
This was a very
serious outbreak and continued until rain occurred on 10th March, 1901
Fires in Gippsland. Damage at Neerim North. Destruction of property, homes,
&c.
Devastatin g fires at Kilmore and Broadford and in the Glenoroua District, at
Lancefield, Lismore, and
}folesworth
Fires in the l\fallee supposed to have been caused by fire balls

~-ember 19

Bush fires in Gippsland

~mber 6, 7, 9

Bush fires raging near ii-It. Blackwood, Yeerung, and around Horsham, Gisborne,
Nagambie, Yarrawong a, Eddington, and on the Adelaide Plains, South Australia and Portland, Thoona,
Fires near Quirindi, New South Wales, and at Bairns-lale, Tarnagulla , and Tungamah
Fires at Pakenham, Bendigo, and other places, and in many places in Gippsland
and Gippsland North,
at Ballarat and Dandenong and near Yass in New South Wales

~mber 10, 15, 2:3
ec,ember 27, 28, 21.l

31, and January 1st to
5

12

1:3
23, 24

Fires at Coburg, Whittlesea, and Avoca, Berrigan, Seymour, Chiltern, Taradale,
&c., and in 8outhern
New South Wales, including the Riverina
Fire at Clunes
Outbreaks in various parts of V)ctoria
Fire at Seymour
Fire at }Iacedon and in many other places
Severe fires in many places in Victoria
Fresh outbreaks at places before burnt out
Fires at Morwell, Warrnambo ol, and in the hills around Adelaide
Macedon in flames and families burnt out at Mitcham
Fires burning in many places
Destructio n at Elingamite , &c.
Fires in many places in Victoria
]<'ires at Alexander, Horsham, Kilmore, and other places
Fires in Riverina
Fires at Clunes, &c.
Fires at Albury, &c., Chiltern and Dunnolly, Bendigo, Benalla, &c., Daylesford
, &c. Serious fires; six
children burnt, and twelve in all perish
Fires at :Mount Fatigue, Mt. Best, and in South Gippsland
Fearful fires in Gippsland. These fires continued to burn up to 1st March,
1906, when the weather
broke and rain extinguishe d them
Outbreaks at }fansfield, Albury, Wagga, and Corowa (:N".S.W.)
Fires at Rushworth , Beaufort, and Xathalia
Outbreak in Gippsland and at Moe
Fire at Benalla, Albury, Ararat, Ballarat, Condah, Lilydale, M:orwell, Nagambie,
Port Fairy, l\Iirboo Nor~h,
Rosedale, St. Arnaud, Warragul, Winchelsea, &c.
Fire at Queenscliff
Great fires near Wagga, Goornong, Traralgon, Warragul
}foe, Wycherpro of, and Albury. Some rain 4th March, 1907
Fires at Dandenong , Frankston, Gordon, Kilmore, &c. The drought eventually
broke on 8th April ,
1907
Fires at Beaumaris , Kyneton, and Linton
Fires at Riddell, Avoca
Fires at Fern Tree Gully, Bruthen, &c.
Heavy rain fell on 26th December, 1907
Bush and grass fires at Emerald, Kyneton, Trafalgar, Dimboola, Wodonga, Healesville
, and Kilmore
Bush fires at Chiltern, Rainbow, and Castlemaine
Bush fires at Bun_yip, Childers, :Oiildura, 1'oora
Lightning fires grass at Kerang
Fires at Toora and W odonga
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l\.files of countr y devast ated .

to sugar

to the extent of about
Four. distinc t outbre aks
damage to wheat crops.
30,000 bags of wheat burned
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NEW SOUTH WALES.
TEMPERATU RE, RELATIVE HUJIIDITY, RAINFALL, E1:C., AND OBSERVER'S REMARKS.
)Iaximum Temperature in l'receding Week.
Notes on Rainfall, &c.

8. 1.14

87°

95° 99°

90°

Rainfall: 162 points December;
237 points October

%

29

25

90°

234-678

Wind.

Relative Humidity, 3 p.m.

8

7

198 points November;

83 °
29
Rainfall: 4 points since 14th January; 203 points January;
112 points December; 70 points November; 143 points
October

85 °

29. 1.14

94 °

102 °

99 °

25 26 27 28

Rainfall: 24 points February;
points December

1.11.15

83° 90° 95° 99° 81 ° 85·5°
l
27 -28 29 30 31
Smoke haze, 27th October to 10th November. Exceptionally
severe drought
Rainfall: No rain since 17th October or 24th September to
14th October; 4 points October; 87 points September;
115 points August

1.11.15

75° 84° 88° 85° 82° 87°
1
31
30
.29
28
27
All high country burnt out in November
Rainfall : 37 points October ; 58 points September ;
points August

1. 11 .15

is

516

16.3.15

10.11.15

75 points January;

113

I 84 °-88 ° 99 ° 98 ° 86 ° 84 °

so

I

31 -129
26-28
1 Rainfall: 14 points, 24th September to 22nd November; 11
points October; 108 points September ; ,264 points August

17*
29

46*

25*
25

31

80°-84° 89°
~ 10
"Drought and bush fires" (November); "Bush fires prevalent" (October)
Rainfall: No rain, 16th October to 21st November; 48
points October; 165 points September; 172 points August

88°

92°
5

16.11.15

59° 65°
16
15
Rainfall: No rain, 26th October to 19th November; 91
points October; 130 points September; 123 points August
85°

75·5°

86·7°

10,Ti 7:2 73'"

19.11.15

8

12

w.

10, 12

13

10

6

w.-s.w.

100·5° 89·5° 82·5° 90° 99·5°
17 Ts -19
16
15
Smoke haze, 12th-20th
No recollection of such severe drought
Rainfall : Ko rain since 17th October; 4 points October ;
87 points September; 115 points August

97°

111 °

13 T4

lmpsey

19.11.15

24.1.16

24.1.16

85 ° 96 ° 100 ° 77 °-80 ° 89 °
16-18 19
15
14
13
Smoke haze at intervals till 14th, also
Bush fires, 15th. Fearful heat all night.
Rainfall: Ko rain, 16th October to
points October ; 58 points September

s.w. 5
76""
17th-19th
Cool southerly, 5 a.m.
21st November; 37
; 118 points August

90°-96° 101 ° 104°
-23 24
19-22
Bush fires, 24th
Rainfall: 53 points, 16th December to 24th January; 233
points December; 19 points November; 527 points October

87°

18

88°-89° 91 ° 98°
24
23
20-22
Rainfall: Ko rain, 7th-27th January; 50 points 3rd-6th
January; 70 points December; 5 points November; 286
points October

94°

83·5°

18 19

* 9 a.m.

29

19

30
24

31

N.W. 4

22

24

11-16

5
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NEW

SOUTH

W ALEs----conti1iu.ed.

Date.

l 926-continued
October 14

Bellingen, 59

Severe bush fires raging throughout the countryside

Murwillumbah, 58..

Severe bush fires raging throughout the countryside.
destroyed

October 15

Grafton, 58

Great bush fires raging.

October 19

Coff's Harbour, 59

Bush fires sweeping through the district

October 25-29 ..

Griffith, 75

Destructive bush fires in the district. Over 4,000 acres of grass land swe:
Valuable fencing and timber destroyed

November 9

MurwiIIumbah, 58..

Fires all over the district

November 12

Bellringer River, 58

North Coast experiencing one of the worst droughts in history.
ravaging the country

November 16

Glen Innis, 56

Bush fires have swept the country to the east of the town on a 30-mile fror
Great damage to grass and fencing

December 5

Dubbo, 65

Serious bush fires passing over the district. Enormous damage to hous,
haystacks, crops. Two men burned to death
Great quantities of wheat in bags burnt and standing crops suffered

Parkes, 65
Narromine, 50
Forbes, 65
Peak Hill, 50
Bogan Gate, 50, 65
Trundle, 50
December 5--7 ..

Great damage to sheep
Three men burned to
Worst fires known in
damage
Great damage to wheat

Farmers burnt out.

A number of dwellii

Loss of stock will be enorm<

Bush fii

and standing crops. Damage estimated at £100,01
death. :\Iany persons injured
the district. Wind reached cyclonic force. Grea
crops and dwellings.

Most settlers lost everything

Heavy losses to settlers. Hundreds of miles of fencing destroyed and thousa1
of tons of hay
Fires and northerly gale. Fifty thousand bags of wheat and thousands ,
acres of standing wheat destroyed

Parkes, 65

"\Vorst fires ever known. Houses, crops, and sheep destroyed.
his life. Damage estimated at £100,000

Trundle, 50 near 65

Disastrous fire travelled thirty miles. In a short space of time thirty farmei
were burnt out. They lost standing crops, bagged wheat, haystack
buildings, fencing, and machinery. 50,000 acres swept. Damag3 estimate
at £350,000.

Newcastle, 61

Fierce bush fires raging in the district.
smoke

:~fany collapsed from effects

.1::,,tt,

)~.
.lj.J

.

'-'=,....,'\
29-4

• For Index, see end of this Section (page 128).

One man lo:
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NEW SouTH WALES-continued.
PARTICULARS

OF TEMPERATURE,

RELATIVE HUMIDITY,

RAINFALL,

ETC.,

1

I

:\faximum Temperature in Preceding Week.
·
Xotes on Rainfall, &c.

· Date.

1

OBSERVER'S REMARKS--continu ed.

AND

1

Relative Humidity, 3 p.m.

Wind.

---1---- -------- -------- -------- ---;---- -------1 -------- --,d

.•

i

4.2.26

4.2.26

10.2.26

15.2.26

18.2.26

13.10.26

96·8°

96°

102°

99° 93° 100° 94·5°
-1- 2
-3- --4Rainfall : 1 point since December ; 36 points December ;
199 points November

10

%

29 30 31

3

9
4

98°

26
30

15

18

16

2

3

T

21

24

s.w.

5

8,9

105°

99° 94° 100° 94°
-1- T
-3- 4
Rainfall: No rain since 4th-8th January (57 points); 2
points December; 64 points November; 70 points October

30 31

94·5° 90° 101° 106° 102·5° 76° 80°
-4- 5
-6- -7- --8- 9
To
Rainfall : 1 point since 31st December (35 points), and 18th2Ist Xovember (199 points)

4 8

100° 108·5° 104·5° 82°-93°
98°
-7- - 8 - - 9 - 10-13
14, 15
Rainfall: No rain since first week in January.
February, 1926)

7f

9

10 31
10

96°

26
17

87°

N. 6

13.10.26

94° 90°
11, 12 i3
Rainfall : Occasional light rains since early July; 26 points,
lst-5th October; 122 points September; 104 points
August; 197 points July

15.10.26

93° 92° 87° 83° 84°
11 I2 i3 I4 15
Unprecedented bush fires this month
Dense smoke haze, 14th-15th, also 19th-20th
Rainfall: Occasional light rains since early July; 32 points,
lst-6th October; 82 points September; 76 points August;
100 points July

15.10.26

90° 87°-89°
11 12-15
Smoke haze, 5th-15th
Rainfall: No rain, 28th September to 16th October;
points September; 97 points August; 20 points July

16 .11. 26

N. 4 N.W. 4
-8- --15-

N.E. 6 W. 6

12

Rainfall : Little rain since early July ; 11 points, 5th October ;
92 points September; 48 points August, 75 points July

/25-29.10.26

21

7 6 17

iT 12 13

apsey

30

IT 12 13, 15

5

(See 4th

99° 86° 103° 79°
15 16 17 is
Rainfall: 14 points since 20th January; 69 points January;
242 points December; 202 points November
98°

23

s.w.

3
-4-

83°

High west wind on 12th
caused great spread of
fire in the district

n,-

64

81·9° 93·4° otherwise under 80°
25 - 29
Rainfall : 120 points, 3rd-26th October; 106 points September; 187 points August

42

29

88 ° otherwise 81 °-87 °
9

Rainfall: No rain since 22nd October; 103 points October;
145 points September; 158 points August
9-12.ll.26

102° 89° 82° 80°
-9- To IT T2
Rainfall : 9 points since 18th October; 134 points October;
122 points September; 104 points August

5.12.26

101 ° 91 ° 86° 93° 101 °
29-30 1
2 3 4, 5
Rainfall : 42 points since October; 56 points October; 155
points September

5-7.12.26

90°

s-

94°-96°

103°

-1-3-

~

102° 102° 70°
5
-6- 7
Rainfall : 57 points, 2nd-6th December ; 8 points November ;
ll2 points October; 173 points September

17
5

13

4

25 27
3 29

-5-

22
5

N.W. 6
~

N. 6
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NEW SouTH WALES-continued.
OF TEMPERATURE,

RELATIVE HUlIIDITY,

RAINFALL, ETC., A.'<D

Maximum Temperature in Preceding Week.
Notes on Rainfall, &c.

OBSERVER'S REMARKS--<:ontinued.

I

R.llative Humidity, 3 p.m.

%

93° 94° 101 ° 96° 74° 81 °
_1_2_3-567
Rainfall: 14 points, 6th December; no rain November;
7 points October; 124 points September
95·5° 103·5° 97·5° 93° 100° 76° 77·5°
-3-- - 4 - --g- 9
10
~
Rainfall: 43 points since 18th November; 41 points November; 258 points October; l 7i points September

u

85°

93°

23

16

4

To

Wind,

N. 6
-4-

W. 5 S.W. 8 N. 4
- 5 - 1 ( ) 10
(9 a.m.) (3 p.m.)

101 ° 80°

891012

Rainfall: 29 points, 2nd--5th December; 25 points November; 143 points October; 189 points September (33 points
since 13th October)
100°

108°

98°

70°

----;r ----g- 6

75°

N. 6 S.W. 4
-5- --6-

s

7

Rainfall: No rain since 18th November; 12 points November; 137 points October; 134 points September
98°

101·5° 98° 75°-84° 96·2° 87° 77°-78°
-4- 5
~ - 9 - 10
11-13
Rainfall: 30 points,. 6th December; 57 points November;
211 points October; 175 points September

3

100°
5

97°

88°

96°

80°

78°

691()1112

15

73°

11
10

N. 5

W. 4-W.S.W. 5

if""''

6

N.W. 4
-10-3 4
10 5

Smoke haze, 11 th-13th
Rainfall: 29 points, 6th December; 32 points November;
78 points October; 106 points September
99° 65°

13

4 9

W. 4

6,7

W.N.W. 7
10

80°

4,567 8
"Big bush fires on 9th. Heavy damage"
Rainfall : 113 points, lst-6th December (67 points, 6th) ;
94 points November; 303 points, October; 229 points
September. (Gundagai: 47 points on 6th only)
76·5°

78·8°

95°

103°

9

10 7:"l 12

N.W. 4
_l_O_

Rainfall: 26 points since 18th November; 13 points November; 122 points October, 126 points September
96°

9

104°

89°

88°

N.W. 5
-10-

~10 11- 12

"Smoke from fires all day llth." Very dry previous two
months
Rainfall: 35 points, 2nd-6th December; 5 points November;
18 points October; 125 points September
95° 102° 87° 85°
-9- To 11 f2
Smoke haze, llth
Rainfall: 64 points, 2nd-7th December; 19 points Novem:
ber ; 56 points October; 155 points September. (Dandaloo :
20 points on 6th December; 17 points, 23rd November;
8 points October, only rain since September)
12.26

93° 92°

8

90°

78°-80°

·g- 10 11-13

Rainfall : 40 points, 6th December ; 52 points previous
eight weeks; 92 points October; 157 points September
12.26

94°

104° 96°

9- 10

u

89°

89°

12 I3

" Bush fires raging, 10th "
Rainfall: Little rain since mid-September; 48 points, 6th
December; 8 points November; 112 points October; 173
points September

6

lo

N.W. 4
-10Hot wind

S. 4
11, 12
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FOREWORD
by Frank Campbell

M

y introduction to bushfire management could hardly have been
less encouraging.

I was the DFO at Dwellingup in January 1961 when we were beset by
Western Australia's worst-ever bushfires. We did our best, but in the
end we were powerless against fires burning in heavy forest fuels under
blow-up conditions.
Luckily I was part of an organisation that did not fold under pressure,
but took on challenges with fierce determination. The WA Forests
Department responded to the 1961 bushfire disaster in two remarkable
ways: the first was to initiate the research, mainly by George Peet and
later Rick Sneeuwjagt, that gave us the understanding of the way forest
fires burn under different weather and fuel conditions. This in turn led
to the capacity to prescribe safe and efficient fuel reduction burns. The
:,;ccond was the development of aerial burning (which was achieved in
collaboration with the CSIRO). This provided us, for the first time, with
the means of putting an effective burning program on the ground right
across the south-west forests.
It was my privilege to support, and to some extent direct both of
dw:-;e innovations, firstly as the DFO at Dwellingup where the early
fire behaviour research was conducted, and later as the department's
1"ire Operations Officer, where I was responsible for enwring the aerial
burning program developed on professional lines, and was as safe,
efficient and effective as we could make it.
As this book documents, there were mistakes made along the early
part of the learning curve, but every time a mistake was made, a lesson
was learned. However, the significant thing to me was that this whole
new concept was taken from nothing to a fully operational program in
less than five years. As a result the Western Australian fire management
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of the international bushfire scene.

AUTHOR'S NOTE

I attribute the success to three things:
First, the burning program was underpinned by good science, which
was elaborated into burning guides that could be used by district staff
easily and with confidence.
Second, we already had bushfire-toughened and experienced field
officers who could plan and run aerial burns using the same skill-sets
developed over years of firefighting and hand burning.
Finally, there was total commitment to success throughout the
department, a spirit of collaboration, and exceptional support and
leadership from the top, especially from Conservators Alan Harris and
Bruce Beggs.
I congratulate Roger Underwood on producing this book. Whilst his
story is told in the form of a personal memoir rather than an academic
history, it still provides a record of what happened, and of the many
people who were involved, from senior departmental officers and
research scientists, down to Forest Rangers and bulldozer drivers. I
knew nearly all of them, and I can still hear their voices, their excitement
and sense of purpose.
They were good days.

As

a young forester working for the Western Australian Forests
.Li.Department in the 1960s and 1970s I had the good fortune to
participate in the first operational programs of aerial burning - the
lighting, under prescribed conditions, of controlled burns in forests
using incendiaries dropped from aircraft.
This revolutionary technique was developed in Western Australia
and later adopted by all Australian states and territories and by many
overseas countries. Although it has evolved from the early days of my
participation, the reduction of bushfire fuels by aerial burning remains
n routine aspect of bushfire management, indeed the only effective
method of minimising the damage caused by large, high-intensity forest
wildfires.
This is the story of how aerial burning began and of the people who
were involved.
But to tell this story, it is also necessary to tell another: that of
controlled burning 1 and its basic logic.
The logic is surprisingly simple: bushfires cannot be prevented, but
bushfire damage can be minimised. Moreover, bushfires arc rendered
t'nsicr and safer to control if the "preventative medicine" of reducing
bushfire fuels has been previously administered .
l\ushfircs start every summer in Australian eucalypt forests. Our
wead,cr, flammable vegetation and the certainty of ignition by lightning
kes or foolish or criminal people see to that. But bushfires need not
l'('nch an unstoppable intensity. If the tonnage of fuel on the forest floor
i:; reduced, the intensity of a bushfire will be reduced. And the easiest,
most economical, and ecologically-correct method by which bushfire
fuels can be reduced is by the application of fire itself, under mild
weather conditions.
'This concept was known for a long time before the advent of aerial
rning. For many thousands of years Aboriginal people deliberately
t

t •1 r
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for many reasons, but at least o ne of them was to pre-em pt mid-sum mer
conflag rations that would have trhirc~itencd their lives and destroy ed
their bushlan d food resources. Ea rly Europe an settlers, pastoralists and
bushm en followed their lead.

this history not throug h false pride, butto make itdc,nt hat I am writiing
11bm1t fore from pcrsonan experience.

On the other hand, early foresters did not. For many years after the
formati on of our first forest manage ment agency (the Wester n Austra lian
Forests Depart ment) in 1919, foresters saw fire as an enemy, nor a
potenti al friend. Their a1im was a forcstr mn which fire never occmre d. As
we shall sec, this policy change d, but not soon enough ro preven t the
ghastly bushfircs of 1961.
A Royal Commi ssion into the 1961 fires recomm ended that
the authori ties retlouble their dfolitS to provide improv ed bushfir e
safety in south-west forests, includi ng fuel reduction burning as a
preventative measur e. Many chaitengcs had to be overcome before this
recomm endatio n could be achieved. Numer ous problem s had to be
solved.
The biggest ch allenge was simply how to ~r the necessary amoun t of
burnin g done. The solutio n was, aeri.11 burnin g and its underp inning
bushfi re science.
Pfrcto fr, J.m Hof6.s

But this is more than a story ,11bo~t an evolutio n in technology
or a revolurion in bushfire science. I have also tried ro show the
value of leaders hip, and how a weDl-m,·u1agcd collabo ration between
administrators , research scienti::.'ts, bushfir e specialists, and district
forestry staff, .-111 with a commo n amm, bnmghr about signific ant and
rapid change . The develop ment of aerial burnin g in WA is an exampl e
of leadership and rcoHaborntive effort that stands a lone in the history of
Austra lian forestry.

I have been involved in bushfsre mairn1gcmcnt during my entire
forestry career. My first job after leaving school in 1958 was in a forestry
gang at Dwclli ngup in the jarrnh foucst, ,md I fought my first forest fire
on my second day at work 2• The fotlowi .ngsum men, I was a membe r of
forestry gangs .it Nnnnu p and then at Pcmlb!21rton. where I was caught up
in the 1961 fires. I later worked as a fo1rcstcr, Divisional Forest Officer3
and Region al Superi ntende m, ~md in a1lE of these positio ns, the most
import ant part of my job was impfcm emfog the departm ent's bushfir e

A low-hHensit:, foul udu~tim, '11ml in spring in the j1mr.1/i fomt. Flhm\1$ me kss rfu.01
,v
/111ff tl mecre m hrig/lt. the log,s ,rre 1101 ig1111ecl. mul e.ni rii< smnU r1'lnksra !TUHrre
not
K<>Tlili.!cl On th.e odi.zr hnrul. the f,nt> fuels tluu feed a wildfi-re; aT<t coruum«d.

rhe

snm;r tlhat follows is not intende d as a foirm~.I history. noir .~

.uenHfic or technic al paper, nor even a compre hem,ivc history br-rnging
ihfreodcir up, tto date with bushfi re manage ment in Wester n Au~umTiiiai.
I h~rc is some history , but mostly it is a record of my involvemcm ;~nd

ob~Nyn,tiotrLs of the first years of aerial burnin g amd my intcractim11sWlthithosc pionee ring foresters and fire scientists who were rcspon;;iilh[e
/', 1r
'-"'aS. ,ic.:hicved. I was not unique , my experie nces
were sfilaitre'(t~
c+i.t,
hy! tf~nens of my colleagues in the forcSts Depart ment during dhatt
lf'Jllllrknble d~cadc l965-75. Many of their memories ,lre rncludetti.
I n-tso touch ori the controversies that have surroun ded fuel rcdm:tt<Dtll
l111mln1g, bndudvng .rcrial burn ing, over the years. a11d which dog us- tr<Di
thlii:.diw.

whn,
~

•re
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anniversary of the world's first aerial prescribed burn, conducted near
the little timber and forestry town of Shannon River4 in November
1965. Many of the people who were associated with this triumph are
still alive, and have helped me with details and anecdotes.
I am particularly grateful to the help given me in this project from
bushfire specialists David Packham, George Peet, Gerard van Didden,
Rick Sneeuwjagt and Phil Cheney; from retired forester John Sclater
and former forestry colleagues too many to mention.
I thank the State Archives and the Department of Parks and Wildlife
for allowing access to archival files and photographs, and record my
special appreciation to librarian Lisa Wright, Records Manager Leanne
Thomas and fire management officer Anna MacDonald.
Louise Burch designed the covers.
Appendix 1 lists the files consulted during my research.
I thank my colleagues in the Bushfire Front of Western Australia who
encouraged and supported the project from the outset.

Roger Underwood
Palmyra, August 2015

Notes:
1.

The terminology as well as the tcclmolo 6,y has evolved over the years. Originally known as
"burning-oft", the planned use of fire then became "controlled burning". In the 1970s this
was changed to "prescribed burning", the aim being to promote the idea that a burn was
carried our under prescribed conditions. Tix!ay it is mostly called "fuel-reduction burning".
However, nor all prescribed burns are for the purpose of fuel reduction. Some arc done for
regeneration purposes, others for creation of special wildlife habitat. I generally use "fuel
reduction burning" to describe the work done to prepare the forest in the expectation of a
summer bushfire, thus reducing the risk of bushfire damage. In this book I have retained
the use of 'rnnrrollcd burning" when referring to the work in the 1960s.

2.

In a sign of the times, the fire was started by a steam locomotive, hauling a rake of logs to
the Banksiadale sawmill. The story is told in Underwood, Roger (2014): First Fire in Forest
Firefighten. Oliver Raymond and Roger Underwood (eels) York Gum Publishing, Perth,

In the Western Australian Forests Department, the officer in charge of a forest division
had the rank and title of 'Divisional Forest Officer' (DFO) and the officer in charge of a
region was called the Superintendent. Both were always professionally trainee! foresters.
The equivalent position to the DFO in the eastern states was the 'District Forester' In
WA the title of District Forester applied to the senior sub-professional officer, usually
d1e second in charge of a division. A 'division' was equivalent to the 'district' of eastern
states forest services. Divisions were named after the major town in the area where the
Divisional HQ was located. Today the WA divisions (those that survive) are called districts,
while the prosaic titles District Manager and Regional Manager have replaced DFO and
Superintendent.
The town of Shannon River came into being after construction of a State Building
Supplies sawmill at the site began in 1947. Simultaneously the Forests Department set up a
Divisional headquarters and settlement. The mill closed in the early 1970s and the forestry
personnel were transferred to Walpole. Today the area is a national park and the former
townsite is a camping and picnic area.
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Langmuir's talk on Pathological Science (December 18, 1953)
Background
A recent book, Voodoo Science by Robert Parks (Oxford, 2000) led us to the realization
that the most seminal exposition on the topic, a talk on Pathological Science by Irving
Langmuir is not available on the web and we set out to rectify this omission.
Irving Langmuir (1881-1957) was born in Brooklyn, NY. After studies in Physical
Chemistry he spent most of his career in the research laboratories of General Electric. He
won the Nobel prize for Chemistry in 1932. He gave his famous talk at the GE research
labs four years before his death. The text displayed in this site was obtained from a
transcription of the talk made by R.N.Hall and distributed by General Electric Laboratories
as report No. 68-C-035 in April 1968. The printed report was scanned at 300dpi with an
HP flatbed scanner and the resulting images we.re processed by the Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) software CuneiForm99. The results were edited in order to correct the
few OCR errors, restore fonnatting information (such as underlines) that is lost during
OCR, and conversion to a format appropriate for web display. No changes other than
formatting have been made intentionally. A few comments that were added are marked in
green. The notation (p.N) means that this is the place of the text where the N th page of the
original report ends.
Theo Pavlidis

and Ken Steiglitz

June 2002

PATHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
LLangmuir
(Colloquium at The Knolls Research Laboratory, December 18, I953)
Transcribed and edited by R. N. Hall

PREFACE (by R.N. Hall)
On December 18, 1953, Dr. Irving Langmuir gave a colloquium at the Research
Laboratory that will long be remembered by those in his audience. The talk was concerned
with what Langmuir called "the science of things that aren1t so," and in it he gave a co lot'ful
account of several examples of a particular kind of pitfall into which scientists may
sometimes stumble.
Langmuir never published his investigations into the subject of Pathological Science. A
tape recording was made of his speech, but this has been lost or erased. Recently, however,
a microgroove disk transcription that was made from this tape was found among the
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Langmuir papers in the Library of Congress, This disk recording is of poor quality, but
most of what he said can be understood with a little practice, and it constitutes the text of
this report.
A small amount of editing was felt to be desirable. Some abortive or repetitious sentences
were eliminated. Figures from corresponding publications were used to represent his
blackboard sketches, and some references were added for the benefit of anyone wishing to
undertake a further investigation of this subject. The disk recording has been transcribed
back onto tape, and a copy is on file in the Whitney Library.
Gratitude is hereby expressed to the staff of the Manuscript Division of the Library of
Congress for their cooperation in lending us the disk recording so we could obtain the best
possible copy of the Langmuir speech, and for providing access to other related Langmuir
papers.
COLLOQUIUM ON PATHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
by Irving Langmuir
This is recorded by Irving Langmuir on March 8, 1954. It is transcribed from a tape
recording, section number three, of the lecture on "Pathological Science" that I gave on
December 18, 1953.
Contents

Qovls-Porues EffMt

~

Mll0 genottc Boys
ChomS:191'18tlS: Symptoms of Ppthologlco) Scloncc <Readers unfamilia r with physics may wish to start
here.)

AIUs0u Effect

Extrasensory Porccptl0u

EIYIDll Soucecs

Qncsclau Period

EpllAGl!C(by R.N. Hall)
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Davis-Barnes Effect
The thing started in this way. On April the 23rd 1929, Professor Bergen Davis from
Columbia University came up and gave a colloquium in this Laboratory, in the old
building, and it was very interesting. He told Dr. Whitney, and myself, and a few others
something about what he was going to talk about beforehand and he was very enthusiastic
about it and he got us interested in it, and well, I'll show you right on this diagram what
kind of thing happened (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Diagram of first experimental tube. S, radio-active source; W, thin glass window; F,
filament; G, grid; R, lead to silvered surface; A, second anode; M, magnetic field; C,
copper seals; Y, and Z, zinc su lfide screens.
He produced a beam of alpha rays from polonium in a vacuum tube. He had a parabolic hot
cathode electron emitter with a hole in the middle, and the alpha rays came through it and
could be counted by scintillations on a zinc sulfide screen with a microscope over here (Y
and Z). The electrons were focused on this plate, so that for a distance there was (p. I) a
stream of electrons moving along with the alpha particles. Now you could accelerate the
electrons and get them up to the velocity of the alpha particles. To get an electron to move
with that velocity takes about 590 volts; so if you put 590 volts here, accelerating the
electrons, the electrons would travel along with the alpha particles and the idea of the
experiment was that if they moved along together at the same velocity they might
recombine so that the alpha particle would lose one of its charges, would pick up an
electron, so that instead of being a helium atom with two positive charges it would only
have one charge. Well, if an alpha particle with a double charge had one electron, it's like
the Bohr theory of the hydrogen atom, and you know its energy levels. It's just like a
hydrogen atom, with a Balmer series, and you can calculate the energy necessary to knock
off this electron and so on.
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Well, what they found, Davis and Barnes, was that if this velocity was made to be the same
as that of the alpha particle there was a loss in the number of deflected particles. If there
were no electrons, for example, and no magnetic field, all the alpha particles would be
collected over here (Y) and they had something of the order of 50 per minute which they
counted over here. Now if you put on a magnetic field you could deflect the alpha particles
so they go down here (Z). But if they picked up an electron then they would only have half
the charge and therefore they would only be deflected half as much and they would not
strike the screen.
Now the results that they got, or said they got at that time, were very extraordinary. They
found that not only did these electrons combine with the alpha particles when the electron
velocity was 590 volts, but also at a series of discrete differences of voltage. When the
velocity of the electrons was less or more than that velocity by perfectly discrete amounts,
then they could also combine. All the results seemed to show that about 80' of them
combined. In other words, there was about an 80' change in the current when the conditions
were right. Then they found that the velocity differences had to be exactly the velocities
that you can calculate from the Bohr theory. In other words, if the electron coming along
here happened to be going with a velocity equal to the velocity that it would have if it was
in a Bohr orbit, then it will be captured.
Of course, that makes a difficulty right away be-cause in the Bohr theory when there is an
electron coming in from infinity it has to give up half its energy to settle into the Bohr
orbit. Since it must con-serve energy, it has to radiate out, and it radiates out an amount
equal to the energy that it has left in the orbit So, if the electron comes in with an amount
of energy equal to the amount you are going to end up with, then you have to radiate an
amount of energy equal to twice that, which nobody had any evidence for. So there was a
little difficulty which never was quite resolved although there were two or three people
including some in Germany who worked up theories to account for how that might be.
Sommerfeld, for example, in Germany. He worked up a theory to account for how the
electron could be captured if it had a velocity equal to what it was going to have after it
settled down into the orbit.
Well, there were these discrete peaks, each one corresponding to one of the energy levels
in the Bohr theory of the helium atom, and nothing else. Those were the only things they
recorded. So you had these discrete peaks. Well, how wide were they? Well, they were~
hundredth of a volt wide. In other words, you had to have 590 volts. That would give you
equal velocities but there were other peaks, and I think the next velocity would be about
325.1 volts. If you had that voltage, then you got beautiful capture. If you didn't, if you
changed it by one hundredth of a volt--nothing. It would go right from 80% down to
nothing. It was sharp. They were only able to measure to a hundredth of a volt so it was an
all-or-none effect. Well, besides this peak at this point, there were ten or twelve different
lines in the Balmer series, all of which could be detected, and all of which had an 80%
efficiency. (See Fig. 2.) They almost completely captured all the electrons when you got
exactly on the peak.
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Fig. 2 Electron capture as a function of accelerating voltage. [Copy from Barnes. Phys.
Rev., .3..5., 217 (1930).]
Well, in the discussion, we questioned how, experimentally, you could examine the whole
spectrum; because each count, you see, takes a long time, There was a long series of alpha
particle counts, that took two minutes at a time, and you had to do it ten or fifteen times
and you had to adjust the voltage to a hundredth of a volt. If you have to go through steps
of a hundredth of a volt each and to cover all the range from 330 up to 900 volts, you'd
have quite a job. (Laughter) Well, they said that they didn't do it quite that way. They had
found by some preliminary work that they did check with the Bohr orbit velocities so they
knew where to look for them. They found them sometimee not exactly where they
expected them but they explored around in that neighborhood and the re-suit was that they
got them with extraordinary precision. So high, in fact, that they were sure they'd be able to
check the Rydberg constant more accurately (p.2) than it can be done by studying the
hydrogen spectrum, which is something like one in I 0 8 At any rate, they had no inhibitions
at a ll as to the accuracy which could be obtained by this method especially since they were
measuring these voltages w ithin a hundredth of a volt.
Anybody who looks at the setup would be a little doubtful about whether the electrons had
velocities that were fixed and definite within 1/100 of a volt because this is not exactly a
homogeneous field. The distance was only about 5 mm in which they were moving along
together.
Well, in his talk, a few other things came out that were very interesting. One was that the
percent-age of capture was always around 80%. The curves would cotne along like this as a
function of voltage (Fig, 2). The curve would come along at about 80% and there would be
a sharp peak up here and another sharp peak here and, well, all the peaks were about the
same height.
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Well, we asked, how did this depend upon current density? "That's very interesting," he
said, "It doesn't depend at all upon current density."
We asked, "How much could you change the temperature of the cathode here?"
"Well," he said, "that's the queer thing about it. You can change it all the way down to
room temperature." (Laughter)
"Well," I said; "then you wouldn't have any electrons.'
"Oh, yes," he said, "if you check the Richardson equation and calculate, you'll find that you
get electrons even at room temperature and those are the one8 that are captured. "
'Well," I said, "there wouldn't be enough to combine with all the alpha particles and,
besides that, the alpha particles are only there for a short time as they pass through and the
electrons are a long way apart at such low current densities, at 1o-20 amperes or so."
( Laughter)
He said, "That seemed like quite a great difficulty. But," he said, 'you see it isn't so bad because we now know that the electrons are waves. So the electron doesn't have to be there at
all in order to combine with something. Only the waves have to be there and they can be of
low intensity and the quantum theory causes all the electrons to pile in at just the right
place where they are needed." So he saw no difficulty. And so it went.
Well, Dr. Whitney likes the experimental method, and these were experiments, very
careful ex.periments, described in great detail, and the results seemed to be very interesting
from a theoretical point of view. So Dr. Whitney suggested that he would like to see these
experiments repeated with a geiger counter instead of counting scintillations, and C . W.
Hewlett, who was here working on geiger counters, had a setup and it was proposed that
we would give him one of these, maybe at a cost of several thousand dollars or so for the
whole equipment, so that he could get better data. But I was a little more cautious. I said to
Dr. Whitney that before we actually give it to him and just turn it over to him. it would be
well to go down and take a look at these experiments and see what they really mean. Well,
Hewlett was very much interested and I was interested so only about two days later, after
this colloquium, we went down to New York. We went to Davis's Laboratory at Columbia
University, end we found that they were very glad to see us, very proud to show us all their
results, so we started in early in the morning.
We sat in the dark room for half an hour to get our eyes adapted to the darkness so that we
could count scintillations. I said, first I would like to see these scintillations with the field
on and with the field off. So I looked in and I counted about 50 or 60. Hewlett counted 70,
and I counted somewhat lower. On the other hand, we both agreed substantially. What we
found was this. These scintillations were quite bright with your eyes adapted, and there
was no trouble at all about counting them, when these a lpha particles struck the screen.
They came along at a rate of about I per second. When you put on a magnetic field and
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deflected them out, the count came down to about 17, which was a pretty high percentage,
about 25% background. Barnes was sitting with us, and he said that's probably radioactive
contamination of the screen. Then, Barnes counted and he got 230 on the first count and
about 200 on the next, and when he put on the field it went down to about 25 , Well,
Hewlett and I didn't know what that meant but we couldn't see 230. Later, we understood
the reason.
I had seen, and we discussed a little at that point, that the eyepiece was such that as you
looked through, you got some flashes of light which I took to be flashes that were just
outside the field of view that would give a diffuse glow that would be perceptible. And
you could count them as events. They clearly were not particles that struck the screen
where you saw it, but nevertheless, they seemed to give a dif-fuse glow and they came at
discrete intervals and you could count those if you wanted. Well, Hewlett counted those
too and I didn't. That accounted for some difference. Well, we didn't bother to check into
this, and we went on.
Well, I don't want to spend too much time on this experiment. I have a 22-page letter that I
wrote about these things and I have a lot o! notes. The gist of it was this. There was a long
table at which Barnes was sitting, and he had another table over here where he had an
assistant of his named Hull who sat here looking at a big scale voltmeter, or potentiometer
really, but it had a scale that went from one to a thousand volts and on that scale that went
from one to a thousand, he read hundredths of a volt. (Laughter) He thought he might be
able to do a little better than (p.3) that. At any rate, you could interpolate and put down
figures, you know. Now the room was dark except for a little light here on which you could
read the scale on that meter. And it was dark except for the dial of a clock and he counted
scintillations for two minutes.
He said he always counted for two minutes. Actually, I had a stop watch and I checked him
up. They sometimes were as low as one minute and ten seconds and sometimes one minute
and fifty-five seconds but he counted them all as two minutes, and yet the results were of
high accuracy!
Well, we made various suggestions. One was to turn off the voltage entirely. Well, then
Barnes got some low values around 20 or 30, or sometimes as high as 50. Then to get the
conditions on a peak he adjusted the voltage to two hundred and--, well some of those
readings are interesting; 325.01. That's the figure I put down, and there he got only a
reading of 52, whereas before when he was on the peak, he got about . He didn't like that
very much 80 he tried changing this to .02; a change of one hundredth of a volt. And there
he got 48. Then he went jn between. (Laughter) They fell off, you see, so he tried 325.015
and then he got 107. So that was a peak.
Well, a little later, I whispered to Hull who was over here adjusting the voltage, holding it
constant, I suggested to him to make it one tenth of a volt different. Barnes didn't know this
and he got 96. Well, when I suggested this change to Hull, you could see immediately that
he was amazed. He said, "Why, that's too big a change. That will put it way off the peak."
That was almost one tenth of a volt, you see, Later I suggested taking a whole volt.
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(Laughter)
Then we had lunch. We sat for half an hour in the dark room so as not to spoil our eyes and
then we had some readings at zero volts and then we went back to 325.03. We changed by
one hundredth of a volt and there he got 110. And now he got two or three readings at 110.
And then I played a dirty trick. r wrote out on a card of paper 10 different sequences of V
and 0. I meant to put on a certain voltage and then take it off again. Later I realized that that
wasn't quite right because when Hull took off the voltage, he sat back in his chair--there
was nothing to regulate at zero, so he didn't. Well, of course, Barnes saw him whenever he
sat back in his chair. Although, the light wasn't very bright, he could see whether he was
sitting back in his chair or not so he knew the voltage wasn't on and the result was that he
got a corresponding result. So later I whispered, "Don't let him know that you're not
reading," and I asked him to change the voltage from 325 down to 320 so he'd have
something to regulate and I said, "Regulate it just as carefully as if you were sitting on a
peak." So he played the part from that time on, and from that time on Barnes' readings had
nothing whatever to do with the voltages that were applied. Whether the voltage was at one
value or another didn't make the slightest difference. After that he took twelve readings, of
which about half of them were right and the other half were wrong, which was about what
you would expect out of two sets of values.
I said, "You're through. You're not measuring anything at all. You never~ measured
anything at all. "
"Well," he said, "the tube was gassy. (Laughter) The temperature has changed and
therefore the nickel plates must have deformed themselves so that the electrodes are no
longer lined up properly."
"Well," I said, "isn't this the tube in which Davis said he got the same results when the
filament was turned off completely?"
"Oh, yes," he said, "but we always made blanks to check ourselves, w ith and without the
voltage on."
He immediately--without giving any thought to it--he immediately had an excuse. He had a
reason for not paying any attention to any wrong results. It just was bui It into him. He just
had worked that way all along and always would. There is no question but what he is
honest; he believed these things, absolutely.
Hewlett stayed there and continued to work with him for quite a while and I went in and
talked it over with Davis and he was simply dumbfounded. He couldn't believe a word of
it. He said, "It absolutely can't be," he said. "Look at the way we fu.wld those peaks before
we knew anything about the Bohr theory. We took those values and calculated them up and
they checked exactly. Later on, after we got confirmation, in order to save time, to see
whether the peaks were there we would calculate ahead of time." He was so sure from the
whole history of the thing that it was utterly impossible that there never had been any
8
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measurements at all that he just wouldn't believe it.
Well, he had just read a paper before the Research Laboratory at Schenectady, and he was
going to read the paper the following Saturday before the National Academy of Sciences;
which he did, end gave the whole paper. And he wrote me that he was going to do so on
the 24th. I wrote to him on the day after I got back. Our letters crossed in the mails and he
said that he had been thinking over the various things that I had told him, and his
confidence wasn't shaken, so he went ahead and presented the paper before the National
Academy of Sciences.
Then I wrote him a 22-page letter giving all our data and showing really that the whole
approach to the thing was wrong; that he was counting hallucinations, which I find is
common among people who work with scintillations if they count for too long. Barnes
counted for six hours a day and it never fatigued him. Of course it didn't fatigue him,
because it was all made up out of his head. (Laughter) He (p.4) told us that you mustn't
count the bright particles. He had a beautiful reason for why you mustn't pay any attention
to the bright flashes. When Hewlett tried to check his data he said, "Why, you must be
counting those bright flashes. Those things are only due to radioactive contamination or
something else. " He had a reason for rejecting the very essence of the thing that was
important. So I wrote all this down in this letter and I got no response, no encouragement.
For a long time Davis wouldn't have anything to do with it. He went to Europe for a six
months leave of absence, came back later, and I took up the matter with him again.< 1)
In the meantime, I sent a copy of the letter that I had written to Davis to Bohr asking him to
hold it confidential but to pass it on to various people who would be trying to repeat these
experiments. To Professor Sommerfeld and other people and it headed off a lot of
experimental work that would have gone on. And from that time on, nobody ever made
another experiment except one man in England who didn't know about the letter that I had
written to Bohr.<2) And he was not able to confirm any of it. Well, a year and a half later, in
1931 , there was just a short little article in the Physical Review in which they say that they
haven't been able to reproduce the effect.<3) "The results reported in the earlier paper
depended upon observations made by counting scintillations visually. The scintillations
produced by alpha particles on a zinc sulfide screen are a threshold phenomenon. It is
possible that the number of counts may be influenced by external suggestion or autosuggestion to the observer," and later in that paper they said that they had not been able to
check any of the older data. And they didn't even say that the tube was gassy. (Laughter)
To me, the thing is extremely interesting, that men, perfectly honest, enthusiastic over their
work, can so completely fool themselves. Now what was it about that work that made it so
easy for them to do that? Well, I began thinking of other things. I had seen KW. Wood and
told him about this phenomenon because he's a good experimenter and doesn't make such
mistakes himself very often, if at all. And he told me about the N-rays that he had an
experience with back in 1904. So I looked up the data on the N-rays.<4, S)
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N-rays
In 1903, Blond lot, who was a well-thought-of French scientist, member of the Academy of
Sciences, was experimenting with x-rays as almost everybody was in those days, The
effect that he observed was something of this sort. I won't give the whole of it, I'll just give
a few outstanding points. He found that if you have a hot wire, a platinum wire, or a
Nerns't filament or anything that's heated very hot inside an iron tube and you have a
window cut in it and you have a piece of aluminum about 1/8 of an inch thick on it, that
some rays come out through that aluminum window. Oh, it can be as much as two or three
inches thick and go through aluminum, these rays can, but not through iron. The rays that
come out of this little window fall on a faintly illuminated object, so that you can just
barely see it. You must sit in a dark room for a long time and he used a calcium sulfide
screen which can be illuminated with light and gave out a very faint glow which could be
seen in a dark room. Or he used a source of light from a lamp shining through a pinhole
and maybe through another pinhole so as to get a faint light on a white surface that was just
barely visible.
Now he found that if you turn this h1mp on so that these rays that come out of this little
aluminum slit would fall on this piece of paper that you are looking at, you could see it
much better. Oh, JIB!cll better, and therefore you could tell whether the rays would go
through or not. He said later that a great deal of skill is needed. He said you m ustn't ever
look at the source. You don't look directly at it. He si:iid that would tire your eyes. Look
away from it, and he said pretty soon you'll see it, or you don't see it, depending on
whether the N-rays are shining on this piece of paper. In that way, you can detect whether
or not the N-rays are acting.
Well, he found that N-rays could be stored up in things. For example, you could take a
brick. He found that N-rays would go through black paper and would go through
aluminum. So he took some black paper and wrapped a brick up in it and put it out in the
street and let the sun shine through the black paper into the brick and then he found that the
brick would store N-rays and give off the N-rays even with the black paper on it. He wou ld
bring it into the laboratory and you then hold that near the piece of paper that you're
looking at, faintly illuminated, and you can see it much more accurately. Much better, if
the N-rays are there, but not if it's too far away. Then, he would have very faint strips of
phosphorescent paint and would let a beam ofN-rays from two slits come over and he
would find exactly where this thing intensified its beam.
Well, you'd think he'd make such experiments as this. To see if with ten bricks you got a
stronger effect than you did with one. No, not at all. He didn't get any stronger effect. It
didn't do any good to increase the intensity of the light. You had to depend upon whether
you could see it or whether you col1ldn't see it. And there, the N~rays were very important.
Now, a little later, he found that many kinds of things gave offN- rays. A human being
gave off N-rays, for example. If someone e lse came into the room, then you probably could
see it. He also found that if someone made a loud noise that would spoil the effect. You
had to be silent. Heat, however, increased the effect, radiant heat. Yet that wasn't N-rays
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itself. N-rays were not heat because heat wouldn't go through aluminum. Now he found a
very interesting thing about it was that if you take the brick that's giving offN-rays and
hold it close to your head it goes (p.5) through your skull and it allows you to see the paper
better. Or you can hold the brick near the paper, that's all right too.
Now he found that there were some other things that were like negative N-rays. He called
them N'-rays. The effect of the N'-rays is to decrease the visibility of a faintly illuminated
slit. That works too, but only if the angle of incidence is right. If you look at it tangentially
you find that the thing in-creases the intensity when you look at it from this point of view.
It decreases if you look at it normally and it increases if you look at it tangentially . All of
which is very interesting. And he published many papers on it. One right after the other
and other people did too, confirming Blondlot's results. And there were lots of papers
published and at one time about half of them that were confirming' the results of Blond lot
You see, N-rays ought to be important because x-rays were known to be important and
alpha rays were, and N-rays were somewhere in between so N-rays must be very
important. (Laughter)
Well, R. W. Wood heard about these experiments--everybody did more or less. So R. W.
Wood went over there and at that time Blondlot had a prism, quite a large prism of
aluminum, with a 60° angle and he had a Nemst filament with a little slit about 2 mm
wide. There were two slits, 2 mm wide each. This beam fell on the prism and was refracted
and he measured the refractive index to three significant figures. He found that it wasn't
monochromatic, that there were several different components to the N-rays and he found
different refractive indices for each of these components. He could measure three or four
different refractive indices each to two or three significant figures, and he was repeating
some of these and showing how accurately they were repeatable, showing it to R. W.
Wood in this dark room.
Well, after this had gone on for quite a while, and Wood found that he was checking these
results very accurately, measuring the position of the little piece of paper with in a tenth of
a millimeter although the slits were 2 mm wide, and Wood asked him about t_hat. He said,
"How? How could you, from just the optics of the thing, with slits two millimeters wide,
how do you get a beam so fine that you can detect its position with in a tenth of a
millimeter?"
Blondlot said, "That's one of the fascinating things about the N-rays. They dort1t follow the
ordinary laws of science that you ordinarily think of. ' 1 He said, "You have to consider these
things all by themselves. They are very interesting, but you have to discover the laws that
govern them."
Well, in the meantime, the room being very dark, Wood asked him to repeat some of these
measurements which he was only too glad to do. But in the meantime, R. W. Wood put the
prism in his pocket and the results checked perfectly with what he had before. (Laughter)
Well, Wood rather cruelly published that.<6, 7) And that was the end of Blond lot.
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Nobody accounts for by what methods he could reproduce those results to a tenth of a
millimeter. Wood said that he seemed to be able to do it but no-body understands that.
Nobody understands lots of things. But some of the Gennans came out later--Pringsheim
was one of them--came out with an extremely interesting story. They had tried to repeat
some of Blondlot's experiments and had found this. One of the experiments was to have a
very faint source of light on a screen of paper and to make sure that you are seeing the
screen of paper you hold your hand up like this and move it back and forth. And if you can
see your hand move back and forth then you know it ie illuminated. One of the
experiments that Blondlot made was that the experiment was made much better if you had
some N-rays falling on the piece of paper. Pringeheim was repeating these in Germany and
he found that if you didn't know where the paper was, whether it was here or here (in front
or behind your hand), it worked just as well. That is, you could see your hand just as well
if you held it back of the paper as if you held it in front of it. Which is the natural thing,
because this is a threshold phenomenon. And a threshold phenomenon means that you don't
know, you really don't know, whether you are seeing it or not. But if you have your hand
there, well, of course, you see your hand because you ~ your hand's there, and that's
just enough to win you over to where you know that you see it. But you know it just as
well if the paper happens to be in front of your hand instead of in back of your hand,
because you don't know where the paper is but you dQ know where your hand is.
(Laughter)
Mitogenetic Rays
Well, let's go on. About 1923, there was a whole series of papers by Gurwitech and others.
There were hundreds of them published on mitogenetic rays.< 8) There are still a few of
them being published. I don't know how many of you have ever heard of mitogenetic rays.
They are rays that are given off by growing plants, living things, and they were proved,
according to Gurwitsch, that they were something that would go through quartz but not
through glass. They seemed to be some sort of ultraviolet light.
The way they studied these was this. You had some onion roots- -onions growing in the
dark or in the light and the roots will grow straight down. Now if you had another onion
root nearby, and this onion root was growing down through a tube or something, going
straight down, and another onion root came nearby, this would develop so that there were
more cells on one side than the other. One of the tests they had made at first was that this
root would bend away. And as it grew this would change in direction which was evidence
that something had traveled from one onion root to the other. And if you had a piece of
quartz in between it would do it, but if you put glass in between it wouldn't. So this
radiation would not go through glass but it would go through quartz.
Well, it started in that way. (p.6) Then everything gave off mitogenetic rays, anything that
remotely had anything to do with living things. And then they started to use photoelectric
cells to check it and whatever they did they practically always found that if you got the
conditions just right, you could jys1 detect it and prove it. But if you looked over those
photographic plates that showed this ultraviolet light you found that the amount of light
was not much bigger than the natural particles of the photographic plate so that people
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could have different opinions as to whether it did or didn't show this effect and the result
was that less than half of the people who tried to repeat these experiments got any
confirmation of it; and so it went. Well, I'll go on before I get too far along.

Characteristic Symptoms of Pathological Science
The characteristics of this Davis-Barnes experiment and the N-rays and the mitogenetic
rays, they have things in common. These are cases where there is no dishonesty involved
but where people are tricked into false results by a lack of understanding about what
human beings can do to themselves in the way of being led astray by subjective effects,
wishful thinking or threshold interactions. These are examples of pathological science.
These are things that attracted a great deal of attention. Usually hundreds of papers have
been published upon them. Sometimes they have lasted for fifteen or twenty years and then
they gradually die away.
Now, the characteristic rules are these (see Table I}
TABLE I

Symptoms of Patholoiical Science;
I. The maximum effect that is observed is produced by a causative agent of barely
detectable intensity, and the magnitude of the effect is substantially independent of
the intensity of the cause.
2. The effect is of a magnitude that remains close to the limit of detectability; or,
many measurements are necessary because of the very low statistical significance
of the results.
3. Claims of great accuracy.
4. Fantastic theories contrary to experience.
5. Criticisms are met b y ~ excuses thought up on the spur of the moment.
6. Ratio of supporters to critics rises up to somewhere near 50% and then falls
gradually to oblivion.
The maximum effect that is observed is produced by a causative agent of barelv detectable
intensity. For example, you might think that if one onion root would affect a11other due to
ultraviolet light, you'd think that by putting on an ultraviolet source of light you could get
it to work better. Oh no! OH NO! It had to be just the amount of intensity that's given off
by an onion root. Ten onion roots wouldn't do any better than one and it doesn't make any
difference about the distance of the source. It doesn't follow arty in-verse square law or
anything as simple as thati and so on. In other words, the effect is independent of the
intensity of the cause. That was true in the mitogenetic rays, and it was true in the N-rays.
Ten bricks didn't have any more effect than one. It had to be of low intensity. We know
why it had to be of low intensity: so that you could fool yourself so easily. Otherwise, it
wouldn't work. Davis-Barnes worked just as well when the filament was turned off. They
counted scintillations.
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Another characteristic thing about them all is that, these observations are near the threshold
of visibility of the eyes. Any other sense, I suppose, would work as well. Or many
measurements are necessacy, many measurements because of yecy low statistical
si~nificance of the results. In the mitogenetic rays particularly it started out by seeing
something that was bent. Later on, they would take a hundred onion roots and expose them
to something and they would get the average position of all of them to see whether the
average had been affected a little bit by an appreciable amount. Or statistical mea8urements of a very small effect which by taking large numbers were thought to be
significant. Now the trouble with that is this, There is a habit with most people, that when
measurements of low signifcance are taken they find means of rejecting data. They are
right at the threshold value and there are many reasons why you can discard data. Davis
and Barnes were doing that right along. If things were doubtful at all why they would
discard them or not discard them depending on whether or not they fit the theory. They
didn't know that, but that's the way it worked out.
There are claims of ~reat accuracy. Barnes was going to get the Rydberg constant more
accurately than the spectroscopists could. Great sensitivity or great specificity, we'll come
across that particularly in the Allison effect.
Fantastic theories contracy to experience. In the Bohr theory, the whole idea of an electron
being captured by an alpha particle when the alpha particles aren't there j ust because the
waves are there doesn't make a very sensible theory.
Criticisms are met by ad hoe excuses thou~ht up on the spur of the moment. They always
had an answer--always.
The ratio of the supporters to the critics rises up somewhere near 50% and then falls
2radually to oblivion. The critics can't reproduce the effects. Only the supporters could do
that. In the end, nothing was salvaged. Why should there be? There isn't anything there.
There never was. That's (p.7) characteristic of the effect. Well, I'll go quickly on to some
of the other things.
Allison Effect

The Allison effect is one of the most extraordinary of aJJ.(9) It started in 1927. There were
hundreds of papers published in the American Physical Society, the Physical Review, the
Journal of the American Chemical Society--hundreds of papers. Why, they discovered five
or six different elements that were listed in the Discoveries of the Year. There were new
elements discovered--Alabamine, Yirginium, a whole series of elements and isotopes were
discovered by Allison.
The effect was very simple. There is the Faraday effect by which a beam of polarized light
passing through a liquid which is in a magnetic field is rotated--the plane of polarization is
rotated by a longitudinal magnetic field. Now that idea has been known for a long time and
it has a great deal of importance in connection with light shutters. At any rate, you can let
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light through or not depending upon the magnetic field. Now the experiment of Allison's
was this (Fig. 3). They had a glass cell and a coil of wire around it (B 1, B2) and you have
wires coming up here, a Lecher system. Here you have a spark gap, so a flash of light
comes through here and goes through a Nicol prism over here and another one over here,
and you adjust this one with a liquid like water or carbon disulfide or something like that in
the cell so that there was a steady light over here. If you have a beam of light and you
polarize it and then you turn on a magnetic field, why you see that you could rotate the
plane of polarization. There will be an increase in the brightness of the light when you put
a magnetic field on here. Now they wanted to find the time delay, how long it takes. So
they had a spark and the same field that produced the spark induced a current through the
coil, and by sliding this wire along the trolley of the Lecher system, they could cause a
compensating delay. The sensivity of this thing was so great that they could detect
differences of about 3 x I o- 10 seconds. By looking in here they could see these flashes of
light, _the light from the sparks, and they tried to decide as they changed the position of this
trolley whether it got brighter or dimmer and they set it for a minimum, and measured the
position of the trolley. They put in here--in this glass tube--they put a water solution and
added some salt to it. And they found that the time lag was changed, so that they got a
change in the time lag depending upon the presence of salts.
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Fig. 3 Diagram of apparatus and connections. [Copy from F. Allison, Phys. Rev., .1Q, 66
(1927). Fig. I].
Now they first found--very quickly--that if you put in a thing like ethyl alcohol that you
got one characteristic time lag, and with acetic acid another one, quite different. But if you
had ethyl acetate you got the sum of the two. You got two peaks. So that you could analyze
ethyl acetate and find the acetic acid and the ethyl alcohol. Then they began to study salt
solutions and they found that only the metal elements counted but they didn't act as an ion.
That is, all potassium ions weren't the same, but potassium nitrate and potassium chloride
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and potassium sulfate all had quite characteristic different points, that were a characteristic
of the compound. It was only the positive ion that counted and yet the negative ions had a
modifying effect. But you couldn't detect the negative ions directly.
Now they began to see how sensitive it was. Well, they found that any intensity more than
about 10-8 molar solution would always produce the maximum effect, and you'd think that
that would be kind of discouraging from the analytical point of view, but no, not at all. And
you could make quantitative measurements to about three significant figures by diluting
the solutions down to a point where the effect disappeared. Apparently, it disappeared quite
sharply when you got down to about 10-8 or 3. 42 x 10-8 in concentration, or something of
that sort and then the effect would disappear. Otherwise, you would get it, so that you
could detect the Iim it within this extraordinary degree of accuracy.
Well, they found that things were entirely different, even in these very dilute solutions, in
sodium nitrate from what it was with sodium chloride. Nevertheless, it was a characteristic
which depended upon the compound even though the compound was disassociated into
ions at those concentrations. That didn't make any difference but it was fact that was
experimentally proven. They then went on to find that the isotopes all stick right out like
sore thumbs with great regularity. In the case of lead, they found sixteen isotopes. These
isotopes were quite regularly spaced so that you could get 16 different positions and you
could assign numbers to those so that you can identify them and tell which they are.
Unfortunately, you couldn't get the concentrations quantitatively, even the dilution method
didn't work quite right because they weren't all equally sensitive. You could get them
relatively but only approximately. Well, it became important as a means of detecting
elements that hadn't yet been discovered, like Alabam1ne and elements that are now known,
and filling out the periodic table. (p.8) All the elements in the periodic table were filled out
th&t way and published.
But a little later, in 1945 or 46, I was at the University of California. Owen Latimer who is
now Head of the Chemistry Depa1tment there--not Owen Latimer, Wendell Latimer--had
had a bet with G. N. Lewis (in 1932). He said, "There's something funny about this Allison
effect, how they can detect isotopes." He had known somebody who had been down with
Allison and who had been very much impressed by the effect and he said to Lewis, "I think
I'll go down and see Allison, to Alabama, and see what there is in it. I'd like to use some of
these methods."
Now people had begun to talk about spectroscopic evidence that there might be traces of
hydrogen of atomic weight three. It wasn't spoken of as tritium at that time but hydrogen of
atomic weight three that might exist in small amounts. There was a little spectroscopic
evidence for it and Latimer said, "Well, this might be a way of finding it. I'd like to be able
to find it." So he went and spent three weeks at Alabama with Allison and before he went
he talked it over with G. N. Lewis about what he thought the prospects were and Lewis
said, "I'll bet you ten dollars you'll find that there's nothing in it." And so they had this bet
on. He went down there and he came back. He set up the apparatus and made it work so
well that G. N. Lewis paid him the ten dollars. (Laughter) He then discovered tritium and
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he published an article in the Physical Review.<10) Just a little short note saying that using
Allison's method he had detected the isotope of hydrogen of atomic weight three. And he
made some sort of estimate as to its concentration.
Well, nothing more was heard about it. I saw him then; seven or eight years after that. I had
written these things up before, about this Allison effect, and I told him about this point of
view and how the Allison effect fits all these characteristics. Well; I know at that time at
one of the meetings of the American Chemical Society there was great discussion as to
whether to accept papers on the Allison effect. There they decided: No, they would not
accept any more papers on the Allison effect, and I guess the Physical Review did too. At
any rate, the American Chemical Society decided that they would not accept any more
manuscripts on the Allison effect. However, after they had adopted that as a firm policy,
they did accept one more a year or two later because here was a case where all the people
in the faculty here had chosen twenty or thirty different solutions that they had made up
and they had labeled them all secretly and they had taken every precaution to make sure
that nobody knew what was in these solutions, and they had given them to Allison and he
had used his method on them and he had gotten them all right, although many of them
were at concentrations of 1 6 and so on, molar. That was sufficiently definite -- good
experimental methods -- and it was accepted for publication by the American Chemical
Society but that was the last.() I) You'd think that would be the beginning, not the end.

o·

Anyway, Latimer said, "You know, I don't know what was wrong with me at that time,' He
said, "After I published that paper I never could repeat the experiments again. I haven't the
least idea why." "But,'' he said, "Those results were wonderful, I showed them to G; N.
Lewis and we both agreed that it was all right. They were clean cut. I checked myself
every way I knew how to. I don't know what else I could have done, but later oti I just
couldn't ever do it again."
I don't know what it is. That's the kind of thing that happehs in all of these. All the people
who had anything to do with these things find that when you get through with them-~you
~ account for Bergen Davis saying that they didn't calculate those things from the Bohr
theory, that they were found by empirical methods without any idea of the theory. Barnes
made the experiments, brought them in to Davis, and Davis calculated them up and
discovered all of a sudden that they fit the Bohr theory; He said Barnes didn't have
anything to do with that. Well, take it or leave it, how did he do it? It's up to you to decide.
I can't account for it. All I know is that there was nothing salvaged at the end, and therefore
none of it was ever right, and Barnes never did see a peak. You can't have a thing halfway
right.

Extrasensory Perception
Well, there's Rhine. I spent a day with Rhine at Duke University at the meeting of the
American Chemical Society, probably about 1934. Rhine had published a book and I'll just
tell you a few things. First of all, I went in and told Rhine these things. I told him the
whole story. I said these things (Table I) are the characteristics of those things that are't so.
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They are all characteristics of your thing too. (Laughter) He said, "I wish you'd publish
that. I'd love to have you publish it. That would stir up an awful lot of interest." He said,
"I'd have more graduate students. We ought to have more graduate students. This thing is
so important that we should have more people realize its importance. This should be one of
the biggest departments in the university."
Well, I won't tell you the whole story with Rhine, because I talked with him all day. He
uses cards which you guess at by turning over. You have extra-sensory perception. You
have 25 cards and you deal them out face down, or one person looks at them, and the other
person on the other side of the screen looks at them and you read his mind. The other thing
is for nobody to know what the cards are, in which case they are turned over without
anybody looking at them. You record them and then you look them up and see if they
check and that's telepathy, or clairvoyance rather. Telepathy is when you can read another
person's mind.
Now a later form of the thing would be for you to decide now and write down what the
cards are going (p.9) to be when they are shuffled tomorrow. That works too. (Laughter)
All of these things are nice examples where the magnitude of the effect is entirely
independent of magnitude of the cause. That is, the experiments worked just as well where
the shuffling is to be done tomorrow as when it was done some time ago. It doesn't make
any difference in the results. There is no appreciable difference between clairvoyance and
telepathy. Although, if you try to think of the mechanisms of the two, it should be quite
different. In order to get the cards to telegraph you all the infor-mation that's in them as to
how they are arranged, and so on, when they are stacked up on top of each other and to
have it given in the right sequence, it is rather difficult to think of a mechanism. On the
other hand, it is conceivable that there may be some sort of mechanism in the brain that
might send out some sort of unknown messages that could be picked up by some other
brain. That's a different order of magnitude. A different order of difficulty. But they were
all the same from Rhine's point of view.
Well, now, the little things that I have are these. There are many more I could give you.
Rhine said being in quite a philosophical mood, "It's funny how the mind tries to trick
you." He said, "People don't like these experiments. I've had millions of these cases where
the average is about 7 out of25." You'd expect 5 out of25 to come right by chance and on
the grand average they come out, oh, out of millions, or hundreds of millions of cases, they
average around 7. Well, to get 7 out of 25 would be a common enough occurrence but if
you take a large number and you get 7, well you doubt the statistics or the statistical
application or, above all, what I think of and I want to give you reasons for thinking, is the
rejection of a small percentage of the data.
I'll go first, before I get into what Rhine said, and say this: David Langmuir, a nephew of
mine, who was in the Atomic Energy Commission, when he was with the Radio
Corporation of America a few years ago, he and a group of other young men thought they
would like to check up Rhine's work so they got some cards and they spent many evenings
together finding how these cards turned up and they got well above 5. They began to get
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quite excited about it and they kept on, and they kept on, and they were right on the point
of writing Rhine about the thing. And they kept on a little longer and things began to fall
off, and fall off a little more, and they fell off a little more. And after many, many, many
days, they fell down to an average of five--grand average--so they didn't write to Rhine.
Now if Rhine had received that information, that this reputable body of men had gone
ahead and gotten a value of 8 or 9 or 10 after so many trials, why he would have put it in
his book How much of that sort of thing, when you are fed information of that sort by
people who are interested--how are you going to weigh the things that are published in the
book?
Now an illustration of how it works is this. He told me that, "People don't like me," he said
"I took a lot of cards and sealed them up in envelopes and I put a code number on the
outside, and I didn't trust anybody to know that code. Nobody!"
(A section of the speech is missing at this point. It evidently described some tests that gave
scores below 5.) " ... the idea of having this thing sealed up in the cards as though I didn't
trust them, and therefore to spite me they made it purposely low."
"Well," 1 said, "that's interesting--interesting a lot, because you said that you'd published a
summary of all of the data that you had. And it comes out to be 7. It is now within your
power to take a larger percentage including those cards that are sealed up in those
envelopes which could bring the whole thing back down to five. Would you do that?
"Of course not," he said. "That would be dishonest. "
"Why would it be dishonest?"
"The low scores are just as significant as the high ones, aren't they? They~ that
there's something there just as much, and therefore it wouldn't be fair. "
I said, "Are you going to count them, are you going to reverse the sign and count them, or
count them as credits?"
"No, No," he said.
I said, "What have you done with them? Are they in your book?"

"No."
"Why, I thought you said that all your values were in your book. Why haven't you put
those in?"
"Well," he said, "I haven't had time to work them up."
"Well, you know all the results, you told me the results. "
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"Well," he said, "I don't give the results out until I've had t ime to digest them."
I said, "How many of these things have you?" He showed me filing cabinets--a whole row
of them. Maybe hundreds of thousands of cards. He has a filing cabinet that contained
nothing but these things that were done in sealed up envelopes. And they were the ones
that gave the average of five.
Well, we'll let it stand at that. A year or so later, he published a new volume of his book. In
that, there's a chapter on the sealed up cards in the (p. I0) envelopes and they all come up to
around seven. And nothing is said about the fact that for a long time they came down below
five. You see, h e ~ if they come below five, he kllilli'.s that isn't fair to the public to
misrepresent this thing by including those things that prove just as much a positive result
as though they came above. It's just a trick of the mind that these people do to try to spite
you and of course it wouldn't be fair to publish.0 2)
Flying Saucers

I'm not going to talk about flying saucers very much except just this. A flying saucer is not
exactly science, although some scientific people have written things about them. I was a
member of General Schwa1tz's (?) Advisory Committee after the war, and we held some
very secret meetings in Washington in which there was a thing called project SIGN. I think
it's s-i-g- n. Anyway, it was hushed up. It was hardly even talked about and it was the
flying saucer stuff, gathering the evidence, and weighing and evaluating the data on flying
saucers. And he said, "You know, it's very serious, it really looks as though there is
something there." Well, I told him afterwards--1 told him this story here. I said that it
seems to me from what I know about flying saucers they look like this sort af thing. Well,
any-way, it ended up by two men being brought to Schenectady with a boiled down group
of about twenty or thirty best cases from hundreds and hundreds that they knew all about. I
didn't want them all, I said to pick out about thirty or forty of the best cases, and bring them
to Schenectady, and we'll spend a couple of days going over them, and he did.
Most of them were Venus seen in the evening through a murky atmosphere. Venus can be
seen in the middle of the day if you know where to look for it. Almost any clear bright day
especially when Venus is at its brightest, and sometimes it's caused almost panic. It has
caused traffic congestion in New York C ity when Venus is seen in the evening near some
of the buildings around Times Square and people thought it was a comet about to collide
with the ea1th, or somebody from Mars, or something of that sort. That was a long time
ago. That was thirty or forty years ago. Venue still causes flying saucers.
Well, they only had one photograph or two photo-graphs taken by one man. It looked to me
like a piece oftar paper when I first saw it and the two photographs showed the thing in
entirely different shapes. I asked for more details about it. What was the weather at the
time? Well, they didn' t know but they'd look it up. And they got out some papers and there
it was. It was taken about 'fifteen or twenty minutes after a violent thunderstorm out in
Ohio. Well, what's more natural than some piece of tar paper picked up by a little
miniature twister and being carried a few thousand feet up into the clouds and it was
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coming .dmm, that's all. So what could it be? " But it was going at an enormous speed." Of
course the man who saw it didn't have the vaguest idea of how far away it was. That's the
trouble. lfyou see something that's up in the sky, a light or any kind of an object, you
haven't the vaguest idea of how big it is. You can guess anything you like about the speed.
You ask people how big the moon is. Some say it is as big as your fist, or as big as a
baseball Some say as big as a house. Well, how big is it really". You can't tell by looking
at it. How can you tell how big a flying saucer is? Well, anyway, after I went through these
things I didn't find a single one that made any sense at all. There was nothing consistent
about them. They were all things that suffered from these facts. They were all subjective.
They were all near a threshold. You don't know what the threshold is exactly in detecting
the velocity of an object that you see up in the sky, where you don't know whether it's a
thousand feet or ten thousand feet or a hundred thousand feet up. But they all fitted in with
this general pattern, namely, that there doesn't seem to be any evidence that there is
anything in them. And, anyway, these men were convinced and they ended project SIGN.
And later the whole thing was de-classified and the thing was written up by the Saturday
Evening Post about four or five years ago. At any rate, that seemed to be the end of it. But,
of course. the newspapers wouldn't let a thing like that die. (Laughter) It keeps coming up
again, and again, and again, and the old story keeps coming back again. It always has. It's
probably hundreds of years old anyway.
Well, I think that's about all. If there are any questions, I'd be happy to say more.
Question Period
W. C. White: People may want to go now because it's quarter after five though I'm sure
Dr. Langmuir would be glad to discuss this some more.

I was going to add another one to these characteristics. Isn't the desire for publicity another
of the characteristics?
A. Well, it is in Rhine's case. There is no question about that. Rhine, I
think, ........................... tb.inks he's honest, but I know perfectly well that he--everything he
says, he talks about the importance of getting more students, and the importance of having
the people in his own university understand the importance of this thing and so oa And then
the fact that no man in his senses could discard data the way he did those things sealed up
in the cards. So I don't hold a very high value on his work. Now the other people, I don't
have the slightest doubt but what these men are really honest. They are sincere. They loved
publicity; Allison, of course, loved to publish about new elements one after the other.
These were published by the American Chemical Society; and Latimer liked to publish his
little article on tritium, the first (p. 11 ) discovery of tritium. So I think that has something to
do with it, but I don't think that that's the driving force. I think the driving force is quite a
normal scientific desire to make discoveries and to understand things. Davis and Barnes
were finding things and it was wonderful while it lasted.
Q (Liebhafsky): I just wanted to point out that perhaps the neatest comment on item four
was made at the University of California when this business was discussed at the Research
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Conference there in about 1930 or 32. Professor Birge said that this effect was just Allison
wonderland. (Laughter)

(Langmuir): Did you ever hear Latimer talk about it?
(Liebhafsky): Well, Latimer was pushing it and you've got to allow for Latimer's
persuasiveness. There were people on the faculty that I'm sure never believed it.

(Langmuir): But it was funny that G. N. Lewis would believe it.
(Liebhafsky): Well, you know that there is a very close personal relationship between
Latimer and Lewis.

{L1\ngmuir): I understand that Lewis got back his ten dollars. (Laughter)
Q. How would an analysis like this apply to religious experiences?
A. Well, the method of approach to religious questions--a lot of people think you don't

want to have any evidence, you want faith; and if that's your attitude why I don't think this
thing applies. But if some religious performer of a certain belief tries to argue with me, my
reactions would be very much like this.
Q. In setting up these criteria, you may in a way limit the possibilities of scientific
investigation. It occurred to me that suppose something happened in the heavens--some
astronomical event--that nobody had ever seen before. Something that happens once in a
million years. Really, I mean, supposing that you could tell. It would fit the same criterion,
wouldn't it?

A. No, I don't want to depend on any one of these. I've been reading the life of Pasteur.
Pasteur had the idea of germs. Everybody thought that he was a fool -- thought there
couldn't be any sense to the subject. It took a long time before germs were believed. People
believed in spontaneous generation of new forms of life. They happened spontaneously not
by the introduction of spares from the outside but spontaneously -- and Pasteur had to fight
that. The test oftime is the thing that ultimately checks this thing. In the end, something is
salvaged, You can't do that while the thing is growing, while the thing is being discussed,
but in the end you do know that the Allison effect is gone. It never would be anything. And
that's what I mean about these other things. We've waited long enough now. This whole
pattern of things fits together with the idea that you're at a threshold. You're right at the
point where things are very difficult to see--that's what I want to bring out. Now, in
Pasteur's experiments, when he killed anthrax in animals, he got 25 right out of 25. The
sheep all died or they didn't die. There was no threshold value about it. People who didn't
know anything about it might have thought so, but when they saw one experiment they
were convinced.
One more question 22
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Q. These criteria that you put down would apply very well to the theory of relativity with
measurements of very small fractions of a degree of arc in the neighborhood of a bright
disk of the sun.
A. Yes, well now take an example I've often thought of. There are lots of scientific
instances. They go through the same sort of stage. For instance, in Laue and Bragg's theory
of x-rays being electromagnetic waves. When the first reports came out you had to keep an
absolutely open mind about them. You didn't know but what this was just another case of
wishful thinking. But how long did it take? Within three or four years they were making
precision measurements of the wavelengths of x-rays--very, very few years. Now, that's
just what~ happen in these things. So you have to wait a little time for these things to
prove themselves but I don't think that you will find that there's anything more than a
superficial resemblance. Take the first experiments of the wave theory of electrons. The
first evidence was very poor, and more people had to be brought in, but to me the important
thing was not how it looked at the time but the quickness with which those results were
resolved as contrasted to these things that hang fire and hang fire. Now the Davis-Barnes
effect and the N-rays were quenched suddenly; but most of these other things go on, and
on, and on, and on.
(White): I believe that this is the latest lasting colloquium we've ever had that I remember.
It was a great privilege to have such a speaker. We thank you, Dr. Langmuir.
EPILOGUE ( R. N. Hall) (presumably written in 1968)

Pathological science is by no means a thing of the past. In fact, a number of examples can
be found among current literature, and it is reasonable to suppose that the incidence of this
kind of "science" will increase at least linearly with the increase in (p.12) scientific
activity.
Professor Allison has retired, but in a recent letter he wrote that his investigations of the
Allison Effect have suffered long interruptions but were never abandoned, and he spends
summers and occasional weekends working on it with students at Auburn University. The
effect is also being investigated under a contract with the Air Force Aero Propulsion
Laboratory at the University of Dayton_(9e)
Flying Saucers are still very much with us. As Langmuir said, "Of course, the newspapers
wouldn't let a thing like that die." How right he was!
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9 (1932). (c) S.S. Cooper and T. R. Ball, J. Chem Ed., ll, 210 (1936), also pp. 278 and
326. (d) M.A. Jeppesen and R . M . Bell, Phys. Rev., il, 546 (1935). (e) H. F. Mildrum and
B. M. Schmidt, Air Force Aero Prop. Lab. AFAPL-TR-66-52 (May 1966).
10. W. M. Latimer and H. A. Young, Phys. Rev.14, 690 (1933).
11. This may have referred to the paper by J. I McGhee and M. Lawrenz, J. Am. Chem.
Soc., ~ . 405 (1932), which contains the statement, "In December 1930 one ofus
(McGhee) handed out by number to Prof. Allison twelve (to him) unknowns which were
tested by him and checked by two assistants 100 percent correctly in three hours." See also,
T. K Ball, Phys. Rev., 47., 548 (1935), who describe additiona l tests in which unknowns
were identified.
12. Some more recent discussion of Rhine's work is 'to be found in: (a) G. R. Price, Sci,
122, 359 (1955), and replies on January 6, 1956. (b) M, Gardner, Fads and Fallacies in the
Name of Science, Dover (1957) . (p.1 3)
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INTRO DUCT ION

The 1985 edition of the Forest Fire Behavio ur Tables for
and
Western Australia is a major revision of the 1979 edition,
ur
represen ts the results of continue d research into fire behavio
of
and fire control conduct ed by officers of the Departm ent
Conserv ation and Land Manage ment.
Major changes have been made in the Rate-of- Spread tables
of
for jarrah and souther n forest fuels to give better predictio ns
ns.
fire behavio ur under very dry soil and high wind conditio
ur
These relations hips were obtained from ongoing fire behavio
studies conduct ed by Neil Burrows and his fire research team
based at Manjimu p Researc h Station.
As in the previous editions, the Fire Behavio ur Tables
the
provide estimate s of moisture content of litter fuels within
the
range of forest types in Western Australia . In addition to
standard forest types, addition al informa tion has been included
to provide estimate s for wandoo forests, and young ( 10-20 y/o)
regrowt h on pure and mixed karri sites. Improve ments have
been made to all fuel moisture predictio n tables to ensure more
accurate estimate s of moisture changes during day a:id night
conditio ns. In particula r the predictio n of the Rainfall
,
Correcti on (Table 4.3.1.) has been substan tially modified
incorpor ating up-to-da te fuel moisture data.
A section has been added which provides informa tion on the
calculat ion and use of the Soil Dryness Index (S.D.I.).
iri
Further major improve ments and addition s incorpor ated
the 1985 edition are summar ised below
Fuel Quantity Correcti on Factor
- Modified for both jarrah and southern forest
Scorch Height and Date of Spread
- Modified for both jarrah and southern forests
Litter Accumu lation
Extende d for older fuels
Scrub Fuels
Flamma bility Factor Table added
·- Scrub Heights /Density Profile added
Pine Slash Fuels
-·new table for fuel load calculat ion
Burning Guidelin es
new tor Pinus radiata underbu rning
new for hardwoo d slash fuels
Fire Suppres sion Guidelin es
updated despatc h and fireline construc tion tables to
allow for modern (➔ quipment.
Karri Regrowth Stands
A research program me into tt1e fire behavio ur and fuel
complex characte ristics within young karri regrowth stands
p
has been underta ken by L.achlan McCaw at ManJimu
that
Researc h Station Prel1m1nary results of his work indicate
up to age 10. karri regrowt h fuels are normally disconti nuous
5
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and insufficient to carry a ground fire except in very dry
conditions under strong (20 • km/h) winds. By age 15, sufficient
debris accumulates from dying scrub, tree twigs, bark and
leaves. to carry ground fires. Fuel loads relate directly to stand
development and available fuels of 15-19 t/ha are associated
with a stern basal area of 20 rn 2/ha or greater (i.e. age 15±5 yrs).
In stands with a shrub understorey of either hazel (Trymalium
spathulatum), netic (Bossiae laidlawiana), karri wattle (Acacia
pentadenia) or A. urophyl/a, fuel moisture behaviour and lire
behaviour are similar to those measured in mature karri 1 & 2 fuel
types. The dense canopy restricts fuel dryingand wind penetration
into the stand.
Effective fuel-reduction burning is not normally possible
until the S.D.I. exceeds 800. Important exceptions to this
pattern are found in stands with a dense understorey of rushes
(near Walpole) and in mixed rnarri-karri sites which have a
more open understorey. These fuel types will burn at a younger
age and behave similarly to karri 4 & 5 fuel types.
Regrowth burning should only be undertaken during stable
conditions or when the hazard is falling. The best results are
obtained when S.M.C.'s are between 12 to 18 per cent. The
lighting pattern should take account of slope and variations in
fuel type.

3.

GLOSSARY

tt1e rno,sture content
expressed as a percentage ol oven dry we,ght ol tl1e top
5- l0mrn ol leal litter

Surface Moisture Content (S.M.C.)

the moisture cuntt!flt
expressed as a percentage ol oven dry we,gt,t ol ttw 1'11t1rp
leaf litter bed above the mineral so,1 surfacci

Profile Moisture Content (P.M.C.)

Fuel Quantity - the oven dry we,ght ol l1tlt!r tras'1 and scrub

foliage expressed ,n tonnes per hectare

Available Fuel Factor

available to burn.

the proportion ol tt1e litter twd that ,s

Further reading and reference:

Burrows, N.D. (1984) "Describing Forest Fires in Western
Australia - A Guide for Managers". Forests Dept. of W.A.
Tech. Paper No.9.
Burrows, N.D. (1984) "Predicting Blow-Up Fires in the Jarral1
Forest". Forests Dept. of W.A. Tech. Paper No.12.
Burrows, N.D. (1984) "Radiata Pine Slash Burning Guide". Fire
Research Note, Forests Dept. of WA.
Forests Department of Western Australia (1983). Fire
Protection Handbook. An abridgment of Part 9 (Fire Control)
of the Foresters Manual, 1983 edition.
Sneeuwjagt, R.J. (1971) "Understorey Fuels in Karri Forest".
Research Paper No. 1 Forests Dept. of WA
Sneeuwjagt, R.J. (1973) "Measuring Forest Fuels". Research
Paper No. 3 Forests Dept. of WA
Underwood, R.J., Sneeuwjagt, R.J., Haswell. DA (1983)
"Guidelines for Slash Burning in the Karri Forest" Internal
report. Forests Dept. of WA

6

Trash Fuel- the component ol ground fuel complex made up ol

dead twigs, branches anc1 scrub debris of at least t 0rrnn
thickness The ·available trash· ,s n,e proport1011 norrnally
consumed in a low 1ntens1ty ground fire

the sum of the tuE!I q1wnt1ty of
the litter. trash, scrub and fuels that is available to burn

Total Available Fuel Quantity

represents the area
enclosed by the overnight R H. trace (to 0800 hours) an(J the
70 per cent R.H. level. The area is made up of basic urnt
squares of 2 per cent R.H by two hours duration

Overnight Relative Humidity Count

1s obtained lrom the daily
forecasted maximum temperature and r111n1rnurn relative
humidity Tilus. the B D.U 1s a measure of the oay clry,ng
effect

Basic Drying Unit (B,D.U.)
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6.7. JARRAH RATE OF SPREAD INDEX

should be applied where appropriate by referral to Tables 6.8.
and 6.6. respectively.

Apply the surface moisture content and open wind velocity
(tower wind). Read off the rate of spread index for 7.6-8.5
tonnes/ha of litter fuel - fuel quantity and slope corrections
Wind rates

.
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